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aged Iff, who eloped from
George Foster, and was arlover in Cast.ine and taken
as reported
in The

father,

week, is reported

as very penirry that she was so foolish as
'v itli a man who is
nearly twice
returned to school Monday
leaver to forget that she ever
h an escapade.
Hamilton, the father, said
at Foster seemed like a pretty
fellow, and he did not wish to
that would ruin the man for
i that hia daughter had been
ng to return to her own tireless that was said about the
tier it would he for ail run-
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.lived
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school and tinish
he continued, “and to stay
she becomes of age.
If she
tn

go

murder and suicide last Thursin Hampden has caused the
greatest excitement m that place, where the
parties were well and favorably known.
Capt. William Clark of the schooner Ira
LelTerier arrived in Bangor Wednesday afternoon, and drank a good deal of liquor. In
sonic bar-rooms he
flourished a revolver,
evidently a new one, of J8 calibre, and stated
that he was going to kill the man who was
trying to get his wife away from him, and
insinuated that his wife was unfaithful.
These accusations were groundless, as his
wife was a most worthy woman and highly
respected. Clark went home that night, but
A

case

of

to

assisting

stress,
low talk,

which was soon followed by a
pier* mg scream from Mrs. Clark, and then
a
sic t and a fall.
Miss Wheeler ran from
The house in terror, taking the children with
her. She ran to Mrs. Hardy's house for help,
and in a few moments Mr. Hardy and other
neighbors rushed to Clark's house. They
burst :n the front door, and to their horror
found Mrs. Clark on the door in a pool of
blood. Near by was the body of her husband, who had shot himself soon after committing the murder. His body was lying
beside that of his wife. Mrs. Clark had
been shot in the left cheek, and he had put
Mrs. Clark
a bullet into his right temple.
was unconscious when the people arrived,
Mini Dr. Nason was at once sent for, but she
expired in five minutes. Clark was unconscious
when found, and died at 11.20
that night without regaining consciouness.
was
It
a most affecting sight in the house.
A niece f Mrs. Clark, Miss Neally of Roxbury. Mass., had just arrived on the Boston
boat atul had gotten nearlv to the door of
( lark s In use when the shooting took place.
Miss Neally was to testify in the divorce
hearing, and was to remain with Mrs. Clark
this winter.
Mrs. Clark was about 2S years
of age, while Capt. Clark was about 40.
In Capt. Clark's room, a tumbler twothirds full of laudanum, over which the man
had placed his hat to conceal it, was found.
It :s supposed that his original intention was
to end his life by poison, after shooting his

wife.

Him. \V. H Mayo of Hampden was Colins''! for Mrs. Clark in her divorce proceedings. Mrs. Clark went to see him Thursday
morning to secure advice about returning
Imme. Sin wished to know if it would compromise her in her divorce action to return
lion.'' w hen her husband was there. The
counsel :oli: her it would not, but asked her
if she was uof afraid of (’lark, who was alShe replied that
ways ugiv when drill! k.
she did not fear bin in the loast, that lie
had not a particle of ourage.
Mrs. 'Shirk was pr miuent iu church matters, although not being a church member,
it :s said, and was very highly regarded ami
She hail pracrespec ted in the e.immunity.
tically supported the family for Some years

by doing dressmaking.

loud of his wife and children,
m liquor, and was insanely
iealous of his wife without the shadow of
ianise.
It seemed to cause him intense anguish t" flunk that his wife might marry
>' ime uther man.
The vessel owners who have employed
him, and the men who have been at sea with
him, say that Clark was a very capable seaman. but that he was liable to get intoxicated when in port, and to go on a spree when
Clark

was

X'-ept when

!:e was most

needed.

Mrs. Clark had left him once ou twice before on account of his ill usage, hut had
returned "ii his solemn promises to reform
She was the daughand treat her kindly.
Clark's
ter of John Nealley of Monroe.
are
most
family
respectable people, and
reside in Hampden. They hail been married
1") years and had two children—Raymond,
aged 14. and Celia, aged 12.
Coroner Harriman of Bangor was summoned ami decided Friday that an injiiest was unnecessary. There was no mysWhatever details were
tery about the ease.
lacking concerning the murderer's motive
were supplied by a letter found in his pocket.
This letter, which the coroner declines to
make public, is dated Boston, Oct. 7, and
was written
by Clark to his father, but
In it Clark named two or
never mailed.
three men whom, besides his wife, he threatened to kill.
One of the men is a well
known Hampden citizen, who lias been a
friend, hut nothing more, to Mrs. Clark. Iu

the murderer's

pocket

was

ontinue to remain
■-fined for the part he

in town he
lia<l taken in
Opinions are divided in the matf the best citizens of the place
it the
young people ought to have
ved to get married as they desired.

Montville.
Mrs. David Conner
home in North Carolina last Satmpanied by her husband’s rnotbP N. Conner, who will
stop for the
fhey will stop a few days in Lynn
way-Mrs. Aldana Gilman has
Elliot for a visit of a few weeks,
o P. Fuller and Mrs. J.
Bryant of
'1
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
•cum last
Thursday.

Day.’'

Suggests that Friends of Sound Money Display
Old Glory Oct. 31.
Chicago, Oct. 17. Chairman Hanna of the
Republican National committee has suggested “flag day” in the campaign. He promulgated the following to-day:
The American tlag has been in the political
campaign the emblem or insignia of national
honor.
Its influences have been for great
good in the cause of a good people. Its display in many places has been potent in the
advancement of the country’s battle for the
maintenance of its honor at home and
abroad.
1, therefore, suggest that on Saturday, Oct.
•I, all who intend to vote on Nov. 3 for the
preservation of our national honor for sound
money and the advancement of our people’s
interests and general prosperity, display the
national colors at, their homes, their places
of business and wherever they may be seen,
in order that their purpose and those who
are undetermined may the more patriotically and intelligently conclude how best to
perform their dutv as citizens.
M. A. Hanna.

they wish t• • lie marlint-object ." WheuAtriiursiiay she at first refused to
runaway trip, hut afterwards

■

a

Clark's body was buried at West Winterport Sunday afternoon, while the remains of
his wife were taken to her father’s home in
Monroe, where funeral services were held
Sunday forenoon. The children will be
cared for by Mrs. Clark's relatives in Monroe.

tnd
1 should

glad to get hack home
t"oi Mr. Foster's folks where
ug," she said, “and what vve
i'ir.
We also told them t«> tell
but this they did not do. When
went up there they pretended not
whereabouts.”
is
packed up his effects and left
he west. This move, it is said,
about through a proposition
on by
Deputy Sheriff Smith,
the instigation of Miss Harnil■'its, which was in effect that

also found

small vial of laudanum.

stfr

was

Obituary.

Opening Days

Almira Buekmore died at the home
of Mr. aud Mrs. Jerome Stephenson, where
she was boarding, Oct. 16th. Mrs. BuckMrs.

Fine

(ione
A

Receiver

Up!

Asked for the Petit Manan Lund and Industrial Co.

clothing,

Wedding Bells.
Gii.man-Edmunds.

ding occurred Oct.

chance for him to go ashore, and it is
thought he either fell or jumped overboard.
They had experienced some very hot weather at Darien which probably affected his
brain. Mr. Col lamer was a native of Lincoluville ami had been in coasting schooners
as cook since boyhood.
He married Miss
Margaret Lindsey of Northport, who, with
one daughter survives him.
Their home is
in Brownfield, Maine, but they lived several
years in this city.
Died in Prospect, Sept, tith, at the home of
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Susie D. Perkins,
Miss Dora F. Perkins, aged oh years, the last
of a family of nine children. She, the youngest, lived to see them all, with the mother,
Ail aged father
pass on to the higher life.
is left to mourn his loss, but his loss is her
gain. When about J7 years old Dora experienced religion under the Methodists and
always lived up to her profession. Rev. J.
P. Simouton of Winterport attended her
funeral amt preached an excellent sermon.
The singing by the \\ interport choir was
In her sickness everything was
very line.
done for her that loving hearts and willing
hands could do, but she was so tired and
wanted to rest. The floral display at the
funeral was beautiful
Clark

Miss Mary Catherine Kaler died at her
home in Belfast Tuesday after a week’s illness, of stomach troubles. She was born in
Waldoboro, but came to Belfast when quite
young with her brother, the late Joseph
Kaler, in whose family she has since lived.
She was highly esteemed in her neighborhood for her many good qualities.

hold

in

Society.

a

dance and supper at their hall next

Wardwell, affirmative; E. M. Cunningham and J. W. Wallace, negative. Several
members spoke on the question. Visitors
were present from Mystic Grange of Belmont and Northern Light of Monroe. Next
Saturday evening Miss Lucy Cochran will
man

present
son.

A

a

paper on the life of James Madifeature will also be introduced

new

in the program.
A series of questions is
asked at one meeting to be answered at the
next, a question to be assigned to each member. The questions cover all branches, his-

tory, politics, religion, science, farming, etc.

Congressman Hilliken

on

the

Stump.

Hon. S. L. Milliken is now on the stump
in New York State, and will go to Michigan
to speak the last week of the campaign.
Last Thursday he addressed a very enthusiastic audience in New Haven, in the same
theatre in which Bryan was hissed down,
and the people gave him arousing reception.
There was a great parade, with bands of

the entrance examination

for Bowdoiu College.
He was universally
Hon. W. F. P. Fogg of loved and respected l»3r his teachers and asBelfast, Oct.
Wiscasset, as attorney for Mayor Hanson sociates, and was full of promise to follow
and others, has tiled a bill of complaint in in the foot-steps of his esteemed father and
j
equity against the Petit Manau Land and to honor the name of the distinguished phyIndustrial Company of this city praying for sician for whom he was named. [Portland
an injunction to restrain its officers from
Journal of Medicine and Science.
doing further business and that a receiver
be appointed. The liabilities of the comHenry Munroe died Sept. 29th at the old
pany are said to exceed $100,000.
homestead in Lineolnville at the advanced
An order for a temporary injunction was
age of 8b years. He was a man of quiet ways,
grunted by Judge Whitehouse and the hear- well spoken of by those who knew him. The
ing on appointment of receiver will be held funeral occurred Thursday afteruoou, Oct.
at Augusta October 20.
[Kennebec Jour- 1st, and was conducted in the presence of a
nal.
large number of friends and relatives, by
Rev. F. M. Preble of Camden. Mr. Munroe
The Girls’ Home. The past week the leaves a wife aud several children, amoug
Mrs. Isaac Kidder of Camden. The
little ones at the Girls' Home were made them
widow is to make her home with her daughglad by the kindly remembrance of “A ter, Mrs. Kidder.
Friend” who sent to them two traces of pop
corn.
Ten dollars ami fifty cents were reThe Letter that Never Came.

Washington, Oct. 19. Despite the fact
that vice-president candidate Watson insists
that his letter of acceptance was mailed to
Senator Butler here seven days ago, the
latter says he has not yet received it.

a

after

Last Saturday evening Seaside Grange
discussed the question, “Resolved, That the
teaching of music in the public schools is for
the best interest of the rising generation.”
The disputants were F. W. Brown and Nor-

20.

ceived from ladies in Swanville by baud of
Mrs. A. E. Nickerson, the amount raised by
the sale of a quilt. Such contributions are
gratefully received by the Children’s Aid

Granges.

Monday evening. Music will be furnished
by Townsend Bros, and A. H. Miller.

Seldom has the death of a young man in
community caused such wide sympathy
for the parents, as did the death of Dana
Pendleton, the only son of Dr. and Mrs. L.
W. Pendleton, on the 2Jd of September. He
graduated from the High School with honors

passed

the

period of cessation.
The prospect for regular meetings in
the future is highly favorable.
They will

our

had

of

meetings

resumed

1875 from Maine, and entered the employ of
the Southern Express company. After a
number of years with that institution, he
went to Palatka, where he opened the first
freight office of the J. T. & K. W. Railroad
company, of which he was general freight
agent. After two years residence there, he
came to Jacksonville and opened the freight
office of the same road here. He held the
position of freight agent of that railroad up
to a year ago, when he was appointed agent
of the Eastern Car Service association. In
1877 the marriage of Mr. Hussey with Miss
Lena, daughter of the late John Drysdale,
and piece of Mrs. M. C. Drysdale, took place.
Besides his wife, he leaves two children.
Mr. Hussey was well and favorably known
throughout the State in railroad and business
circles, and his death will be geuerallv regretted.”

and

tice Enoch Foster of Bethel presiding. Following is a list of other officials, jurors, etc.,
in attendance.
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
Stenographer, Miss Minta Powers, Skow-

liegan.
County Attorney, Ellery Bowden, Winterport.

Sheriff, Samuel G. Norton, Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs, Isaac Leathers, crier,
Brooks;
Stockton
Eugene
Blanchard,
Springs; Geo. B. Ordway, Swanville; Geo.
A. Jackson, Searsmont.
Messenger, M. G. Norton, Belfast.
Prayer was offered at the opening of Court
by Rev. J. F, Tilton.
Tuesday was occupied in impaneling the
juries, calling the docket and assigning

The old docket has 214 cases, of
which 12 are pending in the Law Court; 10
have been previously referred ; 12 are marked for trial; 20, continued; 20, neither party,
which means the rases are settled; 12, defaulted ; d, dismissed; d, nonsuited; and 2,
continued for judgment. A number of cases
were passed, to
be called later in the
term. There are Id divorce cases, 2 of which
are marked fora jury trial, and 11
equity
cases.

cases.

The grand jury was impaneled
ized for the year, as follows:
James G. Harding, foreman,

1

and organ-

Waldo; A.
C. Currier, clerk, Morrill; Stephen L. Bagley, Moutville; Alton K. Braley, Belfast;
Marshall
Albert
Cilley,
Lincolnville;
Conant, Winterport; Charles Cook, Unity;
W. S. Dolloff, Thorndike; Alfred A. Ginn,
Prospect; Henry M. Griffin, Stockton
Springs: J. F. Griudell, Islesboro; C. B
Ingraham, Knox; Percy Lemau, Liberty;
A. H. Mayo, Monroe; William M. Merithew,
Searsport; Leroy Marriner, Searsmont;
George W. Patterson, Belfast; Willis Waning, Freedom.
Following are the traverse jurors for the
term

:

First Jury. J. H. Kneeland, foreman,
Searsport; Stephen Babbidge, Islesboro; L.
L. Barlow, Waldo; Frank Bowden, Frankfort; C. O. Bradstreet, Palermo; E. P.
Chase, Jackson ; Robert H. Coombs, Belfast;
John N. Cox, Searsmont; George H. Davis,
Belfast: Oakes A. Dodge, Burnham ; Charles
P. Ferguson, Searsport; John M. Gordon,

Lincolnville.

Second Jury. A. S. Nickerson, foreman,
Swanville; Edward Knowlton, Northport;
Samuel A. Littlefield, Winterport; William
A. Lord, Liberty; George W. Morse, Belmont; A. R. Murch, Unity: Christopher C.
Ridley, Prospect; A. H. Rose, Brooks; Wil-

S. Shaw, Winterport; Andrew J. Sidelinger, Iroy; E. A. Sprowl, Montville; Willard L. Staples, Stockton Springs.
Supernumeraries.
Frank
B. Stront,
Belfast; John S. Twombly, Monroe; H. W.
Wescott, Knox.
Thomas L. Shute of Belfast, drawn as
traverse juror, was excused the first day.
Both traverse juries were excused Tuesliam

day

noon, to Wednesday morning.
The billowing attorneys from other counties are in attendance: F. S. Walls, Viualhaven; Wm. IL. Fogler, Rockland; J. H.

Montgomery, Camden; Hiram Bliss, Jr.,
Washington.
There are 122 new entries, including 22
cases of Belfast taxes (181)5,) 2 of Islesboro,
and 4 of Northport.
Among the Belfast

those against the Belfast
Hotel Co., Waldo County Agricultural SociC.
ety, Ralph
Johnson, and several residents.
The Johnson case is for si.200 tax
on the property of defendant and ids mother, who were executors of the will of his
father. The property has always l>een taxed
in Belfast, but since the death of his mother,
in 1804, Mr. Johns n has claimed to he a
resident of Washington, I). C., and that
the property is taxed there. The city claims
that the property belongs in Belfast and is, in
fact, not taxed in Washington.
Wednesday was devoted to Settling cases,
taxes

uses

are

assigning cases, arguing
both juries being excused

minor cases, etc
for the day.
The cases m relation to the Petit Manan
Land and Industrial Co. were passed, and
those on the Fort, Pav-ne laud deal wer** continued.
There are 1-4 divorces on the new

music, etc. Friday night Mr. Milliken spoke
a great meeting in Columbia Hall, Brooklyn, N. Y., and then drove six miles to
Prospect Hall and addressed another large
meeting. Saturday night he spoke to an immense meeting at Catskill on the Hudson
river, and left Albany Monday for the western part of the State, where he is to make
six more speeches, and he will then go to
Michigan. A New Haven paper, in reporting the meeting there, says:
When the applauders made an interval of
something like silence, Mr. Benton introduced “a gentlemau from the State that has set
to

a

j

Secret

car

Farmers’ Pride Grange of Lincolnville lias

Theo. F. Hussey, formerly of Lineolnville,
died at his home in Jacksonville, Florida,
after an illness of several weeks. The Jacksonville Times-L^nion says:
“Mr. Hussey

city

of

News

Little Enna Tyler, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Tyler, died at the home of her
parents Tuesday, after along and severe illness.
The afflicted parents have the sympathy of the entire community, as the little
one was a general favorite in the school, and
among all classes. The funeral will be held
to-morrow, Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.

this

Waldo County Grange m^t Oct. IStb with
Mystic Grange, Belmont. The meeting was
presided over by Worthy Master Harding,
and the officers were all present
except
Steward and Gate Keeper, whose places
were tilled by Brothers Morse andMarriner.
The address of welcome, which was a very
tine one, was given by Hannah Alexander,
and Bro. Joseph Ellis responded in his usual
jovial way. Ten granges responded to the
roll call, as follows: Rising Sun, Knox, by
W. D. Elliott; Silver Harvest, Waldo, by E.

docket.

Mr. Charles B. Eaton,
popular letter carriers, was married yesterday noon, at the residence of his
mother, Mrs. A. G. Spencer, No. 103 High
street, to Miss Lena A. Jackson of this city.
The bride was very prettily attired in an
ashes of roses dress. But a few near relatives and intimate friends were present.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. J. F.
Tilton of tiie Baptist church. The liappy
couple were the recipients of a large number of valuable presents, and start in life
with the best wishes of a large circle of
friends. They left by steamer yesterday for
a short bridal tour iu Massachusetts.
They
will be at home at No. 103 High street after
November 1st.

and devoted Christian and bore his
sufferings with the utmost patience and
fortitude, trusting in Jesus through it all.
He leaves a wife, one daughter and two
son's,beside many near relatives and friends
to mourn their loss.

came to

JUDGE FOSTER PRESIDING.

Eaton-Jackson.

one

true

42 years of age, and

wed-

14tli at 2.30

clergyman.

passed peacefully
away at his home at Mt Waldo, Frankfort,
Sept. 22, after a long and painful illness of
many weeks. Although he never made any
public profession of religion, Mr. Clark was

was

pretty

very

p. in. at the
residence of C. E. Gilman, when Mattie E.
Edmunds was united in marriage to John
F. Gilman, both of South Montville. The
bride was very becomingly gowned in white
silk. Her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Gilman acted as bridesmaid and best
man, and about thirty invited guests were
present. Rev. M. F. Bridgliam of North
Vassalboro officiated and the ceremony of
the ring was used. After the ceremony the
parlor became the scene of a joyful occasion
as the happy couple received the congratulations of their many friends. While the
many beautiful presents which filled two
large tables were being admired refreshments were announced as ready and the
guests sat down to tables laden with cake,
fruit and coffee. Soon after refreshments
the happy couple prepared to enter the carriage in waiting amid showers of rice and
shoes and were driven to Belfast to take the
train for Bangor to be gone a few days.
They will return and visit for a few
days and then will leave for Lebanon, N. II.,
where they will make the'., home. They
are young people who have ever walked in
the highest circles of society, loved and respected by all who knew them, and the
wish of their many friends is that health
and happiness may attend them in their
new home.
One year ago this month the
sister of the bride married a man of the
same name, and was married by the same

no

a

A

Waldo Pomona (irange.

The October term of S. J. Court opened in
this city Tuesday forenoon, Associate Jus-

were

everybody.

NUMB UR 43.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Hosts ot Cus-

out en masse at the millinery openings and all the dealers reported
very good sales. Miss Ferguson’s and Mrs.
Cates’ millinery openings displayed all the
new shades, shapes and styles, and unusual
ire was taken in presenting the latest novelties. At Mrs. Cates’ we noticed the combination of Venetian and black, gray and
Venetian, and a display of ostrich tips graduated from those about an inch in length to
the usual size, while draped crowns, Paradise feathers and an abundance of steel
At Miss Ferguson’s the
were conspicuous.
above shades and styles were used, also the
new idea of draping lace over velvet....
Starretts' cloak sale drew many customers
and the display suited the purses and tastes
"f all. There is not much change from last
season's goods, but as iu everything else,
there are novelties to be had_Nearly
every lady on the street Friday had a Japanese doll in her hand, and Carle & Jones gave
them as souvenirs at their opening, lienee
the inference that all had visited the lamp
opening. A beautiful display of lamps, silk
shades and the new globes was admired by

Tidings were received here this week of
the death by drowning, at Delaware Breakwater, Sept. 16th, of Lucian P. Col lamer,
formerly of this city. Mr. Collamer was
cook on board the schooner Myra W. Spear,
Capt. Hinckley, hound from Darien, Ga., to
Bath. He had been ill during the voyage
1
and when the vessel arrived at the Breakwater was confined to his bed, but refused
I
to go to a hospital. The morning of the 16th
Capt. Hinckley went to his room and found
it unoccupied, his clothing lying just as he
left them the night before. There had been

L.

Belfast.

and

etc.

The ladies

officiating.

Allen

Displays

in

Millinery
tomers.

more

Mr.

ot

There were more people in Belfast last
Friday and Saturday than for many weeks.
The pleasant weather of course had something to do with it, but the well advertised
“openings” had more. The millinery stores
were thronged, and Carle & Jones’ lamp
opening was a great success. This shows
what may be doue by advertising. Comparatively few of the business places advertised, but all profited by the enterprise of the
advertisers. People who came lo look at
millinery bought groceries, boots and shoes,

was a daughter of Jonathan M. and
Elizabeth Mardeu Basford, aud was born in
Belfast in 1808. Her parents were
among
the early settlers of Belfast, and of her
father's family of two sons and four
daughters, but one survives, Andrew J. Basford of
Portland, her half-brother. The others were
Jesse, who died in early manhood; Dianna,
wife of Luther Coombs, one of the
early
landlords of the Now England .House; Sadid not tind his wife and two children at bina, wife of John
Edwards; aud Chari >tte,
home, they having gone to the next door who died unmarried. Tue
deceased married
neighbors’ for shelter, fearing that he
Geo. W. Buekmore of Belfast, and with the
would come home in an excited state.
Mrs. Clark had applied at the present
exception of a few years when they lived in
term of court in Bangor for a divotve, on
Ellsworth and in Minnesota their home was
the grounds of gross and continued habits
in this city. She leaves two daughters, Caroof intoxication.
Clark had been a hard
drinker for years, and when intoxicated had line, wife of Jas. H. Chamberlain of Elgin,
treated his wife brutally. A short time, ago 111.,and Abbie, willow of Monroe Young, forlie heard that Ins wife 'had applied for a dimerly of Ellsworth. Mrs. Young was with
vorce, and cairn- home, leaving his vessel at
New Jersey.
He pleaded with her t«> live j her mother in her last illness.
Up to the
with him and drop the divorce proceedings, time of her husband’s death in
1882, Mr. and
!
but she resolutely refused.
then
wanted
He
Mrs. Buekmore had a pleasant home on
her to promise that she would never marry I
another man, and dually compelled her to j Nortiiport avenue, to which came their chilsign a paper agreeing to tirst inform him be- dren ami grandchildren, and here the f»0th
I' l'* marrying
again. Thursday morning I anniversary of their marriage was passed.
Mrs.
Clark and her children returned
n* her home and had breakfast.
Clark bad Shortly after her husband’s death Mrs.
apparently been up all night, as a light was Buekmore came to the city to live, and of
m ia-rd burning all night..
He was morose late the infirmities of age had told
heavily
and threatened to kill any man she might
upon her. She had every care in her last
marry after separating from him.
illness
and
After breakfast Clark and his wife went
passed peacefully away. The
into the front room and engaged in conver- funeral was held
Sunday afternoon from her
sation in low tones.
Miss Wheeler, a seamlate
P.
Ward well
residence, Rev. V.
Mrs. Clark, heard
who was

Manna Wants a “Flag

ton,
;i
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day afternoon
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conspicuous Republican example worthy

of universal imitation in the United States
of America, a man that had represented that
grand old State in the halls of national legislation, Seth L. Milliken of Maine." Congressman Milliken had to wait until the
storm of applause had blown itself into
silence.
A full synopsis of the speech follows.

Societies.

regular meeting of Corinthian Royal
Chapter will be held next Monday
evening.
The

Arch

There will he

Lodge,

a special meeting of Phoenix
A.M.,this, Thursday, evening,
the second degree.

F. and

for work in

Aurora Rebekah Lodge of this city has received and accepted an invitation to visit
Miriam Lodge of Rockland Nov. 4th.
ILK. of P., gave the
degree to four candidates last Friday evening, and will hold a special meeting to exemplify the work to-morrow evening.
Belfast

Division,

t'.

Past Grand Master Samuel Adams and R.
G
Dyer and Misses Bertha 1. Bird and
Grace E. Walton represented the Belfast
bodies at the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows
in Portland this week.

Benjamin J. Foster,grand secretary of the
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows, died at his
home in Indianapolis Oct. loth. He was
born in Cincinnati, Jan. 28, 1820, and held
the office of grand secretary for 25 years. He
was State
librarian during Gov. Morton’s
term ami was a personal friend of the war
Governor. Dropsy of the heart was the
cause of death.
The Rebekah State convention in Portland Oct. 20th, elected the following officers
President,Mrs. Gertrude W. Sargent,Bucksport; vice president, Alice Woodsum, Norway ; secretary, Grace E. Walton, Belfast;
treasurer, Carrie E. Peirce, Old Town;
marshal, Bertha I. Bird, Belfast; conductor,

Jennie E. Capen, Augusta; inside guard,
Sarah Pettengill, Rumford Falls; outside

guard, Angelia Hayes, Kittery; chaplain,
Lizzie K. Ayer, Bangor.
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows in session at Portland, Oct. 20th, elected the following officers: Grand Master, A. J. N.
Love joy, Augusta; I). G. M., A. L. F. Pike,
Norway; Grand Warden, Albro E. Chase,
Portland; Grand Secretary, Joshua Davis,
Portland; Grand Treasurer, W. E. PlumPortland: Grand Representative, C.
mer,
M. Watson, Biddeford.
Grand Secretary
Davis declined re-election, after nearly 25
years of service, but the lodge refused t<» accept the declination and elected him at ail
increased salary, enough to enable him to
employ a clerk to assist him.
The

[

PERSONAL

E. Clements; Honesty, Morrill, by I. Woodbury ; Mystic, Belmont, by O. F. Allenwood ;
Union Harvest, Montville, by M. E. Herriman; Dirigo, Freedom, by B. F. Foster;
Equity, Belfast, by James Cunningham;
Victor, Searsmont, by Brother Lassell;
Ritchie, Waldo, by J. G. Harding; South
Montville, by C. S. Adams, and Hope Grange
in Knox county by Bro. and Sister
Godding.

class of two was instructed in the fifth deThe choir gave some music. Brothers
Elliot, Herriman and Paul and Sisters Allenwood and Cunningham were appointed

A

gree.

committee

as a

on

time, place

and program

for next meeting. Noon recess was then
taken. After calling to order again in the
afternoon the choir gave another selection,
and the question, “Resolved, That the in-

lists to

the New York Tribune.

The

very popular paper
many of its attractive features are now
was a

and
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnished free to all who pay their subscriptions
to The Journal one year in advance.
With
The Journal furnishing all the local news,
and much other matter of local interest, and
the Tribune to supply the news of the world,
political and general, with fashions, household science and mechanics, literary and
other departments, stories and miscellany,
20 pages in all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a year. Subscriptions may begin
at any time, and if desired the two papers
will be sent to different addresses.

%

Lee J. Cal ley of Boston
past week on business.

Belfast the

in

was

Mrs. A. A. Howes went to Camden last
a short visit.

Thursday for

Everett S. Carter visited the Kennebec
cities last week on business.
Dr. J. W. Pease and wife of Bangor
in Belfast.

are

spending the week

H. Jipson leaves to-day for Exeter to
policeman at the races.

L.

serve as a

Miss Sadie Richardson went to L -wiston
last Friday to spend the winter.

Micluel Haney left Thursday fur New
York, where he lias employment.
Mrs. Henry E. Kaler visited friends
Hallowed the first of the week.

in

Silas P. Gammans weut to Rockland lasa visit of a few days.

Thursday for

Mrs. Wilbur Dorman went to Boston last
a visit of two weeks.

Thursday for

tesies.

Boston.

The next meeting will be with Rising Sun
Grange, East Knox, Nov. 17th, with the fol-

Mrs. G. G. Winslow attended the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs in Portland
last week.

lowing

program: 1, opening exercises: 2,
address of welcome by Jennie McGray; IS,
response by Nettie Marriner: 4, report of
Granges; 5, conferring fifth degree; b, appointment of committee; 7, remarks for
good of the order; 8, noon recess; 5>, music;

10, question. Resolved, That the district system for common schools is preferable to the
town system, aff., J. Ellis, neg., P». F. Foster.
Remainder of the program to be furnished by Rising Sun Grange.
The

Belfast.

of

sewing branch of

Tin-

with

meet

News

Miss

K. S. A. will
Gammans this,
2 o’clock.
the

Maude

Thursday, afternoon,

at

Charles Mriutosh and Lewis Smith were
the Police court Monday on charge of
drunkenness. Both pleaded guilty. McIntosh
was sentenced to hi: days in jaii and Smith
before

The county commissioners of the State are
their annual convent hoi in ILmlton
this week.
Waldo county is represented by
Commissioners M. S. Stiles aud S. A. Pay-

lidding

Mr. Stih

son.

places

s

will visit Caribou uid other

Aroostook

m

Mr. and Mrs.

before returning home.

James Ha

were

cake, coffee, fruits,

o

served, consisting

-f

etc.

for

at

getting

Hotel
185*5.

a customer

buy

to

the Fort Point

property in Stockton, Me
Decision reserved.”

in

August.

We shall send to New York this week a
list of subscribers to the Weekly Tribum*,
and those who enter their names before
Saturday noon will receive next weeks’
Tribune.

It

thoroughly,

in

Fletcher

went

1.■•well.

daughter,

visit to her

Hiram McAlister, wife and children oi
Burnham visited friends in Beifa** and Bliiout the past week
Mrs.

Percy B. Redman r-t irn**d
a four-weeks
parents in Fort Faini-dd.

Saturday from
Mrs.

F.

\V.

Pote remai:.

I

:

a>:

City of Bangor Saturday
day aud Sunday with her P. •.i ,s*

-’'end

stcan.er
the

mmN.

!.

Burdette am! son !• :* M aid iy
iiu
for Stamford, Ct., where C-y w
>
mn
until their departure for K ii'oj..-

covers

•.

her.

('apt. S. B. I ..ad of Ruth is >n B
Ins ’nrother, X. S. Imi-d, in
He spent Sunday w'th r*-!at

!

! .-!

ing

-a

I!

s-

Capr. R W. Warren u: i Mr !
A. II i>: rti arrive,! p

the

political field

addition ti much other matter

of interest in its 20 pages.
New Advertisements.
E. P. Frost, 78
Main street, advertises this week fall and

W

e

d

’.

sell.

Rockland,

froic.

win

re

Cm

! »y

v.•

ing.

Eugene

P*1

u

k arr:'a.,1

from Bangor, wItiv h

recently tried

case

Loren

Mrs.

Mass., Monday for a
Mrs. Eugene Clark.

.i

in
the C. S. t uvr.t
Boston is of local interest “Cb*o.
R. Stimjisou vs. A. II. Soden.
Action to recover sb.2o0 eomiuissiou alleged to be due
A

Court

Mrs. C. P. Crosby, Misses Fannie Chase
Crosby went to Boston Monday
for a short visit.

and Anne

ville.
nterTua

y

m

few of their friends Saturday -•v.-mug, (hr.
17th, m honor of their gnest. M; .John Re.iley of Frankfort. Tiie time was v.-ry pleasantly passed in playing cards, after win ',

refreshments

Mrs. C. A. Packard and Mrs. A. J. Hal! of
Rockland visited friends in Belfast the iirst
of the week.

Mrs. H. M.

to S.‘> line and costs.

s.it

da;,

.lias !

ploy "f the New England.
Telegraph Co.

dp

T-

Capr. Henry C. Burgess and .\
Friday from Rockland, wi

,,nd

!•

v.

home

tended the fiuieral of the

Burgess.

Mrs. .John

mot

Mrs

;

Perry.

Mrs. H. 0. Arcliihald left \p ;,.:
m Massachusetts.
She was

visit

by
Stimpsou

nied

:npu-

nephews

Bertie a. id
"f Brockton, who have he, n
her

d

,r

:ie

a

;s:t-

ing her.
Andrew J. Basford of Portland ai.d Mis.
Abbie Young uf Fort Plain, N Y
am!
Charles Young of E isworth at:< ded the
funeral "f Mrs. Aimira Buckim-p in this

city Sunday.
clothing, underwear,
A. A. Hurd returned home l i-' Ther^d.iv
hats, caps, etc. See the prices quoted for
from Bellows Falls, Vi., where hb -en
underwear, mens and youth's overcoats, and
visiting with his wife. Mrs. II ,id .-> :n
suits. These are valuable goods, bought low
feelile health and was not aid
t" r»*t11r:i
in consequence of the stagnation of business,
with him but arrived home \mst< n! ..
aud will be sold at corresponding prices. No
Mr. E. K. Harris aud family letsteamtrouble to show goods.. Horse blankets, suer Penobscot Saturdav lor their v inter h. mm*
perior in quality and reasonable in price, at
in East Palatka, Florida, where Mr. H trr.s
J. H. & J. W. Jones, Main street... .See nowinter

bargains

in

of satchel and contents lost, fur which a
reward is offered-Carle & Jones continue
their lamp advt. this week. For light on
the subject read what they have to say....
H. J. Locke & Son will make a new announcement next week, and as usual have
gold and silver goods in great variety, all
kinds of clocks. Eye glasses fitted and satisfaction guaranteed-Starrett is making a
drive this week on ladies’ and children’s
underwear. A new lot of fleeced wrappers
for winter wear, and a great bargain in
shawls-See collector’s ad vertisemeuts of
non-resident taxes-1 pool and d billiard
tables complete; also kitchen range, dishes,
etc., for carrying on a first class restaurant.
tice
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lias

tine orange grove.

a

spent

at

Mrs.

urday

their cottage

on

The summer was
llolhro- .k's Island.

Joseph S. Thumbs
spend the winter

to

left.

by

‘rain

Sat-

with her husb.t id

City, Mo., and her daughter Mrs.
in Peoria, 111. She wi’l visit
her son, J. C. W. Perry of Portlan i, for tw
weeks before going West.
in Webb
C. L.

Millhouse,

the public meeting

City

H t1!. I’cUi-

land, Wednesday evening. Oet.
Maine Federation of Women's
Charlotte Thorndike Sibley >f
livered one of her new lectures,
ings I'nder Blue Italian Skies.'

14th. of the

At

m

C

:l*s. Miss

PI'

.fast
e

de-

P.:

,i-

E. E. A rev. a Vina iluiven 1 »■»\. a
»t **
has been employed by the Km;-:
t.
«.
Co. is about to leave Parr*- t
mak*- h;<
home in Prospect. M aine andw: i g-- nt t ii.*
business.
s w.
Mr. -Yr--\
vn
in Bar re, as he is a member <.f a n ’.inner ..f
VN e all regret to
orders.
Parr.*
Cor. Rockland (*■ »ur:• r-<
/.-t:.
•»

J. Hopkins went
day to visit her mother.
Mrs. T.

to

Orland yester-

Mrs. L. M. Keith went to Bangor Tuesday
son Edwin.

poultry

■

to visit her
Miss It.

day

to

A. French went

buy

winter

t

»

Buston

yester-

goods.

of pension has been granted
Dwight P. Palmer, Belfast.
A renewal

Mrs. Frances Choate of Boston is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Carrie Patterson.

Weekly Recorder

Wilson Handel 1 went to Boston Monday
on business.

night

Miss Ara J. Kittredge weut to Bucksport
tax is a just tax,” was discussed by L>.
Wadlin, B. F, Foster, James Cunning- last Friday, to remain some weeks.
G. G. Critchett left by steamer City of
ham, Joseph Ellis, A. Wadsworth, F. I.
Wilson, M. B. Hunt and Mr. Allenwood. Bangor Monday for a business trip to BosThe arguments were nearly all on the affirm- ton.
ative side of the question. Remarks were
Dr. E. Holden Lansing went to Lewiston
made by sisters Hunt and Godding. The
the first of the week, where lie will open an
choir again favored us with music. Mystic
office.
Grange furnished the following program:
Mrs. Georgia
Frederick of Dorchester,
Dec., “Trouble in the Amen Corner,” by Bro.
Mass., arrived last Friday for a visit to relaU- F. Allenwood; rec., by Mary Churchill;
tives.
song by Edward, Eva anti Bertha Elms;
Mrs. Win. P. Thompson ami son went to
reading by Ellen Hunt; remarks by M. B.
Hunt, M. E. Herriman, J. Ellis, B. F. Fos- Thorndike last Friday for a visit of two
ter and Sister Herriman, song by Ella weeks.
Mrs. S. G. Bieknell left Monday for a visit
Churchill; song by Mary Churchill. A vote
of thanks was given Mystic Grange for cour- to her daughter, Mrs. John Macdonald of

The Recorder of New York has discontinued publication and turned over its entire
mail

Mrs. J. F. Wilson went to Boston Monday
a short visit.

for

come

Mrs. R. S. Smart arrived home yesterday
from a visit in Massachusetts.

a

on

A.

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

$2

Lewis Poor weut to Boston Monday
business.

and Mrs. A. E. Moore and Miss MinPage spent last week with friends in
Jackson.
Mr.

nie

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hanscom of Thomas*
ton visited Mrs. H.’s father, David E. Bird,
last week.
A. J. Rigby of the City of Mexico visited
his niece, Mrs. F. S. Brick, of this city a few

days

the

Miss

past week.

Sally Durham

went to

attend the Waldo
Musical Assocsation.

day

to

and

Unity TuesKennebec

Michml O’Leary, Mrs. Kate O’Leary and
Julia Leary left Monday for a visit in
Boston and Connecticut.

Miss

Mrs. A. T.

Ma/./y

u

Sear-m

.in?

n

Satu:

day morning t" make her inane a Somerville. Mass., while her IuMtvi, M,«s Man
A. Muzzy and Mr. IP a a. e T M a/.a
a
a
Arts.
tending the Boston College -l I. h.
The present term is Miss Main's t! ;rd and
Horace lias just entered.
About 25

ladies, alumna-

Holyoke Seminary,
anniversary with a

■

f tie* faun

celehrat* d
dinner

t’ue.r
at

square hotel, Portland, Wednesday
Oct. 14th. Among those resent
E.

Mt.
third

C. tigress

evening,
was

Mrs.

Burlington of Belfast, who was
elected vice president of t1 e association.
A. J).

Mr. Andrew J. Basford of Portland met
while in this city the past week three men
with whom he worked while learning his
trade. Mr. Basford, Peter F. Welch and
Hiram W. Trundy worked in the wood shop
and John C4. Damon in the blacksmith shop
of Newell Mansfield between 1850 and 1854.
The three last named are in the same business now, and Mr. Basford’s business is but
slightly different, he being employed in the
Maine Central car shops on wood work.

Liquor.

and

License

CHIN’S
^AAMniTiAM**

Liquor Situation In Maine.
Tv» iheEditok of The Joikxai.: As a
reader of your valuable paper I desire to
K, M

tiouen

on

the

followiug clipping from a reHerald, touch-

iuseit tin-

\

Legislature

next

It will keei

thickens strong and healthy. It
will make young pullet« lay early. Worth its weight
in gold for minting hens, and prevents all diseases. It
is absolutely pure.
High!}-concentrated. In quantity
costs only a tenth -f a cent a<3ay No other^kinu like it.

M..,nc will be almost unanimously Republican it is gieatly feaicd it will pass a
license law.
Yes, a license law by that
Truth is,
indeed,
temperance party.
stranger than fiction.

traffic which is

a

land wiili

our

CONDITION POWDER

overshadowing

this wicked traffic is costing our government, diitctiy and indirectly, every year
revenues

from

only al

very readily
are receiving in license money
ut one tenth of what the drink

tri ffic is

costing

Hence

liquor.
that

we

lor

more

see

people.

our

Again,

letter from

desiie to say that 1 have upheld the great
of prohibition side by side w ith sevi ot

prises that there

successful candidates to the

iu

1 Senate the coming winter with
mirage this rum evil, ten times

ai:•

sp'a laii'i
men

i1

e-\

than ten civil wars.

The su-

t ;.:

] h
vrh

!•

g:.in away the public health or
rais.
Government is organized

tlicir preservation.”
If
wmakcis this winter were to proto
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1
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Ian.

>u\. i" he

I

ition of
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to

| large

was

“Coin,”

as

it was

to 1 tlieorv.

It

the

“World’s
handles

usu-

to

!

neatly

to the Fair
her

Fair,

’90,”

and

Admitted

the

of the Christian church

;t-nce

setae;;

wonder

j-.es

eaih-n if

as a

ple

i.'-t

Hi’

w

hat

we

will

1

come

to

Christian and moral peorise up and meet this great
our

fu-e to face like true

N>e

on

question of which I write.

at

by

Beeves American Band of

Providence,

7th Begt.

and

men

>li! I beg our citizens of Maine, irrespective nf cl-urch relations or political
Mluiaii; ns. to wake up and in the name of
1

m» n.

.gin y Cod demand better enforcement
of *»ur prohibitory law.
I realize that
the Mate of Maine cannot put a policeman
Aim

and into every home, but
s-.-p. it weal) say so, these secret

on oyc-i\
•r

•■■■m

d

cmiier

insanity, witli a “Thou slialt
'Mini as urn- granite, bright as the
i ■:>>• ia t. potent a.s tlie cannon and awful
as an aiiny with banners.
is

Ti

■'

ho
<

•’i•

!

a

h<>\ j have been

deeply

mterest-

mperanee reform an'- can well
of assembling my little sister
biotl ci and playmates together in the

tn

c

it

uiia in«it-;
a-

<!

quiet

ol

Montville for the purpose
them upon the question ever
ueai my heait.
Little did 1 think then in
my 1m \>h enthusiasm that I was attacktown

imhesring

of

ing

greatest foe, of the age, which is

ho

m
much sorrow and lieartache in
the i.nines of our land. Only since 1 hav
lei!
oi pi inis in
many States in my efforts,

i;.um!,_

■

with

11 ids, to bring about the downfall
of this giant foe, have I
fully realized that
the legalized kipu.-i ti.-ftic sustains the
most immediate and important relations

pi“blenus of dime, pauperism,

C*
';|0!

literacy

>.

3ii

t

and

!u-

in-

municipal mis-gov-

vials

Jdumiber of

that

white metal at
The

wo-

gone i
to that good
are

Chicago

a

bones of

ratio of Hi to J.
convention is

now

a

mat-

of ancient history, and everyone is
familiar with the events which culminated in carrying the convention for free
silver.
ter

that time the “silver craze” was at
its height, aud if the election had been held
At

week later the result would have been
very much in doubt.

a

But the people have been to school since
then; or rather the school lias been to the

people.
every

Republican orators have been in
town and village,, and they have

The result has been to

change

the opinion

of tlie masses.

happened

]

to be in Dixon. Illinois, (a
city of about 10,000) a slant time ago. and
it happened that Gov. Altgeld was to

speak there
about
I

was

at

the

University,

which is

a mile from the center of the
city.
told that lie “did not dare to come

down town fo> feai he would be mobbed.”
Tl.is shows the sentiment of the

people

there.
ness
one

At

Klgin a short time ago busipractically suspended that everymight go to hear Senator John M.

Lhenezer

of the human

race

and alienated more

picptiU than all other

crimes

the

on

ea rth."

Tlu
in

se

holes, these parasites of evil

urn

eis,

as

well

as

prohibition,
taken

us

tain the

for

laborers in the

all other

cause

jurisdictions

of

have

example and striven to atelevated standard of action

an

same

in the great reform.
Over the door of our

Legislature should
be written the pure words of Lowell:
“Be noble! and the nobleness that lies
In other men, sleeping, hut never dead,
Will rise in majesty to meet thine own.”
Yours very

Waterville,

truly,

F. W. Gowen.
Oct. 10, ’9(>.

Bucklen’s

Arnica

Halve.

The Best Jtalve jn the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive-

ly

Piles,

pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
i
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
cures

or

by rhe

two

the contents of

other

the

flags and seals of this and
countries being arranged to express

the idea that the whole world is

our mar-

“Pure Food

result in tlie West, and when the votes
counted on Nov. ;M it will be found
that we are solid for “sound
money and
,J. A. Gammans.
prosperity.”
are

The

Coming

Session.

This year’s session of the Maine legislature promises to he one of the most active
in recent years. Maine’s fish and
game laws
will come up fur extended consideration.
Schools will also figure prominently, and
new regulations are contemplated.
Several
town fights, disputes over wild lauds, and
such affairs are anticipated.
The clean repeal of the Australian ballot
law should be the first to engage attention
of assembled Wisdom. If any member has
the temerity to stand iu its defense shoot
him out. fMacliias Union.
Electric Bitters.
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
but
any season,
perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
ami alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine lias often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
more surely in counteracting end freeing
the system from the malarial poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
yield to Electric Bitters. Onlj' fifty cents
per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Store.

no
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Trapper,

Predominates,

at

a

me

ana

lined with silk and laid in

M

one

or

f

two

jacket effect.

Billows of

front, and not

unfrequeutly

lace
two

at
or

i
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AN OPPORTUNITY TO

N
K*f

MAKE

A COLLECTION OF BUTTO'
WITHOUT COST.

|l

three

a

a |<r
('O p-*
fe U
£ n-^ / U 1

I

the

atv

extend around tlie waist, ^giving an
to these dressy little affairs.
A It ATI V

are

KI.Y

seen,

FEW

but black chiffon

mainder

being black; thus proving that
the machinations of trade have not crushed the independent waist.
Very small

Of

puffs placed as near the shoulder as practicable, or divided by trimming, indicate
that tight sleeves will be forced upon

universal, either Haring

an

falling over the hand, or a
facing is a stylish substitute.
THERE

IS

TIE

TO PURCHASE VOUR

those who do not possess that gift—a
plump, well-shaped arm. Trimmed cuffs

GOOD REASON

WF

—

believe that the skirts of handsome
dresses will be trimmed, but those for

Mens, Boys, Youths and Children's4

oruiuary purposes will remain plain, and
apropos of skirts, an article combining all
requirements seems to have been found in

OF THE LATEST STYLES.

Feder’s Brush skirt protector, which renders it impossible for the edge of the
skirt to cut through, since it takes all the

OVERCOATS,

it is perfect

as

as

a

THE

t o V

MACKIIVTI

HEEFEHS,
UFCH

,:i in

i4

COATS,

!

>»•

1..
I1IEI .K

We Sell these Goods at the
Lowest Possible Figures at in

skirt pro-

While Slore, Main S

tector.

of black

HUNTING

ULSTERS,

A very attractive finish is given by
this new dress edge, as distinguished as a

trimming

^

HAVE A FULL STOCK 01

to

ing.

/lAHtKS

■*

Winter Clothing

the wrist,
turned back

at

the nature of this protector the
dust falls out almost as fast as it gathers,
and a strong wool braid protects the lin-

J30ST0N

FORTUNATE POSSESSOR

colored moire antique silk
may utilize it with perfect contidence, as
it is a novelty; and brocades having conor

CHARLES O'CONNELL, Prop:

spicuously large figures

’00.

able

THE

State, field and wood, pond and brook. The
illustrations, most of which were made
specially for this number, include several
game pictures, and a large group cut of the
champion trap shooters of Maine, the team
from the Ticonic Club of Waterville. Ten
cents a copy, or one dollar
per year. Herbert W. Rowe, publisher, Bangor.
these days, just before the Presidential
election, the interest of all readers centres
in the news of the
participants in the great
contest. The throngs visiting Gov. McKinley at Canton, the speeches of Mr. Bryan,
the universal rallies—all these command
special attention from everyone, and the paper which gives the best political news is

DERBY.

FOB

Fhll

St-—

-WINTER
Any

man

who

COX HATS

of

wears one

our new

immediately becomes

admiration—not of
of everybody who
and let

us

object of

P.

Palmer,
:

In

generally sought. The Boston Journal’s admirable news service is
unequalled,
and all the latest and most complete information from the political field is to be found
one

columns. The alliance of the Journal
with The Associated Press gives a connection with all the morning papers of
Chicago,
which is proving the centre of interest at the

in its

present time.
Consequently the Journal
gets all the vital news there and its readers
are the gainers.
In addition, the Journal
has its alliance with the Chicago Tribune,
Philadelphia Press, St. Louis Globe-Democrat and Cincinnati Commercial Tribune,
and its special correspondence in New York
and the other great cities, so that every
field is covered. On the morning after election look out for the Boston Journal’s complete report. It will be the best in New

BY

A

j

[

Scotch Physician.

.FOR.

Headache!

Not content with the variety of aims and
objects already championed by the W. C. T.
U., some of its members have started a new
movement—a crusade against that potent,
powerful and enthralling beverage, root
beer. [Boston Globe.

Now is the time to

The Boston Sunday Herald of Oct. 4th had
devoted to the work of officials at
the quarantine stations at that port, including half tone illustrations of. the quarantine
steamer Vigilant and her commander,
Capt.
George T. Ranlett, who is a Waldo county
man.
He has been many years in the service, and lias not only the reputation of being a very efficient officer but has a record
as life saver.
The Herald says:
The boarding of incoming vessels from
the board of health’s steamer Vigilant is no
child’s play, even in the best, of weather,
and when it becomes necessary—as it was
for several days recently, while the boat
laid off in order that her boilers might be
cleaned—to board from a row boat, the task
looks appalling to a landsman.
It is not so
difficult to board sailing vessels as ocean
steamers, because there is less climbing to
be done. The Vigilant is quite a sizable
boat when seen by herself, but alongside
one of the great liners she looks like a min-

First

buy

your Wintei

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared CO

now

by

a

whale.

Capt. Ranlett,

the Vigilant, is

who comveteran with many
this work.
He slide's

Chestnut Coal.$5,35
Stowe

“

Egg

“

Furnace

“

I'ROMIM

$5.5
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THE SWAN & SIBLEY
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<

COMP

a

years’ experience at
bis shapely craft up alongside so deftly that
in smooth water, though both vessels are
going along at fair speed, the jar of their
contact wouldn’t, spill a glass of water set
on deck.
But the lofty sides of the big
steamer tower far above the top of the Vigilant’s smokestack, and when the boarding
physician starts to climb the ladder set on
the deck of the health board’s boat, he takes
chances that to a layman seem “extra hazardous
When there is a heavy sea on,
the feat is still more difficult of accomplishment. The smaller craft, tossed about by

:i:s, :i.~ .v :sr Fn»m

Wonderful!
So

a

lady

the first time.

exclaimed after using Ypsilanti S
A constant sufferer with sick he
ten minutes afu

lame back, she was relieved in
this magic water,

a very unstable base for
the boarding ladder, and it is often necesto
abandon
it
sary
altogether and jump for
a rope ladder bung over the side of the vessel to be boarded. It is a wonder that nobody lias been drowned in performing the

the waves, makes

HARMLESS and CERTAIN.
PRICE 15c.

England.
A Crusade Against Root Beer.

another

separately or together, are elegant trimmings, and mink edging on Eton jackets,
or two or three miuk tails
falling between
velvet plaits are particularly stylish. Ribbon velvet will be largely used on dresses,
and velvet employed in any way can
scarcely come amiss.

mauds

Quick Relief

through

two pages

MASONIC TEMPLE.

x

last

Capt. Geo. T. Ranlett and the Vigilant.

be handsome.

to

to

Verona Clarke.

himself alone—but
sees him.
Come in

help you

Dwight

style WIL-

an

likely

season; changeable silk, however, is so
unobtrusive that it enjoys lasting favor.
Fur and spangled passemeterie, either

AN UP-TO-DATE HAT

Folger.

The October number of the Maine Sportsman is a special
“Hunting Edition” of :>2
pages. It gives a complete list of guides;
the game laws in brief, just what you
may
or may not shoot or
kill; a review of the
outlook for large game shooting this fall; an
attractive list of articles on
hunting, fishing
and the Maine woods, and the usual departments, “Hunting” and “Fishing,” which are
in themselves a complete directory of the
best places to go for fish and
game, being
detailed reports from every section of the

BOSTON

are very fashionChine silk still holds good,

well.

as

but is not

Periodicals.

incorrectly

the

iT* g

n

are

From

Tiie October number of Outing contains
illustrated article on The Maine Militia,
with portraits of Gov. Cleaves and some of
the members of his staff, among them Col.
W. H. Fogler, whose name is
as

y

appropriate fabrics,
the first-named, edged by
passementerie or fur. A piece of velvet

silk

corsages over colored silk make effective
waists, and sometimes the color is arranged in surplice effect at the front, the re-

Ratio

an

given

I SWEET CAPQRA

which may confuse
residents.
There is much

round waists

ed upon those exhibitors who have made
the Fair a success.

Papers

Eton,

Figaro,

and

the pavement or. ground,
thumping
without the least injury to the edge.

Mechanic's Building,
with its many flags, suggests the life
within, and because this is a year of
special hardship in business, more praise
is due and more credit should be bestow-

10,

jackets

on

what you eat and I will tell

Oct.

as

airy lightness

An Oict of Admiration!

you what you arc.
The outside of

Waltham,

suit waists, or
jackets
accessories, and while it may be super-

rows

of 10 to 1.”
“Tell

!

OPENINGS

large plaits inserted in the shoulder seam,
and scarcely reaching the upper edge of a
very wide “crush” belt, brings about the

FALL
^STYLES

no appetite for his dinner.
The decorations form a feature in them-

ostrich plumes at
a large hat.

style to

both

changeable
preferably

World’s Fair.

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

with the samples given away
hundred exhibitors, that lie

much

any bur city
economy in this jacket furore, as so little
material is required, and velvet, chine or

is a two-fold help. It soothes and
heals the soreness and inflammation of throat and lungs, and ai the
same time assists stomach and
bowel action. Perfectly agreeable to take and greatly superior
to Cod-Liver Oil in results.

will have

selves,

full cluster of

Bolero,

EMULSION

collection of amusements,
curiosities and games for all.
“Johnnie” can get no “blue ribbons”
at this year’s Fair, but he can
get so tilled

physically

a

side, impart

lluous to mention, these rounded
known under three names,

ETROLEUM

catch-penny

Thurston of Nebraska.

cities

to-day boring into the hull of
the gm <1 old ship of state, and this condition of affairs,bodes no good for the State
<•1 Maine.
For the loyalty and firmness of
our
membership as Good Templar workmu

or

TOGETHER

are

ANCEERS

the

SEWN

hats, and very wide gilt passemenjet bands around a high crown,

COM I*

your
your pocket-book with or without the intervention of a block of wood; and the
Subway Plaisance in the basement, a

was

Senator Thurston was elected to the Senate two
years
ago, and had William J. Bryant as an op-

as

by demoralizing digestion.

the

steel ornament.

RECENT

the

pointed out the fallacies of the silver
ket, while interspersed here and there are
arguments. The Republican campaign such
timely sentiments as:
managers have sent out quantities of lit“Our Coinage—Absolute Purity.”
erature, and at the present time are send“Our Standard—Wholesome Food.”
ing out a ton a day from Chicago alone.

listening
Knowiton, thundering
fioiii the p ilpit
Sunday after Sunday ponent.
against this terrible curse, and with his
Ninety per cent, of the business men
■yes uplifted toward heaven and his out here are for McKinley.
A short time
cheeks wet with tears, lie would
say with ago 1 NO men (all old line Democrats) went
deep feeling, our country will yet be pure from two of the large dry goods jobbing
and clean from this awful stain. We need houses on a
pilgrimage to Canton to see
more such
clergymen to-day, who will Major McKinley. I have seen only one
preach that whatever is wrong for the in- business man in the city of
Chicago who
dividual cannot possibly be light for a
wore a Bryan button.
I don’t mean to
w ell
legulated State. If the liquor traffic convey the idea that there is only one
is light, then all words,
acts, and all laws Bryan man in business here; hut that only
against it are themselves wrong and one
among the large number of business
8ii<>tii»I he silenced and
swept away; but men I meet everyday was
willing to show
we
challenge the liquor men to meet us that he was a
supporter of Mr. Bryan.
on ll.*- question of whether the
great prinThere is hardly a village in this section
ciple's m prohibition wrong the citizens
but that has its McKinley Club. All the
<'i This
commonwealth; we challenge them
large business interests have their organto deny hut that the spirit of our instituizations for “McKinley and sound money.”
tions an- designed to promote the elevatIt looks now as though there would be
ing i nu n. 1 have resisted feu- years, and
the largest vote polled this fall ever
shall
Mitinue to resist as long as I have
known. Everybody takes an interest this
life and reason, licensing of this damnable
year, and it is considered the most imoutrage of intoxicating liquors, which
portant campaign since the war.
la id llacon declared “has destroyed more
There set ms to be no doubt about the
ih

man.

hand

a

BRAIDS

show Eton

Don't rely upon ordinary cough
mixtures if you have a re'dlv
cough. They usually c- ntain
opiates and make matters worse

representations

Peo-

from real life, which move and have
ple of all classes, but especially the
appearance of living llesh and blood,
Hocked
around
the silver stanfarmers,
X-Ray apparatus, photographing
dard, and shouted for free coinage of the

the

near

eral requirements and therefore in gieat
demand.

QOUGHS

Band of Xew York, Fadettes
(an orchestra composed of 20 women.)
time Salem Cadet
Band, Kuowltou and Allen’s

ed the sale of it all over the West.

at the

small

loops
loops
edge

Narrow black velvet stripes on changeable ribbon is admirably adapted to gen-

The musical features of the Fair appeal
music lovers with four concerts daily,

«.

an

one

My business, which

were.

or

with

Ayer's Rills Cleanse the Rowels•

chased.

>

iudiii.

terie

Ayer's oSfe Sarsaparilla

■

tl.is

colored

is that of a cab-driver, requires me to
be out in cold and wet weather, often
without gloves, and the trouble has
never returned.”—Thomas A. Johns.
Stratford, Ont.

believe in the If,

was

they

as ever

the

make very pretty hats, and they also are
bound with black velvet. White feathers,
lace or aigrettes are used with black or

Free from Eruptions

published at a
c.xpi
L*.-publican party
)
-.-i political parity to uphold the ! when 'jur.iucss was at a standstill, when
celebrated singing orchestra, St Augus<■!
]'.!
ju uliibition much longer : ianners were getting very low prices for tine Band, John
Boyle O’Keilly Cadet
*!
•:
majority of the ministers, their products, when the demand for Band and Lafricain's Xaval Brigade Band.
1
>•:; u>
and lucial
people in this labor was at a minimum, and the people
The special features are, Bazane’s water
seem
t<
care
nothing j were looking for a Moses to lead them color of Niagara Falls, the largest water
out
of
the
t
wilderness. The conditions color in the
whether
we
prohibition. oi
world; the zooscope and elechave
uni
everywhere in the State or were ripe for just such a book, and the trical invention which throws
upon the
n< ;
it is shameful, tliis apathy and silver men took advantage of it and pushscreen
of actual scenes
tin-

t

MOSS

A CAB-DRIVER’S STORY.

the Grand

by

foundation; the

net

kind aud

some

“I was afflicted for eight years with ,Salt
Rheum. During that time, I tried a great
many medicines which were highly recommended, but none gave me relief. 1
was at last advised to try Aver’s Sarsaparilla, by a friend who told me that I
must purchase six bottles, and use them
according to directions. 1 Yielded to his
persuasion, bought the six* bottles, and
took the contents of three of these bottles without noticing any direct benefit.
Before I had finished the fourth bottle,
my hands were as

scene

Food

taffeta ribbon

of velvet bound ribbon

strong

a

being comparatively

AYER’S m

for the papers.
The spoons have tlje Mechanic’s Building
engraved in the bowl with the words

a

number ot voters to

reproduce

Colored

of the hat, rising higher as they approach
the top, usually terminating in a plume of

Permanently Cured by Taking

“one of the four hundred.”
To add to
the enjoyment a photographer appeared,

Financial

very plain and concise
statement of the silver arguments, and
there is uo question but that if caused a

my

woulu ask win*

“Coin's

on

Affliction

place in the long line formed daily on
Huntington Avenue, and the writer for
once enjoyed (?) the distinction of
being

year ago,
School" was published ami in general eirdilation among all classes in the West,
there was a large silver following in the

price which is
]
justice nor for the public i country districts.
a

wi.uldbeto abandon the very
lii«li guvernment is instituted,

V

after

but
six velvet folds soften

or

edge.

throughout

A Common

Mental

or

large bats;

piece, and small round hats may be made

Thomas A. Johns.

Food Fairs will

his

contour

severe

bound with black velvet is shown

Fair.”

fully expect to carry Chicago for McKinley by from 30,000 to 00,000, and the State
of Illinois by 70,000.

■

the stiff

It is more than

“400 souvenir silver spoons
given away every day at the World’s Food
Fair, to the first four hundred women
who purchase tickets of admission to the

to be

aud a

plumes,

then, live

even

AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE

to the

is sometimes noticeable in

inducement

very little
predictions, but to

seems

at

BUTTORIS?

or

in appearance, due in a
popularity of velvet

graceful

measure

ostrich

or

on

fFREE

hats will be

winter wear,
question; the former

an

are

great

‘'Physical,
and Moral development, .Esthetics and
Organization Work.” With the exception of the weather the Fair opened auspiciously. The management offer as an

after

and that is that the .-States in the central
and northern West will come into the McKinley column with good majorities. We

it11 of the United Mates lias
] n .<■
thn-t !.]!!-:' 11 ■ nu.d that, “no legislature
<

hats

effort in this

reliability in political
The effect reminds one of
people who have travelled iu the West Opera season, for
every visitor
this fall only one result seems probable,
before 10 o’clock must take

!.« gi.G.r.iue, and if I mistake not they will
la- t\ ut.'i denouncing on the floor of tlie
H«‘ir*e

shortly

ordinarily given

be scientific lessons

small

open
very picturesque are heavy and
expensive, difficult to keep in place and
not g- nerally becoming.
The majority of

show, it is educational in its purpose,

tures

a

says:
McKinley in Maine,
but what will the great West do?”
The results of elections held during the
past four years have brought such sur-

cause
i:i

Journal.]

received

1

Journal.]

although

in the Union, and representatives of foreign lands. In place ol the cooking lec-

“It looks like

cities and towns. I

counties,

remains

minds of the country will participate—
men and women from almost every State

West

of The

in favor for fall

most

and this year witnesses the addition of a
Home Congress, in which the leading

tremendous

eveiy year
than the entire expenses
civil war of the Northern

States, tlieii

I

a

the “l’ine Tree State” rolled up such a
majority for “sound money
and prosperity,” in which the writer

we

$1,000,000

over

The

friend in Maine

a

the

in

[Special correspondence of
Chicago, Oct. 8, 1800.

rum

the

dining

can

out

paying

arc

one

o^

The Political Situation

only $137,203,-

$l,g 18,45b, 113 as against
073 of net government

of food and its benefits.

food yon use, mix
daily Sheridan's Powder. Otherwise, your profit
this fall and winter will be lost when the
price for eggs
Is very high. It assures
perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce health and form eggs. It is
Bold by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
Single pack,25 rbs. Five Si. T.arge two-lb. can
Six
cans. $5. Fxn. paid Sample
Bfst Port try Paper free
I. S. J OH^iSON’ & CO.. 22 Custom House Su Boston. Mass.

and pauperism; for

misery

[Correspondence
Whether large or

The Fair is under the auspices of the
grocers, and everywhere is the suggestion

riterefore. no matt*** what kind
with it

^

Millinery. Velvet Bound Ribbon, kton
Jackets. Trimmed Cuffs. Skirts. Trimmings.

Fair excelled that of

crowning

189(1 marks the

Fashions.

Fall

line.

lican i am which has upheld temperance
and pi uhibition for so many years in dear
old Maine w ill not be found passing a law

licensing

Journal.]

1891, and seemed to reach the aeme of excellence, so the World’s Food Fair of

vom*

Repub-

1 believe, friend editor, that the

of The

New York

Fair.

excelled in every way
before held in this country, just

any ever
as the 1894 Food

t

c

Food

Exposition

Health

The Herald says:

Legislature.
twithstanding the
our

World s

‘‘Oh dear, what can the matter be,
Johnnie's so long at the Fair?
He promised to bring me a bunch of blue
ribbons
To tie up my bonny brown hair.”
Just as tbe 1891 Boston Food and

ing ii]‘< n the matter of a license law leeching passage through the coming sessional

the

[Special correspondence

of the Portland

cent issue

of

Opening

perilous duty.

There Should

POOR

&

SON,

DRUGGISTS.
co

Be More of ’Em.

city has

a club known as the
Kindly Club. It was organized by Mrs.
Janet Ruutz Rees, and is composed of women who sign the pledge never to speak an
ill word of any one. Their badge is a golden
triangle, around which a bridle is knotted.
It bears the inscription, “The tongue is an
unruly member, and must be held in with
bit and bridle.”

New York

and is now completely cured.
More than that, s
her friends about it. (.)ur Home Treatment
it, and contains much valuable matter. You can

sending
\

to cents in

our

dealer

stamps

to pay postage.
get this Specific from us.
THE YPSILANTI SPECIFIC CO.

can

*

located under this
concession; and that is

out in the rain
in

large placer field, near Tablon,
by Col. Shears himself, which is
a

said to
pay an average of 00 cents per cubic
yard,
with water in abundance. As
the comhas
not complied with the
pany
special

cold rain is often the beginning
id drenching
no one claims that the
Yet
germs of this
ption.
isicd in the rainwater. Then how was this brought
;'lie exposure was followed by a cold; thevitality was
the cough continued for some weeks; the throat
became congested ; and thus all the conditions
able for the growth of the consumption germs.
a

requirements of this separate grant, Mr.
Hubbell and his associates will no doubt
lose the golden
of
their

Oil,with

hypophosphites, does

not

Some time ago the Honduras Timber
Co., whose local head is Mr. John Griffin
of Illinois, went wild with
excitement
over the “find” of one of
the Indians in
their employ. The fellow came into the

mahogany camp,

directly attack

But it does tone up the whole
: restores the body to health before serious harm
The germs of consumption thrive best when the
ikened and the throat and lungs congested. Do
until it is too late, but treat your cough early,
a'.sion is one of the very best remedies.

mb

secret,

until offered $50 in cash.
The sight of so
much money, more than he had ever owned in all his life, was too much for his

BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

discretion; he yielded, and he was promptly locked up as the safest means of “binding the bargain.” Next morning Mr.
Griffin, with Mr. Alonzo Hicks, agent of
the Honduras and New Orleans
Mining
Co., followed the Iudian’s lead into the
wilderness, and eventually secured a
generous slice of placer land, which, judging from the pains they take to keep it

then

Republic.

in power,) and frankly stated the
facts, adding that if he could find a tract

Knterprlse In Honduras,
\dventurous (ountr)inen

iii

of mineral land worth

working he would
develop it. President Bogran saw
at a glance that Mr. Daniels was just the
<mo of The
Journal.]
sort of man Honduras needs, and deterJ 11 >N I)l’ HAS,
Sept. 1, mined
not only to keep him, but to make
miegram from Tegucihim an example that others of his kind secret, must be valuable indeed.
iher place in Ilonduwould follow. Bogran furnished him
The timber company above mentioned,
tlr.it this so-called Rewith escort and everything needful and which is composed
ms behind older counprincipally of Amerisent him oil
prospecting, down towards cans, is doing remarkably well. The
•:
“red taps.”
First,
tiie Nicaragua line, where presently Mr. government ot Honduras estimates its
government oilier and
Daniels found the promising iield that he forest wealth of “precious” wood trees
telegraphic blank,
ding to the length of wanted. Then Bogran presented him at $300,000,000, and probably the estimate
with 100 miles of rich territory, is not exaggerated, since the
.a dos reales,
greater part
(25 cents) outright
an absolute
legal gift, and told him to do of the Republic is yet practically unex; dollars.
The distance

ur

'iu*d

SCOTT &

ottle.

Potoso, with about
gold, which he said he

near

3 ounces of coarse
washed out in an hour’s time.
Mr. Griffin tried to induce him to tell where the
“diggings” were located, but he steadilyrefused to divulge the important

and kill them.

!

opportunity

lives.
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located

try

travel makes

has to

what he liked with it.

no

postage

-ame

of

or

hfornia.

If you have
ite nature to communiin Central

telegram

ty

written the message
chief clerk reads it,

peering

over

his slioul-

combined wisdom it

111

rectionary

tkcu to the inner

a

mine which

yields

him

timber,

stretches

where

any trees overshadow

huge mahogequally valuable

a

who wants it, on the simple condition
that lie will make good use of the
gift.

doubtful

or

of valuable

vast

couple of “brazil” or fustic, and the frondose
thousand dollars worth of gold a week. tropic cedar spreads its branches far over
Other Americans have followed his ex- the dwarf
rose-wood, tulip and ebony that
ample. w ith varying success. Of course flourish near its roots.
the government lias not dealt so geuerousA German, named Kraft possesses a
ly by them all, but it still follows the valuable marble quarry, gained through
lead of Bogran, who used to say, “If our
‘‘concession,” tor which he paid nothing
own people will not
develop our mines, whatever, and gets his product exempt
some one
must,” and continues to give from export duty for L'O years. The maraway miles of territory to any foreigner ble is estimated to be worth from $3 to

let-

on a

the next town

to

plored. The forests afford

work with

in the United

a—as

lie had not mis-

taken his man, for Mr. Daniels went to
a will and is
to-day the owner

the service, prodn any of the Kepubof

•in-c

to

office,
judg-

We have

power sits in
ullowed to pass after
:.ikc it to the telegraph

spoken

in

a

$10 per cubic foot. In

of his quarrying lie came upon traces of silver, and
straightway took steps toward possess-

previous letter of

the enormous grants to (ieu. E. A. Lever
and to Maj. Burke of the Xew Orleans

Times-Democrat.

omit it to the scrutiny
lirs of eyes; when, if

The

late

and without
of

Tabor of Colorado was largely interested
here; also Gen. Benj. E. Butler, Gen’ls

an

price, by

“denouncement.”
the

rree

LiDrary.

GEO. F EASES, M.D.,DJ.S,

during October, 1896. First list:
♦Adams, George Burton. Growth of tlie

437.28
French nation. 1896.
Anderson, Lindsay. Among typhoons and
1892
518.19
craft.
pirate
♦Brownell, W. C. French traits.1133.7
Deland, Ellen Douglas. .Malvern a neigh349.19
borhood story.
Drake,Samuel Adams. M atchfires of ’76.
.. 323 20
books of
English, Thomas Dunn. Boys’
battle lyrics: a collection of verse illustrating notable events in the history of
1212.39
the United States.
Field, Eugene. Songs and other verse,
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matchless.

Laces, Flannels, Woolens, etc., Ivorine
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To Tax Payers.
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The cake of Toilet Soap

■

in

every

package of Ivorine

delightful for Toilet, Bath and Nursery.
The J. B. Y\ ILLIAMS

°f Williams Famous Shaving Soaps.
2J.aHer|
Wnte for catalogue of choice premiums.

CO., Gastonbury, Conn.
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A few years ago, when Don Marco
C’oto of filibustering, notoriety,
governed
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benefit,

the usual method
His mine, known
may be considered

affords them every facility and protection;
but so far as personal safety is concerned,
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With it
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the banks of

the

farmer may form
importance these

Uloa and

All mineral

hole is

und: tiie grain is then
e
husbandman pays no
>it until harvest time,
nature and the rich soil
and the yield will be
lime to time during reinrian government lias
number of good conami agricultural lauds,

that not

one

has

set

of the principal stockholders

foot in the country, and with
the exception of Col. Shear’s none of the
ever

and other trees of Northern climates
But the
present a rebust appearance.
paradise par-excellence is the temperate
belt, from 5,000 to 8,000 feet above the
oceans rolling upon either side, where all
the cereals, plants and forest-growths of
the north reach their highest degree of
devel opment. At least ten million acres
of such land lies here awaiting the coming of industrious emigrants.
Fannie Brigham Ward.

pine

have ventured more than
opening the riv- company’s agents
three
distance
into the interior. The
days’
the
consecuring
lands they have examined were prosays from the coast in- only
n-t remains that the inpected and re prospected long before they
I have
• »ey.>ml tiie reach of mar- thought of coming to Honduras.
absence of any means heard of only one mineral property being
In this respect people
'i ther advanced than
they
<

t

the I'otoso mines, in
"f Uhonluteca, is one of
'd

dxiut
x

1

1

who

came

From
years ago.
iked his way to the Capitwo modes of conveyance,

The Bodwell Granite Co. have been awardthe Buffalo post-oftiee, to be cut of Jonesboro red granite.
The Bodwell Granite Co. are laying a
track from the foundation of their new stone
shed at Carver’s Harbor to their shipping
wharf, also up into the Sands quarry. It is
their intention to use steam cars instead of
horses to move their stone from the quarry,
and in the yard also.

o

native and the back of

Hood’s

a

(Gen. Luis Bogran,

was

l

■ ■ ■
easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
III
III
25 cents. All druggists.
■
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass,
The only Till to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Chips.

ed

Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood’s Tills.
They do their work

'"‘1 here with not
many dolI
ket but a perfect Croesus
-nt and
enterprise, he went
"

Granite

Liver Ills

iberal concessions to forof Mr. J. D. Daniels,

1‘hiladelpliian,

lands are des-

the height of its perfection and wheat and
oats return fair crops, while the live oak,

iml

1

estimate of the vast

grazing

these lands

of

iew

an

deposits found tined to assume. The principal coast inbecame, by the term of dustry is banana growing. Bananas yield
the concession, the absolute property of in 0 months after
planting, thence continue
tiie company, and at the same time such for seven
years, and return a profit of $75
deposits, mines or “leads” were exempt per acre per annum. The cost of clearfrom the provisions of the mining code
ing the land and planting the bananas is
of
the Republic.
The grantee, Col. estimated at $20 the acre.
Cocoanuts are
Shears of New York—a financier as sharp also
Trees that cost
very profitable.
as his name would
indicate, finding that, about $2 apiece to grow to maturity, yield
in Western parlance, he had “bit off more
annually for a period of 50 years, $1 per
than he could chew”formed another com- tree
per annum.
Oranges are from $3
pany, of which lion. Jay Hubbell was to $8 per thousand.
Limes, or so-called
the head, to carry it into operation.
Be- lemons, are not picked at all.
The finest
fore going into it, however, Mr. Hubbell pine
apples in the world are grown here,
stipulated that Col. Shears should first but as yet none are raised for exportation.
obtain the privilege of locating the com- The foot-hill sides
produce luxurious
pany’s land in small patches, wherever crops of Indian corn, while in the higher
the corporation might choose.
Even the latitudes the fertile mesas and mountain
reckless Be Soto hesitated about acceding slopes return rich harvests of wheat,
rye,
to this modest demand, which, if granted,
oats and other cereals of older climates.
would actually put iu the company’s From the coast onward to higher latitudes
hands an unlimited amount of the richest
the climate, together with the agriculturmineral deposits in the Republic; and the al possibilities, may be divided into four
matter “hung lire,” until Bogran came
zones—tropic, semi-tropic, warm-temperinto power.
ate and temperate.
In the first, innumerable medicinal plants and flowers
the
his
latter,
Finally
persuaded by
friend, Gen. Lever, granted the petition, flourish in a clime and soil most congenial
In the
with a few insignificant stipulations; and to their perfect development.
thus the “Uloa and Blanco River Naviga- semi-tropic belt, at an altitude from 2,000
tion Company” become possessed of min- to 3,500 feet, oranges, bananas, coffee, inand corn are plentifully
eral privileges of untold value.
Why, in digo, vanilla,
Coffee thrives best from 3,000
teu years time, they have not done more produced.
In the
with the splendid possibilities open before to 5,000 feet above the sea level.
them, remains a mystery. I am informed warm temperate belt, Indian corn reaches
on

and calico may
"hen times are hard,

Honduras,

on

Blanco rivers.
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^SPECIALTY**Of Extra Sizes in all lines

TROUSERS.

of Goods.

Winning Whist.
Brief mention was recently made of a new
book by a Belfast man, who thus adds another name to the long list of Maine authors
in Williamson’s Bibliography. “Whist, honors not counted, as a game or for continuous
points, is the subject of this treatise,” says
the author in his introductory chapter. It
is very evident that he is not only a whist
enthusiast, but well versed in the history of
the game and its literature and has the literary skill to impart his views entertainingly.
In the preface he says:

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

*
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WORMS IN CHILDREN.
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The National Granite Co. have leased the
plant owned by the Fox Island Granite Co.,
and will send two or more crews of cutters
there. They have also leased the quarry
known as J. S. Black's, at Dark Brook, and
j will put men at work there as soon as Mr.
Black gets the quarry running all right.

j

Vigilant

into

a

schooner for next

Steamers

RESTORED

up at Law-

are

There is no
H good reason
the dewhy
%W
M Lmon of disease
mf ^should
carry so
™
many women down
into the depths of

misery and weak
The peculiai
^ness.
ailments

^

men

which

suffer

are

wo-

com-

pletely overcome by Dr.
Pierce’s

Favorite

the internal source of
these troubles and cures
them thoroughly and

permanently.
It is the only medicine of the kind invented by a regularly graduaiea

pnysician

ci

mailing only. Address,
Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo, N. Y. If a handsome, cloth-bound,
beautifully stamped copy is preferred, send
10 stamps extra (31 in all), to cover the adWorld's
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FOR SALK BY R. H.

MOODY. BKLFAST, M AWE.

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE

Commencing Monday. Sept. 28. isOc.
ers

Of^ALOon-ResMeis7

For Boston, via Camden and R

day-. Wednesdays, Thursdays ami

THE

Plarn ond.

Winter

Arrangement—In

Bicycles. This lot will be offered
850 each. Warranted for

to customers at
one

year.

These wheels may be

seen at

the

Hervey
J cwclry
C.

H.

H0NR0E,
Manager.
Belfast, July 2,1896.—2Gtf

^

^"

hThTlamson,
Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

■

■klnmi

Mon-

»:
.•>,>-frame;
rmn

..

RETURN INC*

:

From Boston, Mondays, Tuesday-. Fhursdays
ami Fridays at 5.00 i*. m.
From Rockland via Camden, Tuesday -. \\ rdnesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.mi ;o»;.oo
A. M.

From Bangor, touching at way-landing-. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturda\s at
11*00 A. M.
C. E. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston.

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.
On and after Oct. 4, 18ttH, trains <mmeotjng at
Burnham and Materville with tliioup'• Trams for
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos-

Effect October

ton

will

run as

follows:
FROM BELFAST.

We have on hand a fine stock of both la
dies and gents’ 1896 pattern of the Lovell
Diamond

upon arrival of

Bangor.

1. 1896.

Cycles.

F. m.. or

For Searsport, Bucksport, Wiuurp'-rt. ll.mipden and Bangor, 'Fuesdays, Wednesday. Friday-1
and Saturdays at about*8.no a. m
upon
rival of steamer from Boston.

Masl, and Casliae Bite.

Lovell

tin

leave Belfast:

about 2 30

non-resident proprietors of the following tracts of land in the town of Monroe, in the
County
of Waldo, are notified that the same are taxed in the list committed to me June 11, 1891. the subscriber, the collector of taxes for the said town of Monroe for the year 1891
No. of
No. of
No. of
Amount
Name.
Description.
Lot.
Acres.
Value,
of Tax.
Range.
Bartlett, E D.Webber Bartlett lot.
C
20
47.48
si 76
$ 80.00
i 63, 64 (
Browm, Joseph, estate. .Wood lot.
Gore
5
11.ou
.33
(68,69)
Colson, L. E.Land and buildings and land.
C
11
78.79
ibl.oo
3.55
113
Curtis, Benson, estate..Land and buildings.
47
271 00
6 06
10,000
Land and buildings. Chas.
C.inninirha.n
Fred
Cunningham, Fred.E.
Robinson’s place
C
36
1-2
50.00
1 in
Dearborn, John.Land.
C
15
48,46
50 00
1.10
Hanson, Edgar F.Land.
21
41.00
10,000
.99
52,53
121
Marden, Charles.Land.
2 1-2
15.00
lo,0(>0
.33
C
29
22 & 6
Staples, Charles—.Land, 2 lots.
95.00
2J)9
And if no person shall appear to discharge said taxes and costs on or before the 7th day of December
next, I shall proceed to sell at the Town House in said town, bv public auction, so much of said respective tracts of land as shall be sufficient to discharge said taxes and all necessary intervening
JERE. BOWEN, Collector of Taxes of Monroe.
charges.
Monroe, Oct. 9, 1896.—3w42

long

and wide experience—a specialist,—who
has devoted a life time to the understanding and cure of these special diseases. The
is designed foi
Favorite Prescription
this one purpose, and no other medicine
has ever accomplished it so perfectly.
No
mere nurse’s prescription or advice will
be relied upon by a sensible woman afflicted
with these delicate complaints.
Every woman would understand her
physical organization better and be better
able to keep in health and condition by
reading Dr. Pierce’s thousand-page illustrated book, “The Common Sense Medical
Adviser.” Several chapters are devoted to
woman’s special physiology with valuable
suggestions far home-treatment without the
aid of a physician. A paper-bound copy will
be sent free on receipt of 21 one-cent stamps

to pay the cost of

£*»

Bangor

of

City

scot

Pre-

scription. It is the one
remedy which reaches

Square.

Tlie great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous
diseases of the generative oigatis of » ither sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Failingor Lost Manhood, Impotency
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written
S id at $1.00
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
per box, 0 boxes for $5.00.

A

Leslie and Nimbus.

o.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Yacht builders to the westward will have
all the work they can do the coming winter.
Law ley, South Boston, expects to build a
number of steam yachts; also some cruising
schooners and a lot of small boats.
hauled

Building, p.

National Bank

Bosiss l Bang!? I i Go.

SOLD EVERYWHERE

season.

Marguerite, Triton,
lborak, Windward, Corintliia,
Aspenet.
Hera, Mildred, Keewaydiu, Gilt Edge,
Myopia, Vashti, Mystery, Harriet, Mosca,
Aurora, Camilla, Siesta, Adrienne, Loyal,
Gorilla,
Random, Haunill, Algonquin,
Vixen, Columbia, Vreack, Melusina, Gundred, Illawara, Nautilus, Stellar, Tedesco,
Navarch, Bruchilde, King Philip, Nydia,
Vidofner, Rusalka, Thelma, Hermione, Saladin, Nacliita, Valhalla, Iduna, Viking,
Varanda, Hatonali, Handsel, Vanessa, Zeuobia, Elf, Alsaea, Gyda, Mon Reve, Hope,

H* J. Locke &l Son,

^Belfast

The Fife boat Canada, which recently won
the Lake championship, was sold at auction

now

PROMPTLY DONL.

f

for So,250.

Among the yachts
ley’s, South Boston,

W/VICH A\n CLOCK PI;!'AlRIVi

^

1

■

F. MASON, Collector.

Fall Lines.
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Chautuaqua books for 1896-97.

come

Honduras is

but

building

INTERESTED^“
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amuse themselves at cards.
qualified
absolutely free from lawless“Who will believe that man could e’er exist
vastly more for his,own—he gave away ness—barring revolutionary tendencies.
Who spent near halt
age in stud\ ing whist;
brew gray with calculation,—labor hard,—
concessions, grants and franchises, right It is astonishing how many lines of indusAs if life’s business centred in a card.”
and left with reckless hand, to every try may be
We have a sufficient recollection of whist
profitably pursued in this
’o them- j
11*
*-id
body who wanted them, natives or for- ohUnew country. Fortunately, perhaps, as played in boyhood days, and on occasions
;e iif
>s,ty of some
eigners. < >ne of the most important of everybody cannot become mine owners, or with our elders when a partner was wanting
meili *d of transmitthese concessions was the “Uloa and mahogany shippers, or cotton planters —sharp were the reprimands when our play
eminent, within ! Blanco River
Navigation Grant,” which or coffee growers. Besides these greater was not “according to Hoyle/’—to find the
as connected
of this little book most interesting.
every |
to the corporation now holding it enterprises, demanding large capital to pages
gives
dh Tegucigalpa, i
How much more so must they be to those
the exclusive privilege of the navigation begin with, many lesser avenues to wealth
who still follow the game; and there are
•: ‘in one end of the
of both of those rivers, from the seacoast are open.
For instance, there is cattlevery many in Belfast. They will find “Win"v-*r mountain and
to their head waters.
To reward the raising, on as large or small a scale as one
ning Whist,” by Emery Boardman, Esq
ingle, oil cii using
company for the first outlay—the expense may care to go into.
In Honduras tire worthy of their attention and study. It may
instances church
and loss of establishing a steamship line
average area allotted to one steer is some- be found at the bookstore of M. P. WoodI'licre are 1-' offices,
on rivers where hut little
cock & Son, Belfast
traffic can what less than one
Charles Scribner’s
freight
acre, while in Texas it
and Mill Salvador the
he expected for a generation or two—the is five
New York, are the publishers.
and
in
some
of
Dakoto Sons,
acres,
parts
able for l he l.'nited
government granted the corporation a and Wyoming it is from 7 to 10 acres.
Yachts and Boats.
erica.
most favorable land franchise, with the From these
figures the intelligent stock■miiieut monopolies
is
There
talk of turning the cup defender
were to he
provison that said land

Honduras—somewhat for

being CMined, as
are t.> this da\. by In.'.!• > <•*•. ss the mountains
ivs,

my office in Memorial

at

themselves of the discount of two per cent,
their taxes must pay by January 1, 1897.

1\

c

iau.

be

Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 12 m., and 2 to4i\ m
until January 1. All persons who wish to avail

Belfast, Sept. 25, 1896.

uica u.is ucvn

>di the capital from
>
of the Republic in

St.)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, 1895.—Iyr45*

Chamiliancito,
anomaly in mining experience. It is
x
Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor
Sickles and Bosecraus.
Bonanza MacKay an entire mountain, and all the rocks
x
them for nearly everything else.
with the stamped
of California has the bad habit, journal- in it bear silver or
gold, in small quan;ig is found which can
istically considered, of keeping his affairs tities. Several working assays, of some
© Is the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Rem*
i'd into hostility to the
to himself as much as possible—but it is hundreds of
edy for all the complaints of children, such as Feverishness,
pounds, each, have given an
Jy
.11 be forwarded—if
S Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc. It lias been
known that several of his mining experts
of
$11
household remedy for 45 years. Its eflicacv in such trouand
?
from
average
per
ton,
silver,
as to its ilisposit Ion.
have long been quietly spying out the fat- $11.56 to $45
n.'irraiess, t'rice do cents.
cqiuui™.
rureiy vegeuioie
At all sf
Whist, for the majority of players (those x
per ton, gold.
aing over 1,700 miles
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
who neither live to play whist nor play B Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
<2
ness of ibis fair land: while Senator Jones
In short, foreigners pursuing any legiti- v\ hist to live) must ever be not so much a
all
owned
Honduras,
OOOQ&aOQQiiQQOQOOQI^JQQQQQQIJQ&iQOaQQQQQOOOOtjQOOQQQ^QQQQ
of [Nevada, lion. Jay Hubbell of Michi- mate business
in this country Greco-Roman struggle of intellects as a
occupation
government, which
pleasant recreation and amusement. The
gan. and other Northern capitalists, are are cordially welcomed, not only
by the prevailing proueness to treat of the modern
onsiderable revenue,
more or less mixed
up in things Iloudur- government, but by the people.
The law game as one for experts necessarily tends to
the utmost consecontained in the

»nis

as

Street,

Fairfield

of

BOSTON,

1896.1215.16
Field, Eugene. With trumpet and drum.. 347.40
Frye, Alex Everett, Brooks and brook
basins: first steps in geography. 334.12
Frye, Alex Everett. Child and nature, or
geography teaeliiug with sand-model334.11
ling
Foster, L. C. and Williams, Sherman. Selections for memorizing for primary,

intermediate and high schools. 1892... .1212.32
Hall, Mary L. Our world reader. 1896... 334.7
Hamilton, C. D. 1’. Modern scientific
whist: principles of the modern game.
1896. 925 27
Chaucer for chilHaweis, Mary Eliza.
1221.25
dren. A goh en key. 1895
Henlev, William Ernest. Lyra heroica: a
book of verse for boys. 1891.1212.23
•Howe, Herbert E. A study of the sky.
916.33
1896
Jamison, Mrs. C. V. Seraph: the little
359.30
violiniste.
Lamb, Charles and Mary. Poetry for
347.39
children. 1894
♦Mahafly, John Pentland. A survey of
Greek civilization. 1896.... 418.14
McKinley, William Masterpieces:_selections from the public addesses in and
out ot Congress. Edited by R. L. Paget.
1896.1056.6
Merriman, Henry Seton. Flotsam: a
134.11
study of life. 1896
Missing friends: being the adventures of
a Danish
emigrant in Queensland.
518.18
(1871-1880).
Montgomery, D. II. Heroic ballads:
poems of war and patriotism. 1895.1212.31
Morlev, Margaret Warner. Seed babies.
1896
334.14
Norton, Charles Eliot, editor. Heart < f
oak books: a collection of traditional
rhymes and stories for children. 1896
6v. 347.31
Richards, Laura Elizabeth. Five minute
stories. 347.25
Rivets, George R. R. The governors garden a relation of some passages in the
life of His Excellency Thomas Hutchinson.
1896. 232.15
Roche, James Jeffery. Story of the filibusters to which is acded the life of
Colonel David Cro kett. 1891. 447.11
Sangster, Margaret Elizabeth. Little
knights and ladies: verses for voting
people. 1896. 347 38
Spot: an autobiography. 1896.— 327.4
Sprague, H. ami scales, M. E. Six
selections from Irving’s sketch hook.
With notes and questions. 1896. 347.37
Statesmen’s Year book for 1896.
R. L.
Strong, Francis L. All the year round:
a Nature reader.
2v.
Winter.
334.16
Spring. 334.17
•Tarhell, F. B. History of Greek art.
1896. 938.10
Those dreadful Mouse boys: a double
story for young and old. By Ariel_ 334.19
Ward. Mary Augusta. Sir George Ties
sady: a sequel to Marcella. 1896. 2v... 117.33
Watson, William. Adventures of a blockade runner, or trade in time of war.
1892. 447.10

1!* Ncwburv
(Near Corner

course

ing himself of that also, without money

Senator

Belfast
Accessions

tf7

ditional expense.
Constipation if neglected will lead the
FREEDOM, MAINE.
most robust to the doctor’s office.
The
blood gets loaded down with impurities
and
tissue
which it deposits in every organ
in the body. Serious illness is the inevitable result. Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets |
cure constipation.
They are prompt and
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
pleasant in their action. They never gripe. 1
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
They cure permanently and completely,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
and are not mere temporary palliatives like
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
so many so-called remedies.
Druggists sell
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
them.
If you accept something “just as
M. C. DILWORTH.
44tf
good,” you will regret it.
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

House for Sale.

STEAMER CASTINE, on above date,
wind and weather pet mining, will
run every week day in connection with B. A. B.S.
Co., as follows:
Leave ♦West Brooksville at 7.lit> a. m.; Castine,
7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30: Ryder’s Cove, 0.00;
Lime Kim, 0.20; arriving at Belfast, lo.3o.

A M

Belfast,

depart.
Citvpoint
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox..
Thorndike.
..

landings.

|E.l).

Boston, , w ,,.

National

Bank

12 25
4 15
4 22

j *v/l>!\

7 05

5

35

0

2(1

AM
! 40
5 58

I* M

1100
A

Waterville.

Bangor

M

boo

A M
7 on

7 15

..

A

M

A M
8 50

7 10
0 10
7 5o
0 20
Thorndike. 8 10
*0 27
Knox. 18 25
0 42
Brooks
8 50
to 53
Waldo.. +9 o2
Citypoint. 10 15 tlooS
Belfast, arrive. 0 25 10 lo

Burnham, depart..
Unity.

A M

i-830

..

Portland.

Manager.

Building.

\ 35

3 13

F M

Boston,

120
430
1 40
F M

5 05
5 25
5 38
in 44
5 50
H» 08
to 18
0 25

tFlag station.

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear.
Belfast

I’ M
3 4 >
:3 d«»
4 M
-» 45
-In
5 38
d 00
0 25

TO BELFAST.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO

in

2 42

1* M

Portland.

J. H. Fletcher, M. D.

Office

oil

Waterville

C. W. SMALLIDGE,

s
s lo

f M
2d
!
S O
1 51
2
2 12
2 22

A M

Passengers going East take steamer Castine
from Belfast at 2.00 p m., every Mom ay, Wednesday and Friday. Take steamer next day for all
landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport and
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take stmr. Frank
Jones next morning for all landings from Castine
to Machias.
AGENTS; H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
BOW

2o
25
35
48
»>2

s L»o
Unity.
8 45
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor.. 11 40

♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur
days.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 i*. .m., for the

above named

7
1
7
7

1

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast, and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale bv F. E. Crow lev,
PAY SON TUCKER,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Booth bv, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1800.

JOURNAL.“

THE REPUBLICAN

County Correspondent:.

BELFAST. 1 lU'RSDAY. OCTOBER 22. 18t»6.

PI Hi iNlil I> I

KKV TUnSi'AV MORS NO BY T11E

la' ublican Journal Pub. Cod

Unity. Fred Conner, who has been visiting his mother, lias returned to Amesbury,
Mass., where he has employment.... Mrs.
Almira Parklmrst started for Montana Oct.
1 ••th to spend the winter with her two sons.
.Mrs. Wm. Hamilton has been quite sick.
Perley Clark arrived horn from Kents’
Hill last Saturday night-...G. Clough is

a. wlsci

| t^SSSSuSSu*

ry,

Mr.
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season

game laws
their enforcement.

expended by
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Maine at defiance, was last
to three years and eight

oi

sentenced

week

prison
Hopkins with

months at hard labor iu the State
assault upon Ilarry
hum did it.
inU nt X1 kill,

for
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■
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W.

week

a

Jones of this city relettei from a business

in

lvrtlaud amt

who say: “In referoutlook in this sec-

iLuianapolis,
the j'olitieal

The Current Events Club will hold their
meeting with Mrs. Aunie Gridin.
Brouks.

Yasliti Fogg lias gone to
has a position in Miss
South worth s store. ..Horace Day spent last
Sunday in Brooks... .Michael Chase is having his house painted by Charles E. Small,
whoiske.pt busy at that kind of work_
James L. Austin of China and family haveMiss

Belfast, where

visiting

she

friends in

and fair at the G. A. R.

Brooks_The sale
hall last Thursday

ef the

1

■

the American laborer and of American industries.
Perhaps, if he has another steel

ship
a

to

build he will

give

American labor

chance.
Yachts

and

Boats.

0. I*. Brown of Pulpit Harbor launched a
last week, and is now at work on a
ya> lit '4 feet over all for Wm. S. Hall of
Boston.
ho>-t

1 i.e y-a Aits Bla, Comet and Sautasma sail«d :i.eir second race at Thouiastou last
week. lie rourse being the same as the
prev"
The Ida was m tine trim and
was easily a winner.
B Webster
inter from

will build a knockabout
t! -<
plans in The Rudder, but
wiI
u\i
in iron keel in place of a centrei" ini.
hi other respects the model will he
<>

P

w*d and

assu

a

sightly

and

speedy

craft

is

red.

Transfers in Real Estate.
The in. ;..\\ ing transfers in real estate were,
recorded :n
Waldo County Registry of
Heeds P
the week ending Oct. 14, 181 Hi:
Jen in e Hoxie, Burnham, to Clias. E. Sheriiian. do., land and
buildings in Burnham.
Fi ne is Butterick estate,
Manchester, N. H.,
to John Young, Winterport; land in Winterport.. Zehard M. White et al, Lothrop,
Cal., to Benjamin NY. Knowitou, Montville;
land in Montville. Mehitahle
Wentworth,
Waldo, to James H. Wentworth, do.; land
buildings in Waldo. Albert F. McManus,
b ihty, t< Peter Whitney, do.; land in
Unity.
Geo. L. Ames, South Thomastou, to Delia
M. Neaiey, North port; laud and
buildings in
Nortliport. Isr;cl Staples, Brooks, to Frank
O. Day. do.; lanci in Brooks.
Wm. F. Runnel Is, Newburyport, Mass., to Clara Low,
Winterport; laud and buildings in WinterWm. B. Sprowl, Winterport, to C. R.
port,.
Hill, do.; land ami buildings in Winterport.
Sarah E. Rogers, Quincy, Mass., to Ada J.
Rogers, Frankfort; land and buildings in
••

Frankfort.

Samuel G. Tlmrlow, who has
been visiting relatives in Beifast for the
past few weeks, has returned home_Miss
Bertha Grey, who is at work in Augusta, is
at home on a vacation... .Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Churchill and daughter Lena, Mrs. Mary E.
Churchill and Mrs. Nell Morse are in BosBklmont.

ton
Hall's

'Visiting.Remember
Corner

the

meeting

at

schoolhouse this, Thursday,
evening by Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson,

evangelists.

Clias. D. Woods of the Maine State
was in this city Monday on his
way
Liveimore Falls, where he addressed a
Farmers’ Institute.
Prof.

College
to

in their

loyalty

to

the

cause

t*f

temperance and other moral issues,therefore,
Resolved, 1st, That we believe in a strict
and impartial enforcement of the law.

4. That tlie moderator of this conference
a committee of three to co-operate
with the churches of other denominations of
this State for the purpose of organizing a
civic league, looking to the enforcement of
law and a higher standard of civic righteous-

appoint

Following is an abstract of the business
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for
Waldo County, October term, ISM:
Account of administration presented in
estates of Corelia W. Arey, Winterport,
first and dual; Daniel T. Merrill, Troy, first
and filial; Henry A. Carter, Belfast, first;
Samuel H. Dickey, Lincolnville, lirst and
final: Calvin Work, Jackson, first, Frederick C. Haradeu, Boston, drst and final;
Achsa W. Gliddeu, Palermo; drst, also
private account of adm’r; Parker J. Beals,
of

Searsport,

T. Dunn of Waterville.

Springs.

Miriam

White,

non

compos,

Unity.

Inventories returned in estates of Frederick C. Haraden, Boston; Susan E. Pendleton, Islesboro; Henry B. Carver, Searsport;
Benj. Brown, Searsmont; Jeremiah D. Parker, Belfast; Frank W. Rice, Stockton
Springs; Harrison Berry, Palermo; N. A.

Cates, Unity.
Guardian appointed, Frederick A. Piper
to Ernest L. Piper, minor, Monroe.
In the Insolvency Court discharge was
granted to E. H. Stewart of Unity; Charles

W. Wood of Burnham, Eli Cook of
and E. S Goodwin of Burnham.

Belfast

The
in

case of the collateral inheritance tax
the estate of Joseph Far well of Unity
continued to Monday, when a hearing

was

was held.
Arthur S. Littlefield of Rockland appeared for the estate. The law- provides a tax of 2 1-2 per cent, on all collateral
inheritances, after deducting $500 from each
bequest. In this case the question arose as
to whether or not certain bequests to heirs
of the original devises should be considered
as one or separate bequests.
The judge
ruled that such bequests should be considered as one, and computed the tax accordingly.
The tax against the various heirs amounts in
the aggregate to $1,440 50.

Music

Hatch, Mrs. Ida M. Hatch, Mrs.
White. Adjourned for dinner.
At the afternoon

|
1

committee

session

Sarah A.

location reported in favor of Aug. Is, 1SP7, at the Hatch
homestead in Montviile, which was adopted.
The chairman of the committee on nomination reported the following list of candidates,
all of whom were elected: President, T. S.
Hatch, Montviile; Vice President, W. S.
Hatch, Belfast ; Secretary and Treasurer, E.
J. Hatch, Franconia, N. H.: Chaplain, W.
G. Hatch, Belfast.
Dinner committee, Mrs. Sarah A. White,
Belfast; Mrs. Hattie A. Clough, Liberty;
Willis S. Hatch, Belfast.
Entertainment committee, Mrs. Ellen
Shorey, Belfast; George V. White, Belfast;
Mrs. Sarah H. Clark, Castiue.
Committee on necrology, \v. G. Hatch,
Belfast: Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin, Palermo;
Mrs. Julia E. Curtis, Knox.
The chairman of the committee on necrolon

\
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H

For

■

warm

I

\

Tired, Aching, Irritated Feet is
bath with

ftnd a gentle anointing with CUTICURA (ointment), the great skin
This treatment allays itching and
tat ion, soothes inflammation
painful swellings of (lie joints,
«iislmr<l. roughened skin, and puri-

ft

fll

Sp
mMf.

cure.^B|,

lrri-^B

^B

■^A
uml^HBs
soft-^HHp
^B ties
^^B
^^^B
throughout the world. Potte*
^^Bsoln
MBDBCU& Chem. CoBF., Props., Bo»toa.

it’s

tap

a

at your

life door.

HALE'S

kneTit

HOHEY
0F

you

wouldn’t

HOREHOUND

neglect
a
cough.

such

and

TAR

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is a
;t it acts like
simple remedy
magic in all
cases of throat or bronchial trouble. Sold
by
druggists.
Pike’s

Toothache Drops

cure

in

one

minute.

Belfast

comes

their

with the scholars aud ;
The plan appears to be work- i

bf CI1I

to us,

is warranted by tin
and we are hereby ab

—-absolutely every MILLER

NICKLE£PLATE.-

sell.

As to price

Bollast to Boston.

Sato Too from 20 to

40

were

absent at-

per eg

o

a

a

rommencing Honda), Oct. 19, ls<M», the rate of
fare for through tickets between Belfast and
Boston will be reduced from $3.00 to $2.25.

Searsport

Between

$3.25

Come in and look
nterest you,

and Boston reduced from

$2.30, and

to

at our

nd il

proportionate reduction
will be made in the price of through tickets
between Boston and ail landings on Penobscot
Blver.
price of

The

rooms

they

Shawls. They will
suit you buv one.

a

Come in and see our Ladies' \\ i
have what will suit \our iiyie
s'
*
pocket book.

accommodating two persons
$2.00 and $1.50 to

each will be reduced from
$1.50 and $1.00 each.

These rates will lie continued through the seaand until the close id the river hy ice. when
tlic .-reamers will he withdrawn Com the route
until the opening of navigation in 1S'.*7, when
regular rate- will he resumed.
Steamers Benohsoot and City of Bangor ^i!l
leave Bangor alternately for Boston and wavlandings. a t 11 A. >i.. oii Mondays. W'edne-dav’-,
Thursdays and Saturdays, until'Saturday, Nov.
7th. after which date, steamer Benohsoot will sail
from Bangor on Mondays and Thursday-.
Keturninc from Boston at
r. m.' Monday*.
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Fridays until Nov.i'.'th.
after which date steamer Benohsoot will sail fn m
Boston on Tuesdays ami Friday- at f> i\ m. until
close of navigation.
( HAS. K. .lollNSON, Agent. Belfa-t
WILLIAM H. 11 ILL. Cenera! Manager. Boston

A. P. MANSFIELD,

son,

Opera
1HREE

—

LADIES’ WRAPPERS

^o.

'^%-Masonic Tons
f®® ®
T

® « ® • « »*««««* ® *«

s

f

A

Horse Blankets!
As the Hors., is

idevelopinc

House,

NIGHTS, COMMENCING

Oct.

Tuesday

need a tailor
the meantime w
bi^ line select.d

27th,

ing

^

Vitascope
at

popular views originally
Koster & Bials. New York, and

Admission

Collector's INTotice.

Reserved Seats.

In paid taxes on lands ot non-resident uuners situated in the (oh
of Waldo for the year lMLr>.
The following list ..f taxes on tin* real e-o.m
tem-resident ui
tin- year ISP', eommitteil t.< me lor
t.* ,,,i i.,uil
paid and notice is herein -.riven that it -.n ta'
imt-iv-; md
iiuii'*h ot t!ie real es:ate taxed as is -mMiei.-m : 1 a
eharu-es will In-sold at public ama i,.n at Dm-il:-' Hall m m I
lSPb, at nine o’clock
m

Children
sale

on

at

City Drug

store.

TWO TONS MORE
...

OF THAT...

received,

direct

from China,

;

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Collector's Notice of Sale.

A

at a

■

Collector’s Notice of Sale.
NON-RESIDENTS.

e.

inquire of

DUNTON, Belfast,

Belfast, Oct. 0. 1896.—tf

Me.

proprietor of

tin*

12, A. I). 1895, the subscriber, the collector of taxes
for the said town of Brooks for the year A 1> 1*95
Dmiel Dutton. Lot of land hounded north, by
the south line of lot No. 115,first division and land

dT

Joseph Ellis ; east, by lands of Joseph Ellis and
Mrs Miulgett ; south, l»v the north line of lot V.
132, first division, west, by the Knox town line,
and being the west part of lot No. 121, first divis
ion; No. acres, 50; value, $75; tax, $1-54.
Daniel Dutton. Lot of land bounded on the
north, by the south line of lots N«»s. 112 and 11.;.
first division; east, by land of Joseph Ellis; south,
by the north line of lot No. 121. first division:
west, by Knox town line, and being the west part
of lot No. 115, first division. No. of acres. 42.
value, $125; tax. $2.57.
Daniel Dutton. Lot No. 115; No. acres.50; value,

of

Specialty.

For terms,

R. F.

non-resident
of laud in the

following
town of Brooks, in the Comitracts
ty of Waldo and State of Maine, is notified that
the same is taxed in the list committed t«> me .1 mie

Glasses

bargain.

■'

>

H. A.

Fitting

iVolicr ol iSulo—I.

o

The

m.

...

..

good condition.

iThdurgin,

\\

...

The followin'; list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners jn Mm
year 18:».r'. eominitted to me for collect ion lor >.i id tow n. o|. t !),• ,>t u ,.it% .,( m
and notice is hereby jriven that i! said tax* -. interest and .•'lar-.s in
the real estate raxed as is sntheient n> pay the am.. due th« ivi.ir iu- m
will he sohl at pulilie auet ion at the I own Hou~r n >a;i| tow n
Mm -u
n Mm ti
-t m ,n
preeedin<r annual town meeting "1 sain town wn> he In
o'clock a m.
No
I»«■-<■ i... Ih a! IN:at.
Names of Owners.
\
Old !
11 !»•-. t. -a 11 ani
Coh-ord. All-ton p,.
M iI• t lot oi Turnpike
i)iekey, Klniau, or unknown
I Kvellev, dailies M oi unknown.. I.ev■eiisaiei
On Sie:iim*..,,t Avenue
Mathews, llenn
iVu detoi
Mathews. Nathaniel.
-id. j.
k
(
MeOnire. Wescot t N »
i.*_..- ,-i >i. i,- >-,vai; 1
N inkers on, .lames \\
1.1'. 11 a im- Imui.--1 ,a.i
W.i l.e l>a. k r..
Nickerson. Thomas ('
i:. :
In m.->te.i I
-id.- I
Sylvester. Harriet I-.
u
Melvina.Wild
ini- kLanpher,
.1. 11. KM 1.1. \M>. t
..
ol I,.
Senrspi rt, Oct. 1!», 18! h;

Htf

31

..

■

25 horse power engine anil boiler,
31 ILLS,
Lincolnville,

11

....

SALE.

3m32

\\,

1

..

1 to 4 P. M.

FOR

;
1

••

From

SOLICITED.

-1

■■■

UAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33*i.
DEPOSITS

s
I

.,

..

.,

Maine.

from 9 to 12 A, M.

■

Cottage.'.

Collector's

Open

of >.

Hounded N \\
b\ Hiram Tie mas
Morse, A. (
\
1
m
iv.i-,
liy A. T. Marriner: S. XV.. by L Lease et ai
Nickerson. T XX
Hounded N..‘bv Moutville '.me; \ \
M .. ;
by W. Cooper et als.; S W.byl.A. Hall, barn
Nickerson, Sears. Hounded V \V
in Ln\|.s road et als
\ 1;
\\
Warren et als. S. L
by Wm. W ood et al>.; s Wd. In H Hmwn
Ordway, Wm K. Hounded N X\ by A Id Lawrv; N L l-v Mu//v ml
:...
S. E.. by Union Common road: S. XX
i>\ t f. Kni-ii;
I’liuniuer, A M., estate. Hounded N.. bv .Moutville line. E In V K Hton et als. ; S., by S. Erskilie lot
XV.. ! y \ Morse.
Pendleton, Margaret. Mrs. Hounded V W\ 1 *> river \ L
n \\
w
Hm
et als., S. E.f by T. F. Knight et als.
In H. Robbins et .1'
S W
and barn..
Piper estate. Hounded N\. by I). H Xmin^; E by S. doslvn estate
Lincoln ville line ; XNd.byC.W Heal
Robinson, .I. ( A (». XX. (hie halt ot Hennett mill ami privilege. nvtied \vi■;
Wm. Hennett..
Thomas, Eugene. Hounded XV., by Marriner road V E. A s. bv A T M.irun.
in L Lassell. \ L
Woods, Anna, estate. Hounded S'. W
nv |»
H r..ui
s
K... by old road. S. W
by Ebeu C-.bb.
L w
FARRAR, Collectoi ■; tax**' d tinSearsmont, Oct. 20, ISPH. Hwtd

lands of non-resident owners,
viiuated In the town of Waldo, in the County
of Waldo, for the year 1895.
The following list of taxes on rea! estate of nonresident owners in the town of Waldo for the year
1895, committed to me for collection for said town
on the 1st day of December, A. D. 1895, remain unpaid and notice is hereby given that if said taxes,
interest and charges are not previously paid, so
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including interest
ami charges, will lie sold without further notice
at public auction, at Silver Harvest Grange Hall,
(the same being ttie place where the preceding
town meeting was held) in said town, on the first
Monday of December, 189*5. at 9 o’clock a. m.
Logan. John. No. of lot 12; Waldo tract; No. of
acres, 90; value, $855; tax, $15.(58; deficient highwav tax, $5.85; total tax, $19.53.
L. L. HARLOW.
Collector of taxes for the Town of Waldo.
Waldo, Oct. 20, A. D. 1896.—3w43
on

Belfast,

n

..

.■

Our customers say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents tor elsewhere.

Cnpald taxes

Allen. Ira 1*. Hounded N., bv Moutville dm
I
n
;
\
ij,
XV.. by K. I'. 11 .nves
(’ram. Ali.ert. estate. Hounded V. b\
id Ki
Jand x< by o-orae <one.
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tending the meeting of the Rebekah branch
of the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows.
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we ran

When you are buying Lamps IT \\u
YOU NOTHING to look at our lin,

Great Reduction in Fares.

and Diseases of
of
Nearly every evening when
1
not otherwise engaged Mr. Brick has a uuma
Ear
the
and
her of boys ami girls at his office, all interhours
until
Office
9 a. m.
the
At
same
time
he
in
ested
some study.
From 12.30 to 3 p. m.
enters into their sports and, for the time beMAINE.
ing is a boy again.
SEARSPORT,
Miss Myra Jackson of Morrill began teach13tf
ing at the Union school Monday morning.
The regular meeting of the School Committee will be held next Monday evening.
Miss Lois Lotlirop taught in the Lower
The lot ami buildings at the corner of Nortliport
Grammar school and Mrs. Percy R. Follett Avenue ami Durham
street, in the city of Belfast,
in the North Primary, while the teachers,
formerly occupied by 1) 1\ E. Luce, will be sold
ing favorably.

Misses

Lamp

EVCDV

Lamps,

ii Irani

Schools.

acquainted

work.

Lamps,

JONES, Main Street, Belfast. l’

in

The

I

CARLE &

been operated for eleven years aud is full of
water.
Mr. Bassick will no doubt proceed
to work it. The Bassick mine is one of the
richest mines in the world.

Brick examines
the
Superintendent
schools by going in and taking full charge
of a school for a day.
By this means he be-

in

Screw Hick Lift., Chimney Lift, I ...
wick. Xo Oirt Pocket
XO s mi

purchasing.

time ami

Posesslon of the Great Bassick Mine.
The litigation carried on in Colorado by
E. C. Bassick of Bridgeport, Ct., has at last
been settled by the United States Court of
Appeals. This litigation involved the Bassick Silver Mine, with a capital stock of
§5,000,000. A suit was brought against a
syndicate, of which the multi-millionaire,
Dennis Ryan of St. Paul, was at the head.
He agreed to put lip a bond as to certain
arrangements, each party being equal, in
the sum of §100,000.
On this assurance
§40,000 was spent on the mine by Mr. Bassick, but Mr. Ryan hacked out. After va- i
rious appeals Mr. Bassick at last won the
suit, aud has gained a controlling interest in
the mine.
Mr. Bassick's many friends in this city
rejoice at his well deserved victory. This
was the third court decision in his favor,
and the defendants can carry the matter no
further. Had the decision been adverse to
Mr. Bassick, lie could have appealed to the
United States Supreme Court.. As recently
stated in The Journal the mine has not

death

Superioritv

Miller and Juno

OPEN EVENINGS.

^

the chairman of

And Gains

Searsport;

Account of trustee presented in estate of
Geo. E. Wight, Belfast.
Account of guardianship allowed in estates
of Daniel B. Bartlett, non compos, Montville; Mary G. Pinkham, Hattie L. Pinkham
and Everett Pinkham, minors, Liberty;

out:

in Belfast.

we

...

drst.

Petition for allowance presented in estate
of
Nathan P>. Cates, Unity; Samuel L.
Ilubbs, Monroe.
Will presented in estates
Edward A.
Rhoades, Northport; Sarah McCormick,
Winterport; Lois R. Marshall, Belfast.
Account of administration allowed in
estates of Anna J. Webber, Unity; Edwin
Hale, Brooks: Aurora Piper, Monroe;
Josiah Nickerson, Swanville: Caroline M.
F. Miller, Searsmont; Jeremiah Colson,
Winterport: Robert A. Vinal, Winterport;
Emma M. Vaughn, Monroe; Elisha C. Arey,
Winterport; Arno W. Freeman, Stockton

carried

The address of the
afternoon was by Rev. A. Trueblood of
Winthrep on “What Do We Lack?” Illustration of primary work was conducted by
Mrs. W. J. Knowlton of Portland.
In the
evening, Rev. Dr. Smith Baker of Boston,
the conductor of the convention, delivered
an address.
Wednesday forenoon’s session
opened with devotional exercises, followed
by three minute talks by superintendents
and teachers on the subject “How can the
Sunday school he made more effective?”
President B. C. Jordan of Alfred gave an
address. The report of the secretary, Rev.
B. P. Snow of Yarmouth, showed that the ogy reported as follows, which was adopted
outlook is promising for the organization. for publication.
It, becomes our painful duty t<>
report that
lie said that the total Sunday school luemagain our association has suffered a great
1 ership in Maine is 100,000,
including Catho- loss in the death of one of its must beloved
lic Sunday schools.
He specially compli- members. Since last we met, Miss Ernelie
mented the thoroughness of the system of E. Hatch lias been taken from our number
and transferred to the higher life. As we
teaching in Catholic Sunday schools. Of recall her iife of devotion to others regardthe total population of Maine he said less less of her own frailties; as we think of her
than one person in every six attends Sun- pure life and noble Christian character; as
we
recount the many deeds of kindness
day schools. Rev. T. F. Millett of Gorham exhibited by her in
daily life, we feel that
Addresses “Our loss is her gain,’’ and, therefore, we
gave his report as held worker.
by Treasurer E. S. Everett and others fol- should not mourn unduly. This association
extends its heartfelt sympathy to the memlowed. Rev. Dr. Smith Baker delivered an
bers of this immediate family in their afflicaddress in the afternoon.
N. S. Greet of
and trust that as their hold on this
Somerville, Mass., gave an illustrated ad- I tion;
life lessens with advancing years, their joy
dress.
Graduating exercises of the Normal may be full with
anticipation of a happy
class followed with address by Rev.Dr.C.W.
reunion in the life to come.
Gallagher, president of the Maine Weslyan
W. G. Hatch
n
Seminary. The evening services were held
Coha A. Goodwin ) Committee.
in the Pavilion clmrcli.
Blackboard exercises were shown by N. S. Greet of SomerThe secretary reported his work in genealville, and an address was delivered by Rev.
ogy during the past year to have brought
Dr. Sin itli Baker of Boston. The convention
closed Tk ursday noon. These officers were better results than all his previous work in
elected: President, B. C. Jordan, Alfred; that direction, having added nearly a thousecretary, W. J. Know]ton, Portland; treas- sand names to his genealogical record and
urer, Osman Adams, Portland; executive
committee, Rev. A. T. Dunn, Waterville, ascertaining that the early record of the
Charles I. Bailey, Winthrop, L. R. Cook, family can be obtained from England.
Yarmouth, Rev. T. H. Stacy, Saco, Alien C.
E. Judson Hatch, Secy.
Moulton, York Corner, I. N Halliday, PortFranconia, N. H.
land. The presidents of the county unions
were chosen vice presidents of the State or
E. C. Bassick Wins his Suit.
gauization.

Petition to sell real estate presented in
estates of Hattie L. and Georgie E. Work,
minors, Jackson- Mary W. McDonald, Belfast; Henry B. Carver, Searsport.
Petition for administration presented in

estate of Hannah L. Partridge,
Frank A. Stubbs, Winterport.

The following program:
reading, C1II Psalm
and prayer by chaplain, W
G. Halt h;
music; report of the secretary. E. J. Hatch:
address of welcome by Mrs. Martha A.
Hatch, read by vice-president, W. S. Hatch;
response by E. J Hatch. The following
committees were appointed: On time and
location, W. G. Hatch, Mrs. Ellen Shorey,
Mrs. Hattie A. Clough: on nominations, E.

the

The annual convention of the Maine State

Caro M.

J.

ness.

Sunday School Association began Tuesday
afternoon, Oct. l.'5th, in the Main street Baptist church, Saco.
An address of welcome
was delivered by Dr. Samuel J. Bassford of
Biddeford, and responded to by Rev. Dr. A.

was

liminary business.

was

That we deplore the inetiiciei’cy of our
prohibitory law and its enforcement and rcnest
of our next legislature the repeal of
1
the general law by which the penalty of imprisonment is left to the option of the judge. 1
3, That, in harmony with the action of the ;
last conference of the Congregatioualists of j
Maine, we recommend.
!

new

White, Willis S. Hatch, Gardner L. Hatch,
Mrs. Ellen Shorey and Harriet E. Hatch,
Belfast, and Mrs. Sarah H. Clark, Castine.
The president, T. S. Hatch, called the association to order for organization and pre-

enjoyed.

The recent Free Baptist State convention
adopted the following resolutions :
Whereas, Free Baptists have never been

backward

many

Hall

ever

A Few Points of

Banquet Lamps,
Piano Lamps,
Hanging Lamps,
Table Lamps,
Stand Lamps,

>

..

afternoon and evening, under the auspices
n\ R. C., was a success
financially
ee e t
and otherwise.
The cash receipts were
11
(• ie is no doubt that Ohio w. 1 go. -STi 57-Mrs,
Hannah J. Sites, who has
iaij"on- McKinley, and we fully believe | been very sick, is somewhat improved, but
that Indiana and Illinois will give their is still confined to her bed_Ira W. Bowden has bought the Ed Young place and
e le< t hi
votes foi sound money."
moved his family there... .Charles E. Small
•t-aieii, and his followers are has bought a lot on the Geo. B. Roberts
<
for themselves.
1
k
"W atson, one i'lace ami is digging a cellar fora new house.
-Mr. Dow is selling lots of ladies' underv.,,
eandioaUs for vice president. wear. They know where to
of
go for such,
goods.... Mrs. A. E. Dow visited her sister,
(
U
in ticket, is >aid to be really
Mrs.Celia M.Hussey,at assalboru last week
the United States Senate, and
..L.
Oil ley, collector lor IMG. is clos< s
11*
defeating ex-speaker Crisp, ing up his business for that year.George
Webber is at home from the Hawaiian Is\\ i
i>
:itid 1\ tie Democrats for that
lands.
He has travelled many hundreds of
r. v. 1 il
in Illinois Gov. Atgeld is miles within the past year_Thaddeus
] s
who has been at the Insane AsyGarland,
ei
a\»
i.u to e« m pass his own re-eleclum in Augusta as an attendant, was here
ts v l-\
:i.e
saciilice of Bryan.
“Bryan on a visit last, week-Mrs. Susan Littlelivid of Belfast lias been at Walter Penney as
s
sav the heaiiliues over this
for a visit... Mrs. Susan Cole, who has been
stoiy of Atgeldism.
stopping with her daughter in New Hampshire, is at home.. .Mrs. Chick, who recentWi 11 Aithm Sewall lmilt the steel ship ly came from Wiuthrop, sick, is to spend
the winter with the family of Nicholas VarBath he had the plates all
ney-Emma Clary, who has for some time
hi* e_.]‘
:;«>n.
England in an English been an invalid, is now living in South
Brooks... .James Jewell has returned from
tamer called the
Damp
Buckingham, i his Massachusetts trip_Mrs.
Myra C.
d ie- vessel was constructed under the di- J Dang, widow of the late John W.
Lang, has
been
at
Wm.
C.
Rowe’s-The
<
t ..n
sheep buyers
an
Englishman, and a greater have been making us a call. John
M. Dowpnrtot the workmen employed upon her sold a Hock of fifty to Eben Rackliffe. He
has
oxen and cows to sell.
some
can i’loin
England. Since his nomination for the vice presidency by the PopoProbate and Insolvency Courts.
crats he has become a
great champion of
in

time

so

SHADES and GLOBES

Reunion.

Association

the attendance

■

all Liver Ills and
Headache. 25cents.

Beals, Springfield, Mas- : Mr.
ami Mrs. Walter
CL Hatch, G< :g.
V.
Mrs. Sarah A.
Hatch, Caro G. Hatch,

mo:

in Bath

Connecticut_Mr.

Dirkey, Jr., of this town and Miss
Bela Manon l'aysouof Waldo, were married
ill BelfeSt, Oct. 14th. Mr. and Mrs.
Dickey
left by train Saturday for East Sandwich,
Mass., where they will spend the winter..

Maey.

There will be a “Good Time” sociable for
the members of the Universalist Sunday
School and their friends to-morrow, Friday,
evening, beginning at 7 o’clock. Admission
live cents for all whose names are on the
books : for others ten cents. Games will be
played, refreshments served and a general

good

Sick

This year more than ever before we have nude T
/\ TX^PSI a specials
market earlier than usual we were able to see the entire line, and thus nuk
very choice Selections. We have reallv the largest line of LA'IPS, SILK

$1; six for $5.

ones were present
above the average.
Tim following persons registered: E. Judson Hatch, Franconia, N. 1L
Mr. and Mrs.
T. S. Hatch, Montville; James A. Wilkins,
Mrs. Sarah L.
Stevens and Alexander
Stevens, East Knox; Mrs. Hattie A. Clough,
Liberty: Mrs. Lucy A. Poland, Arthur E.
Pmand and Aggie F. Poland, Providence,
K. I.; Byron Cross and Mrs. Julia E. Curtis,
Knox, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Goodwin, Paler-

that

Loud.

..

I'.iman

Homelight,”

HlllS

S

Family

alties, yet

Trio, Selected,

Desire Harris, who has been spending
with her sister, Mrs. Charles
Banded, left Wednesday for a short visit to
friends m Searsport. She will spend the
winter

“The

cure

City*

--♦♦♦♦♦«♦♦

IN GOLD, SILYER AND

The seventh annual reunion of the Hatch
Family Association at the Hatch Homestead in Montville was in many respects the
most successful one ever held. Although
many of the members were detained at
home on account of sickness and other casu-

EVENING.

Bartlett,

family.

his

Hatch

Chorus, “The Evergreen Mountains of Life,”

summer

been

ii. A

short visit to

Mood

“Turkey and

Holden.

Selection,

,,

,

MORNING.

am;

a

on

The One True Blood Purifier.

Anthem, “Come, said Jesus’ sacred voice,”

Mrs

■]•; d._. and in(T>a>cd freights j tlie
"e aii -thei >■-tttee of profit, to |

']'!;■•

for

might be

Sarsaparilla

The third discourse iu the Galatian series
at the Baptist church will be given by the
pastor Sunday morning on “The Galatian
Folly,” Gal. 3: 1-5. The subject of the evening sermon will be “The Secret of Preferment,’’ Dan. 6: 3. The musical selections
will be as follows ;

|

----

are

Hood’s

Miss

K. H. Basmajian, an Armenian, lectured
the Baptist church last Sunday evening
on “Armeuia and her persecuted people,”
and gave a lecture, illustrated with the

her

:

leader,

at

will spend the \\ inter with
daughter. Mrs. AnnieTainter of Winterif i spelling and gone one
Mr. George Berry arrived home on
u
: -c.
! port
Mi nday from Oiemon, Me., bringing with
.*
line deer weighing 240 lbs....Capt.
.1 wheat has already proj him
EIdeu Slmte of srh. Fawn arrived home
;::eis between thiity and forty !

i

0:15-; Topic, “Borrowing;’
Crowley.

at

Fva

..

George Staples

than any other, and more
ever before.

More and still more reasons
given why you should take

Services at the Universalist church next
as follows: Morning worship, with
sermon, at 10:45. Subject, “A Message from
the Conference.” Young People’s meeting

and Mrs. K. W. Crocker of Belfast.
Mr. Freeman Burden of Fredricton, N. B., is
a guest at the residence of Mrs. Dora Marden.
Mr. and Mrs.

today

Sunday

N.H.. arrived Saturday from Yaucehoro.Me.,
a short visit with Mr. S.
I
parents, Capt.
dlu i and Mrs. H- rare Staples-Mrs. Octavia
Heagan has .eased her house to Mr. Mait.

-Old.
o.

j

and the dealer

taking it today than

yesterday.

with

Mr.

Pdihiicil 1 iall ticket is the

*d

:it

Mudgett spent Saturday and Sunday

ballot commission

>t!!>

proprietor

It costs the

The fall session of the Rockland District
Ministerial Association and the Epworth
League convention was held in Rock port
this week, beginning Monday and closiug

..

>i;i»

a bottle of Hood's Sarsapar '.’a than in any other preparation.
skill is required, more care tak« n, more
expense incurred in its manufacture.

More but it costs the consumer less, as lie
gets more doses for Ins money.
More curative power is secured by it- peculiar j
combination, proportion and process,
which makes it peculiar t * itself.
More people are employed and more space occupied i:i its Laboratory than any other.
More wonderful cures ellVcli-d and more testimonials received than by any other.
More sales and more increase year by year
are reported by druggist-.
More people are taking Hood's Sarsaparilla

Mrs.

NOMINATIONS.

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.

hi.

More

Rev. C. H. Wells, Mrs. Velzora Mitchell,
Therese H. Greeley and Miss Frances
A. Hodsdon are attending the New England
Conference of Universalist churches in Portland.

»* with him t<> attend to his wants_H. C.
Chandler is improving.... Margie Clark,who
went to Montana a few weeks ago, was marFOR PRESIDENT.
rnied soon after her arrival there, and is
now Mrs. Low* 11-Dr. W. G. Fuller was
in town Oct. 10th—Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
returned to their home in New York Oct.
loth....Mrs. Simon Conner is having her
house repaired. Geo. Whitten is doing the
work-The butter factory is doing a
good business, and so is the creamery_
Rev. E. S. Burn 11 and wife arrived home
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
For electors at large
Saturday from their trip to Houlton aud reJOHN K. HILL of Augusta.
port a very pleasant time....Mrs. Adam
JOEL WILBUR of Avon.
Myrick is on the sick list-Mr. Wm. Bartlett was in town Saturday and Sunday_
First District.
.EDWIN PAYBOX.
Mr. Colson of the Station has rented Mr.
...A. R. NICKERSON.
Second District.
Third District.FRED ATWOOD.
A. Parkhurst’s farm aud is nicely settled
F« urtb District.ALBERT H. SAWYER there.... Willie Tabor returned to Boston
Oct. 14th-Warren Jones, Jr., went huntThe Boston police have had a still hunt ing last week and brought home a tine deer.
Sto( kton Springs. Mrs. Emily Richard—and found it.
son and Mrs. Alameda White more and son
Eui '1; u li ; \ disa\t-ws having in of Bueksport were
guest of Capt. aud Mrs.
\
•vited
Atgeld 11 New York.
Ralph Morse the past week.... Mr. George
Moulton, after a pleasant visit of two weeks
id's
piactical extermination of the at his old home, returned to Boston Oct.
vi..; cc]-rived us of Indian summer? 15tli.... Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Ellis left by
boat Oct. 15th, for their home in Quincy,
s
ei
-minues to decline and wheat to
Mass....Miss Annie Thompson returned
<niuii;ii,
‘1 he >ilver in a dollar is now from Boston last week with a tine assortw-ui d » dan i:ity cents.
ment of fall millinery and fancy goods_
Mrs. William Ryder of Bangor is spending
s-itii < doc thinks Watson should
a few days with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
vithbiaw
Tm.-l Bateman thinks Sewali David
Berry.... Miss Nellie Hiehborn, who
s h«■ i..'; wiiidi.iw:
and By ran might as has been
visiting friends in Rockland, rewell v,:th<iiaw.
turned home the past week_Miss Clara
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Finest Line of LAMPS in tiie

*

Medicinal value in

the Unitarian church next Sunday the
pastor’s subject will be “Shadows.” Services
will begin at 10 45 a. m. Mis. Isabelle Giun
will sing a solo at the morning service.
At

...

quite comfortable.

More

Rev. Geo. S. Mills will begin, at the North
church next Sunday evening, a series of
lectures on Isaiah. The subject of his first
discourse will lie “The Call of Isaiah.”

....

Charles

Churches.

The

j

$50;

tax.

$1.03.

person shall appear to discharge said
costs on or before the 7th day ot Deceml shall proceed t«* sell at the c A. R
Hall in said Brooks by public anction, so much of
said respective tracts of land a* shall be sufficient
to discharge said taxes ami all necessary intervenL. C
II.LEV.
ing charges.
Collector of Taxes of Brooks.
1896.—3w43
Oct.
20,
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And if
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therefor, includine into
sold without turthci n >t
the Selectmen s olliee.
Monday ot I lecemhei t
I )ne lu
Lewis itrowu.
amount of tax due, -v' i'•
Charles <). Hat< h
1
due. §1.47.
< harles K. .Johnson,
»'
due.
True wort liv I* JViki:
amount of ta
due, s:; t
Ccoifte L Johnson. I
ol tax due, k7 •-lit
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Elector

Prospect,
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The ladies of the Baptist Circle are prea supper and sale to be
given
i u the near future.
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■We believe an electric
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Turtle Head. The Davis cotTurtle Head, the summer home for
at

many years of I>r. A.
ite

resort

of

many

S. Davis, and
Belfast men,

a

favor-

some

of

Ex-Gov. Crosby. W. G. Frye and
Simpson, have passed away, was
burned to the ground last Thursday morning

whom,
\Y.

TIME, DO IT
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NOT
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The dance of the K. S. A., which was
postponed from Oct. 9th, took place at Memorial
Hall last Friday eveuiug and an
enjoyable
was

spent.

Ice

cream

and

cake

served.

George Gove

North Searsmont has a
curious crop of apples gathered from one of
of

The tree

was

grafted

to

russets,
divided lateral-

and this year the fruit was
ly, the stem half of each apple being russet
and the blossom end natural fruit.

While hunting in the woods west of the
city last week Mr. R. T. Rankin found a
valuable gold watch and chain, and on giving notice in his neighborhood learned that
the watch was lost two years ago by Mr. A.
D. Hayes. The watch, when wound up
went about its regular business,
apparently
none the worse for its long rest.
Salmon for Swan Lake. Some time ago
Fish Commissioner Carleton promised
Representative Littlefield a supply of young
land-locked salmon for Swan Lake. Last
Friday eveuiug Commissioner Stanley arrived with 8 cans containing 1,700 fish from 3 to
4 inches in length, anti John Sanborn was on
hand to take them to the lake, where they
were put in the water that evening.
The Sons of Veterans have become settled
their new home over Owen’s clothing
store on Main street. The hall is very prettily and appropriately finished and furnished. The ceiling lias 18 stripes of alternate
red and white, with a blue octagon in the
centre studded with 4j white stars arranged
in the form of an 8-pomted star. The cook
room and gun room are well equipped.
The
long talked of library has also begun to mat rialize and soon the boys will have a valuable and interesting collection of books,
in

]

amphlets,

etc.

Arcjdknt.s.

Win.

up and about the house.... H oward F. Mason was confined to the house several days
the past week, by a speck <>f granite in his
eye-Edwin Blaise and his son-in-law,
Henry Richards of Waldo, were seriously
injured last Friday evening by horses. The
men

had

pair of horses in the stable floor

a

about 2 o’clock. It was the property of the
divorced wife of Dr. Davis, who was mar-

I

^Bg

\

same

Frankfort bo seized :W; bottles .of
Win. E. Grinuell, proprietor "f the

lager.
Searsport House, was arraigned in the Polio.. Court Saturday afternoon on search and
seizure process, was found guilty and sena

in

The last of this

practically at an
gurate the farmers’ meetings
es of the State Board of AgH
Moody of Liberty, the
member of the Board, has searm

work is

tings for this county, as follle Centre, Nov. 4th, Searsaml Liberty, Nov. tlth. The
meetings are to he Prof.
1director of the expert- j
i’rof. G. M. Gowell and Prof, turn until Friday morning. She left Boston
•t the State college; Mr. B. Thursday at the regular hour and had a very
Mr
\Y. G. Hunton «»f the rough passage down....The reduction of
iture and id H. Libbv "f
fares on the B. & B. S. S. Co.'s steamers,
s 1 beets to he discussed will
announced last week, went into effect Monturn
farm
-*•

j
j

crops,

,d

stock breeding.

fertilizers,]

day.

See

advt. for particulars.

Beautiful Bolls
FREE.
Five beautiful dolls, lithographed on cardboard, eight inches high. Can be cut out and
put together by the children—no pasting.
Each doll has two complete suits. American, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, German, Swiss, Turkish and Indi; n costumes. All parts being interchange-

many combinations can be made,
affording endless amusement and instruction. A high class series of dolls, patented
and manufactured for us exclusively and
not to be compared with the numerous
cheap paper dolls on the market.
able.

How To Get Them.
Cut from fiveoutside wrappers of None Such
Mince meat the head of the girl holding pie.
Send these with ten cents in silver—v rapped
i n paper—and your full name and address, and
Or we will
we will send the dolls postpaid.
send them free for twenty heads of the girl.
Send only the heads to avoid extra postage.

MERRELL-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

voyage from Cape Briton to Portland seas
swept the deck and a man was washed from
the wheel three times. He says: “We encountered some bail weather, but went

through

it

in

good shape.

No

man

was

MRS. R.P. CHASE

Would announce
open her

that Oct. 20tli she

will

Millinery,

general average-Sch.
arrived Sunday with a full

and

Wednesday,

of

and

R. F.

from Boston with general cargo.
She is to load lime at Rockland for New
York_Sch. F. C. Pendleton, now at Boston, is to go on the marine railway for recalking and other repairs. Capt. Isaac Burgess, who has been at his home in Islesboro,
went to Boston Monday to bring her down.
_Bark Josephine, McCleau, passed in Cape
Henry Oct. 18tli. She sailed from Rio Janerio Sept. 5th for Baltimore and the Doris
sailed from Santos same day for same port,
but is not yet reported-Sch. Estelle, Tapley, Grand Turk's Island, l(i days, of and
for Bangor, arrived at Vineyard Haven Sun-

Twenty-First.

Belfast, Oct. 15,1896,-—2w42

he

pressed

m

a

given time

For Rent.
A Cottage House with 7 rooms, situated on
the corner of Cedar and Franklin Sts. City water
sink and water closet connected with sewer.
THOMAS GANNON.
Belfast, Maine.
Or enquire at C. H .Sargent’s store.
tf42

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1
en

Pool, 3 Billiard Tables, complete, also kitchrange, dishes, and all the appliances for

carrying

first class restaurant. All the
above articles in first class order.
BICKNELL & COTTRELL.
Pierces Block.
tf
on

a

m

—

Mens tfc

m

m

Boys’

Lot 1.

We liave made a special lot of all our odd
sizes in the above, and you can have your
pick for

We closed out about 100 dozen of these
goods, in an extra heavy grade. They have

You

must see

them to

Belfast, Sept. 24,

$5*00.

We shall

Some of them are worth $10. You must
call early if you wish to secure one <»f
these, as they wont last long at...

appreciate them.

UVEEBNT’JS

Lot
An

l^^lr
We have about 30 dozen of this lot, which
are very lieavv, ribbed goods, and an extra

YOl'Xfi MEN'S NOBBY BLACK ami ISI.l'E

Cut in the latest

MBN’S

This is

our

leader—ai:

v.

OVERCOAT

St3.

iUITS_"
''

can

Best

..

have these in

e

s*»:t <>«>
hut for lark
three
s

our

45c.

la

rue

a--.>;

tmrn*. ln-m

si.'.no,

t<>

spare wid eidy tjie-uti->n
A
I'.l.ACk
clay

..i

leaders

38.00.
10.00
...
12.00.

A better

show you big trades in every de!S§f“We
partment. and you should see us before
you buy an> thing in our line.
can

one

™

E.P. FROST, 78 Main St.,

X 3fc X X X X X X X * x sfc x x x x x x

Comfort

|

Health

and
DEMAND

\

PURE WARM AIR
v.
in

your home

()

7v

*

..AN..

CTMA

C I IlM

The parlor is a very dainty
expensive.
affair, carpeted and papered in light tints
and furnisl e 1 in gilt and white. The furniture is all antique and was painted, enamelled and gilded by Mrs. (J. The chairs are
ages old, but lovely in new paint and silk.
One piece of furniture supporting a mirror
is nearly two hundred years old, and a low

so

many wonders

with

principal element, and no
to improve the opportunity

the

should fail
afforded to witness the machine in operation at the Opera House next week. To
describe the pictures as stereopticon views,

•••

particulars.

Wood &

IF YOU WANT A

true to life.

Some of the

there is

price

given
performance
and the low price of admission should serve
o till the house nightly.
be

Ohio, City

at each

Toledo, {
Lucas County.
j

PENINSULAR,
Range made, and the

better steel

no

is

at the

Come and

right.

see, it's a

n. L. Mitchell’s,

beauty.

gg&. Me.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L. A

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

KNOWLTON, President.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

2*, I MM.
$:Sti.353.ttO

Feb.

July II, 1*05.

to

Wednesday and Thursday evenings. From
twelve to fourteen views, lasting over an

RANGE

Come and look

popular subjects

he shown are; A Surf Scene, May Irwin's
Kiss, Herald Square, New York, A Bucking
Broncho from Buffalo Bill’s Wild West,
A Maine Barroom, Skirt dance by Miss
Loie Fuller and Sun Dance by Anna belle
with calcium light effects, and many other
beautiful views. The Vitascope will be ou
exhibition at the Opera House,next Tuesday,

^

STEEL

everything as animated as the real,
living, breathing, pulsating scene, caught
by the camera, gives a correct idea to the
reader, and one can therefore
readily
imagine the immense amount of interest
exhibition awa kens within a spectator. The many scenes to be presented are
varied in character and photographically

£

Bishop Co., Bangor, Me.

|<XXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXX*

with

an

*
*

will keep th-’ air Pure and Warm.
is Kconcuuicai, Durable and Km
to Ri:r.. We make se\c:i si/
portable and brick set, and v«
Warrant everyone. Ask us !

great success.

as

£
*
*

Hot Air and Hot Water
Combination Heater

oval table in the center of the room did service in a millinery room for Mrs. Towue
fifty years ago. The little white enamelled
and gilt desk with a bouquet of pinks must
make desk work pleasanter than it usually
is. The vases of roses and pinks with the
cards of friends were in just the right places
to make everything look lovely. The open-

euvolved

hotair
GOAL FURNACE

..OR..

compliments. Nearly all of the hats were
sold the first day and many orders taken.
Mrs. Chase’s artistic skill as a milliner has \
always been admired, but her friends think
she surpassed all hci former efforts in this
opening. It is difficult to describe a lovely
hat, but every lady recognizes it at a glance,
and they were all very pretty, even the least

of

liea\

VIELTON

Successful Opening. Early Tuesday
P. Chase’s millinery parlor
was crowded with ladies, who were
delighted with the display and profuse in their

hour,

extra

in BLACK and BI.I L. made from tin- due-t
fabric, mill .-old in the iiim <■ iI\ -o-te- f.>r

goods, and if you have to have tiae woolen
underwear you will appreciate tlii* bat

A

will

| Q QQ

all wool, tailor ~ladh

morning Mrs. It.

such

OVERCOATS,

style.

Lot -I

pleasure.”

was a

at

S8 00.

ALL WOOL KERSEY

show you one of the biggest value*
in this line, with fanev laced front, at

Report. In a letter received at this office
from Miss Clara M. Farwell of Rockland,
Recording Secretary of the Maine W. C. T.
U., the writer says: “Your report of the convention in The Republican Journal was so
excellent that, with your permission, I
should like to incorporate considerable of it
in my minutes.
We shali always remember
the convention in Belfast as one of our best,
and trust that a favorable impression was
made on the city.”-The Star in the East,
the official organ of the Maine W. C. T. U.,
copied The Journal’s report of the convention nearly in full ..Miss Mary L. French of
Auburn, State Superintendent of Press
Work, writes as follows to a friend here:
“We had a grand convention and shall alBelfast hospitality with
ways remembei

_

strictly all wool, with line trimmings,

Lot

bargainat.45c.

We

had the

hea\

extra

FINE BLACK BEAVER,

lfS'Mi.—Pw.'ip.

Usual, Tin: Journal

As

--——-

OVERCOATS.

Shirts & Drawers.
been sold in good times for 75c.
let them go for...

m

MENS and YOUTHS’

Fleece-Lined

F. G. WHITE,
L. T. SHALES & CO.

State

Monday

day night. She reports continuous southeast
to northwest gales during the entire passage
and lost and split her sails.

can

one

Over the store of A. D. CHASE & SOJi,
where she will exhibit a very CHOICE VARIETY of_

Tuesday

cargo of general merchandise-Sch.
Hart arrived Monday from New York with
coal for F. G. White-Sch. N. Jones arrived Monday from Portland with corn for L.
A. Knowlton_Sch. E. L. Warren arrived
Monday from New York with feed for L. A.
Knowlton_Sch. Yankee Maid arrived

new

customers some unprecedented values in Winter
Underwear, Overshirts, Suits, Ulsters and Overcoats for Men and Boys. We
bought
nothing but reliable goods, which will prove of excellent service to the
wearer.
We ask you to kindly call and examine our
stock, as we know
you will appreciate our efforts to supply you with desirable
goods at the
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES, consistent with honest
quality. You are
sure of polite attention whether
you buy or not. Below we call attention
a few of our
unapproachable bargains:.

tention.

electricity

Q*

James Holmes

j

that has

Winter

case

hand when the

The Vitascope. The Vitascope is a
phenomenal triumph of the grant genius

Fall and

a

at

than with the old style presses.
These presses are being introduced and
placed within the re tch of the farmers at
considerable expense by the owners and we
ask the farmers of Belfast and vicinity to
co-operate with us in this matter and make
the standard of Waldo county hay equal in
preparation to that of any section of the
country from which hay is shipped.
The Hedrick presses will he managed by
Freeman Ellis A' Sons, South Brooks; Herbert Hamlin, South Brooks, and Hilaries
Barnes of Waldo. Communications to any
of the above parties will receive prompt at-

ing

washed away from the wheel and no one
was uncomfortable.”-The revenue cutter
Levi Woodbury was at this porta short time
last week. The Woodbury hardly looked
like herself.
She has always been black,
but has recently been painted a snowy
white, to correspond with the Myrtle, the
Lilac and the vessels of the revenue and
lighthouse service generally-Sch. Mabel
Jordan, ashore on the Spit near Bug Light, 1
Selected by herself in Boston and New York,
Boston harbor, has been examined in dry
dock, and it was found that a portion of her which the public are cordially invited to
shoe and false keel were carried away. The
inspect.
damage will be repaired, after which the
schooner will load cargo of apples'for Rio
Janeiro... .The schooner Gazelle, whose ar- !
•
of Pattern Bon=
rival was reported last week, has discharged !
I
nets and hats,
the lumber for Mathews Bros, and now lies
II
in Dyer’s dock. The tide Hows in and out
IOf • • • • •
of .her, and she will have to be Hlled with
barrels or some other means devised to Hoat
her to get her on the railway. There was
no insurance on vessel or lumber, and it is
said that the schooner having delivered her
Oct. Twentieth
cargo at the port of destination it cannot be
made

hay

more

At

Millinery Opening

near

he pressed in such manner as to command
the highest market price. This can best be
accomplished by using a Dedrick Columbian Press, three of which are now ready to
start in the vicinity of Belfast. Hay put up
by these presses is sought for and acknowledged by all dealers to bring higher prices
than the same quality of hay put up by other
presses. From twelve to thirteen tons of
Dedrick pressed hay can he loaded in a
common box car at a saving in freight of 35
per cent, to the shippers and 20 per cent.

gallons
whiskey, 1 jug containing
gallons of whiskey. 1 jug containing 2
gallons of rum, 1 demijohn containing
pints of < berry rum and six bottles of lager

-NEW*

vstitutes.

The time is

crop of hay will be ready for market, and it
is essentially necessary that the same should

and

tine of S1<H> and costs and *>o da vs
default of payment of tine and
costs, to i*»0 days additional,
fie appealed,
.UHiVin Grant, proprietor
ot the hotel in
Frankfort was before the Police Court Tuesday and his case was disposed of the same
manner as Mr. GrinnelPs_A
hearing was
held Monday afternoon on the liquors seized a; Bieknell & Cottrell's.
The liquors
were declared forfeited, the beer
ordered
spilled and the hard liquors turned over to
the sheriff.

Etc.

To the Farmers of Waldo Go:

78 Main Street?

If you have not, and want to
spend your money where you can get the most in
value, you should see them at once. In consequence of the stagnation in
business in Boston and Xew York, we have been enabled to secure for
our

to

1 1-2

in.'ail:

Work,

MISS SOUTHWORTH.
MISS FRENCH.
Belfast, Oct. 15, lS'.K!.—41

of

tenced to

of

E. P. FROST'S

STAMPED GOODS
For Christmas

Liquor Seizures. State Constable Mears
to Searsport and Frankfort last. Friday and made seizures at the Searsport
House and at the Maine Hotel in Frankfort.
At the former lie found 1 demijohn contain-

beer.

Bargains
Clding, Unfaear, Hals, Caps, Etc.,

FLANNELS,
HOSIERY,

weut

ing

Fall and Winter

GLOVES,

They had about 1,000 pounds of bottom fish.
The weather was very unfavorable for fishing and they laid for five days in Head Harbor, Isle au Haut-Messrs. Everard A.
and Edmund Wilson left Sunday for Duck
Trap, Lincolnville, to join Capt. W. L.
Howe in a shooting and fishing trip down
the bay in the latter’s yacht.
Capt. Howe
is an enthusiastic sportsman as well as
yachtsman and is one of the last to haul up
bis craft in the fall. The party arrived home
Matinicus

stock

FALL & WINTER GOODS.

Fish and Fowl. Messrs. K. G. Bicknell
and Thomas J.
Hopkins returned last week
from a fishing trip in pinkey Nancy Hanks.

■

head of the harbor.
She wras hauled off
without apparent injury and her anchors
and chains have been recovered_Sch. Carrie E. Look, which grounded on Jacksonville bar and was afterwards floated, has
been libelled for salvage by the captain of
the tug which assisted. The cook of the
Carrie E. Look, a colored man, died from exposure-Capt. F. E. Dyer, of the sch. Wm.
B. Palmer, denies the report that on his late

$ MISS FRENCH $
Has in her usual

SEENTHE^

.at...

show them the very best leading styles in MILLINERY.

Wm. J. Ryan of Portland is now making
his 14tli annual tour through Maine selling
copies of the Robert B. Thomas and Maine
Farmers’ almanacs for 1897. He is totally
blind, but in his native city of Portland is
so familiar with the streets that he
finds
his way around unaided.
Here as elsewhere he has many regular customers who
await his coming to get the indispensable
almanac.

•'

“The establishment of a new line from
Boston is but a bare possibility, but beyond
a doubt there will be one or more boats on
the Rockland ami Bucksport route, and it is
reported that the Barbours will keep oue of
their fleet iu commission during the winter.”
-The Penobscot will hereafter run on the
City of Baugor’s days and vice versa unless
another storm comes and gives the time-card
auother shuffle-Steamer Penobscot, which
left here the 12th for Boston,was delayed by
storms and did not arrived here on her re-

just returned from New
York, and she is prepared to

Attleboro campaign badges. One is a small
gold bug, with the stars and stripes on its
hack, and the other a hand grasping a staff
from which floats “Old Glory.” The first
is a button, the other a pin, and both express
the sentiments of the recipient.

to

SOULE;

has

The Journal received by mail yesterday,
from “an old subscriber,” samples of the

■

says:

milliner,

Stevens Bros, have received a portion of
their new line of boots and shoes, and will
have an advertisement next week.

yesterday. They went
bagged lots of ducks.

YOU

IN.

Announces to the Ladies of
Belfast and vicinity that her

V j

Chat. N. S Lord had in his loft last
currying them when the animals began fight-assengers.
ing each other. The men tried to separate week new sails for schooners Penobscot,
a proposed road from
ried again recently, and was occupied by them and both were kicked
by the infuriat- Gen. Adelbert Ames, Clias. E. Raymond
rt.
We have no doubt herself and husband. They escaped from ed animals. Mr. Blake had his
right shoul- and Mary A. Hall.
C. E. Mclntire, W. A.
re this last line will exthe burning building, but saved little or der dislocated and some severe bruises. Mr.
Merriam and Charles Jones of Rockport reile
through Belfast and nothing. The orgin of the tire is unknown. Richards had several bad flesh wounds on turned Get. 14th from
a week's gunning
trip
Camden and Rockland There was SI,000 insurance on the
property his lips, chin, nose and forehead, five teeth in Mclntire’syacht Surf.
They had a fine
by Field & West of this city, and it is knocked in and he received a severe scalp time despite the weather and
brought back
k
Ha no I
a Portland, thought there was other insurance.
wound.
Drs. Stevens and lvilgore were
over KXi birds, and two tine mink skins_
the 1 t’, says:
summoned
from
this
and
the injuries Loren Green of Boston visited relatives in
County Commissioners’ Court. At the
city,
sa;
is here under
peBelfast and vicinity last week and while
meeting of the County Commissioners last were given prompt attention.
He was taken sick
week the Selectmen of Waldo presented
'I
a a r Sarah L. I )avis,
Shipping Items. Sell. I*. M. Bonnie ar- here bought a supply of the finest farm
by Caj»T. Patters hall, anew the petition for a change in the high- rived (Jet. 14th from Vinalhaven. She left produce lie could find for a store-window
i•
ertifioate entitling
way near the Sargent railroad siding. The
Viualliaveu the morning of the lltli, and display... .S. G. Stimpson, South Congress
I 1 t«<i States marine
case was recently referred to the Railroad
co-i; to try h"iue tre.itput into Gilkey’s Harbor that day on ac- street, is having his buildings painted. T.
w
wo rse
inst.ij.nl of commissioners, who decided that they had count of the heavy head wind. From Sun- B. Barr is doing the work_The work of
started for Portland,
no jurisdiction, on account of the omission
day night to Wednesday morning she lay at overhauling the hand tire engines is finishcore than two months
to serve a legal notice on the railroad comanchor in Gilkey’s Harbor with both anchors ed and they are in readiness for use_
iie
was discharged ami
uea iIIhi
“Leaves have their time to fall," the poet
liimcr nitpany through the station agent at Waldo. out, the wind blowing a gale from the northMn't be received ilit-> j liu*
east most of the time.
She was leaking says; and that time is now_Mrs. James
case Hence comes hack T" the couuty
limit having long exwhen
she
arrived
in
and
Belfast,
W. Know 1 ton of this city has left at The
nmui’ssioners, who have ordered a hearing slightly
k. hardly able to move
was beached for repairs-Sell. Sea Flower
Journal office a ripe strawberry picked in
ne ’".v and no friends.
for No.2;; at Waldo Station. ...Mr. Bucklin of arrived last
Thursday from Castine with
"I dunt set* what
Peek port. agent for the prevention of cruelty dry fish-Sell. Maria Webster arrived from the town of Monroe Oct. lStli_Oapt. S. B.
'h a fix.”
Isle ail Haut last Friday to load lime casks Fletcher is
t«>
raising the roof of his stable on
animals, presented his bill, somewhat
for Rockland... .Sell. Cocheco arrived Friti’Hhd
the neck of modified from last term, but it was sent
View street-A Maine paper makes
day with the former deckload of sek. Bay
_rged and implored him back for further reduction. The court ad- Gazelle, and other lumber for Mathews the Farwell bequests £508,(XX),instead of £58,and reserve seats for the journed to the regular December term.
Bros.Sloop Passport loaded coal at F. G. 000.George C. Seavey of North Searspoit
White’s for Islesboro Saturday... .Soli. Malias bought out the restaurant of Herbert L.
s<•uhrette, Lillian KeuSteamer Notes.
The steamer Henry zurka arrived from Boston last Friday night Buckliu,
opposite the post office.E. J.
a
n s Daughter.”
Few
Morrison, well known in these waters, is in with flour for Swift & Paul, feed for L. A. Monroe lias sold his milk route to Geo. L.
Knowlton
ami
tor
are
endowed
Camden
with
such
;g»goods
parties_ El well.
litigation at Boston. It appears, according Sell. Fannie Earl
sailed for Cranberry Isles
nt.
In the whole range t>f to
Captain Swift, that his partner, Mr. Fred Thursday with farm produce bought l>y the
i**s res]»leu<leut,
exciting Gallupe, the ex-l'nited States marshal, dis
captain up the railroad-Sch. Miantonomali
sailed Friday for Boston with general cargo.
at will, and with an ease
agreed with him about the manner in which -There
were four quite old crafts in our
■rt that disarms criticism,
they should dissolve partnership, and de- harbor last Friday night; sells. Sea Flower,
ad or comic song, dances a sired
to have the vessel sold and the pro- built in 1830; Corheco, 1839; Mazurka, 1852;
i nice **r break-down, ami all
ceeds divided. That, Captain Swift says, is and sloop Passport, 1819.Sch. Fawn,
aied with the spirit of an the reasou the matter came before the court. Capt. Shute, has discharged a cargo of coal
at Portland and is chartered to load paving
borough musician. Endowed -The Bucksport correspondent of the for New York from the Glen Cove wharf
at
uncommon beauty,
she Bangor Daily News, in speaking of the tak- Clark’s Island-Sch. E. L. Warren, reported ashore last wreek at Vineyard Haven,
i at no distant day to reach
ing off the Boston boats during the winter, parted both chains and went ashore at the
ie of dramatic eminence.
The

MISS SOUTHWORTH

I I

SHRINK

Makes home brighter
Makes hearts lighter

Bros., Ltd, Hudson & Harrison Sts., New York.

McTaggart of BiookS;
brakeman on the freight train, had a narirom a
in
the
Punting Trip
region around row escape m this city Wednesday afterNoroross.
Mr. Frost brought home two noon, (Jet. 14th. The train was
“making
deer and Mr. Frohock one.
Frank John- up” and Mr.
McTaggart was on top of a
son oi Atkinson, wl o recently visited relafreight car which was being run down the
tive?* in Belfast and Monroe, writes to liis
track along the water-front. He was hit on
friends here that sim-e his return home he
the head by tin overhead bridge at Swan &
has shot, oil his own farm and within a few
Sibley Co.’s and was knocked down. His
rods of the buildings, a moos*- that dressed
brother, Sidney McTaggart, was near him
fiM' pounds and sold in Boston for >7»P.. .Mr.
and saved him from rolling from the top of
Henry Smith of East Bu. ksport sin t a good the car to the ground. He was
badly bruissi/'-d deer near his liome there Friday.
Mr.
ed about the shoulders, and received a seSmith says deer are quite plentiful in that
vere scalp wound oil the top of his head.
vicinity, but it is ditiicnlt t< get near them. He has since been off duty, but is able to be

lauded the lumber
'•■r. S iturday.
[Pulter

in onvenience

Rig (Jamk. Rev. J. M. Frost, pastor of
Grace M. E. Church of Bangor, and Rev. II.
E. En h<»ek of Kern's Hi 1!.returned last week

restored."

;i

no

j

I

^MISS J. C.

his trees.

River steamer Priscilla, on
whili Miss Kate P. Bickford went to New
York, took fire at midnight. The fire originated in a berth in the men's cabin. It was
discovered by one of the passengers, who
immediately notified the watchman, who
roused the man sleeping m the burning
bunk and with the help of other passengers
soon extinguished the flames.
The excitenieut was confined to this cabin until mornMiss Hi*Thud's friends were glad that
ing.
fche was kept in ignorance of the tire and ex-

in

'I

Lever

full attendance is desired. The Star in the East, the official orgau of the Maine W. C. T. U., says of the
Convention: “The hospitality of the Belfast
people w’as unbounded.
Everybody was
well cared for and all were contented and
A

The Fall

discussed at

v'i■ ih

g

night

that

4

were

men were discussing politics on the
the other day, and at long range. One
seemed to have taken deeply to heart the result of the Maine election, aud he shouted
out to his distant friend: “I tell you, John,
it costs a heap of money to carry a State.
But then they are going to get it all back;
and I’ll tell you how. See how dour aud corn
have gone up. That’s the way they’re going
to get their money back.” The rise in the
prices of flour and corn is not, however, confined to Maine: and how about the decline
in the price of sugar?

in

DO

CLOTHES.

evening

Two

America, and
role which gives

nderful

finished

street

they represent,
Kennedy, is the

.an

was

happy.”

urafter

WILL

nillinery
^HAYE
Fancy Goods
AND :

way—try the new way the

know the old

Sunlight Soap

On account of the press of business in regard to the State convention the Belfast W.
C. T. I', postponed the election of officers to

to-day’s meetiug.

You

results.
way.

FLANNELS.

uncommon until the job
the time noticed.

and

Boston Oct. 14th,
granted to the libellant
L. Hadlock vs. Harawyer. a decree nisi of
granted Mrs. Hadlock
nor child and alimony

monthly

Compare
SUNLIGHT

formerly.

thing

Augusta Friday

irt of

Cue in

as

Harrison Stevens of Jackson reports that
one day recently, while at work at the barn
of Manter Chase of Monroe, he threshed l.‘>7
1-- bushels of oats in exactly two hours.
The crew was not working against time aud
did not realize that they were doing any-

word

■

^

Eli Cook is fitting up one side of the furniture store of J. C. Thompson & Sou for a
meat and provision store. Thompson & Son
have moved their crockery department up
stairs, and are closing out both in furniture
and crockery as fast as possible. E. \V.
j
Willis will continue in the upholstery and
furniture repairing business in the rear

$12J,BS5.5S

July 24. 1 MM.
$50,1*0.2!’
Dec.

Id, 1*05.

Dec.

1 MM.

'.IVM.
K*:f,!’7M53

March

$70,4*0.50

JULY 14,

1896.

8172,093.16.

$tOO,*Js. 17.

These ft /ares are taken from our sworn statements to the Com/droller
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable "u deni in !. draw interest ;>.iyao!.• Janunc-nth draw interest li eu ther/rs?
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during: the tirst three day.- of *■.
of that month. This department olFers niorh <f, tt, se-rnri';/ t depositors t hau no in:' Banks, inas> b\ tw i. e the
r•<
much as every deposit is a hunt to the honk, an l ail deposit* in oar Bank are
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank beiny; the latest established Bank in Waldo Countv, our vault ha* all the 'ate*r impr .vements in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering >jf <>t< r >•< ■'trity to depositors titan any other
<

•»

—>

hank in this county.
Al’ mir
We still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
so they may be taken to anil from the Bank if desire 1

boxes are ore

/>""•

R AMUED

7

1

locks,

"■>/..
yi‘»

•/

■

\;i

ADAMS,

of

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the film of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that firm will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
of Catarrh thar cannot be cured by the use of
Hall’s Catarrh uke.

Jeweler to the
NEW STORE,

People.

-:cNEW GOODS.

case

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this Oth day of December, A. D. 1880.

|< seal, j

GLEASON,
Xntary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Send for testimonials, free.
system.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Im43
flSjp'Sold by Druggists, 75c.

^Wetdii, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Spctecles,^Direct from the Manufacturers.

A. W.

Repairing

——

75

MAIN

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years

Experience.

STREET, BELFAST,

Store formerly occupied l*y

\V.

C. Marshall.

MAINE.

i Pain-Killer.

i

I
(perry dayis’.)
A Bure and Bafe Remedy in every case !
kind
of
Bowel
and every
Complaint ia |

J

J

<

i Pain-Killer. |
]

This is a true statement and it can’t be
made too strong or too emphatic.

j

It is

<

j

|

a

simple, safe and

quick

cure

for

■

ground of spruce and fir, swales and in- I
tervals of green meadow bordered by a j
parti-colored fringe which the gardeners j
and florists cannot copy; hillsides of oak |
resembling the cultivated beds of coleus
and acanthus; froudage more beautiful
than flowers set on every point of vantage; 1
not a foot of space without its gorgeous ,
adornment; every fanciful arrangement of
color and interchange of pattern that
nature or the inspiration of omniscient
genius cau formulate or contrive to produce a captivating effect.
Sometimes the
silvery stems and golden spray of the
canoe birch
are thrown against a massive background iu delicate tracery like
lambent rays of light, and the lighter
green of the poplars mingles with their

j

J

: »

Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,
1
Colic,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
I Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
J
TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.
i¥7swiiiiutsrissimmis»wst#
>

''

tapering spires.

Some

October

Occasionally

a

solitary

pine rises in the foreground like a sorrowful
reminiscence
casting its sombre

Tints.

look along the dusty weary way,
shadows back toward the wilderness
So lately strewed with blossoms fresh and j where its fellows once stood in their
gay:
j might.
It is ominous!
1 be sweet procession of the \ear is past,
As the sun goes down in radiance, so
And withered whirling leaves run rattling
the autumn departs.
The candle flashes
past."
F. A. Kemblk.
| before it expires, and so a well spent life
A red sky progHe who writes of ‘‘Brown October in closes in a halo of glory.
j
russet mantle clad” must have been an nosticates fair weather for the morrow,
Englishman? At least he never visited and although the interim may be dark,
Minnesota in that month. 1 wish he could the promise is borne out in the fulfilthese final
enjoy with me the marvelous pageant ment. 1 am hot certain that
scintillations are tokens of a blissful hereof our Bark Regiou iu the autumnal days,
but
till
the
they
hopeful soul with
with their uniformly clear atmosphere, after,
the bright sun, the harvest moons, and an exaltation like the glow of sunset.onthe enchanting radiance of the forest distant mountain tops. [Charles Hallock,
where the blue
flashes hither in Western Field and Stream.
“l

jay

foliage,

and

yon like trenchant steel, and the
resonant
hammer of the woodpecker
wakes every emotion of the huntsman! it
is the supremest eestacy of exhilaration.
1 used to think that the perfection of
autumnal tints was to be found only in
New England; that it was only on the
hardwood hills of the old Bay State that j
October hung her brightest jewels and !
spread her cloth of gold. But there is a,
ridge up north which lies west of Detroit, j
on the line of the Northern Pacific Kail- I
way, where the yellow birch, the crimson !
maple, and the deep red oak mingle with
various shades of evergreen, and the undulations of the land, interspersed with
many placid lakes, make up rare combinations of contour and color beautiful
enough for an ideal fairy land. From
trlyudon, in the Ked River Valley, to
Muskoda, going east you run from a perfectly flat country yellow with stubble,
and dotted everywhere with farm houses
and groups of grain stacks, into a rolling |
prairie, following the Buffalo River to a !
little lake where there is a mill, and pies- j
viitly to another lake fringed with brilmint

like

yeiiow ionage

union

encircles

it

golden setting. In the distance
you discern what appears to he a blue
range of lofty hills, and you expect in
due time to surmount the crowning eminence.
But as you proceed the hills seem
to melt down to the general level, and you
pass through a succession of nearly uniform undulations, like the long swell of
an ocean, with the range of vision eir^inscribed by the little valleys in which
you happen momentarily to be, and you
seem always to be in a valley!
There is
always a higher ridge before you to obstruct the view, so that your anticipation
>l what is beyond is never more then half
realized.
To one who has been accustomed to the illimitable sweeps of the
great plains the restriction is vexatious
and oppressive.
The most one can see at
a time is a farm house and a field, a herd
of cattle or a knoll, or a haystack conspicuous like a monument. A farmer
might have a neighbor living just over the
tiif next rise, and haply never see him.
Finally, you seem to reach the convex
line, and for an instant obtain a marvelous view, overlooking a
wide expanse of
country, with scores of blue lakes baskin
the
mellow haze, groves of partiing
»• cured
foliage veneering all the hillsides,
; elds dotted with conical straw
piles and
ricks of hav. meadows alive with grazing
kiln, unit their herders, all looking very red
in tl." suffusion of the dawning light of
a
t> wo see them from the car window,
ail ■... min..-red lakes ielicet the
i'
as and
del- of the painted trees, as
.•-■king glass n llcets tlie radiant
b:
inii iisify ing their crimson blush,
aim
heightening the effect ol their treniuloi.s emotion.
In marked contrast to
sc
prUmatie hues are the broad patches
"i
vivid green, where Hie new verdure
ha> spuing up from the summer fallows,
arm the mounds of afteic ath cut from
he oarpet of the green valleys, more in:eu>ely green than in the verdant spiing,
and the fields of sober brown or rich
black soil where the farmer lias turned
lresli furrows in the back-setting.
Occasionally the train runs through deep cuts
which shut out all view, and presently
open again, like the slides of a stereoptieon, and the new view is likely to be as
different as can be from the one just seen,
in the mouth of .June, when the world
everywhere is in bloom, wln.t a sight
these prairies were when they were wild:
The early summer landscape was resplendent with banks and beds and broad
The hanparrerres -d modest flowers.
bell. ■ohunbinc, wild rose, verbena, larksweet
spur. fringed gentian,
pea, violet,
in-' and the white strawberrv blossom, all
I
iii- colors, and in the later season
c:..- tli*- oiiglit scarlets,
yellow and royal
tuple, and all the tribes of daisy and
hr\santhemum springing from sward
and spreading like tapestries under the
ovei
arching trees. And finally, in consonant- with the sentiment and time of
mellow ripening and fruition, October
touches each forest leaf and branch with
the dyes which the summer flowers were
fain to use, and the deft linger of the
hoar frost traces out the lines and blends
them; and the gentle breath of the Indian
summer kindles
them into a universal
glow which vies with the tints of gorgeous
sunset.
Until I beheld this Minnesota
landscape, by happy chance, I had no
conception of the intensity of autumn
colors.
In the East the foundation tints
are yellow.
There are more beeches,
butternut s, hickories and varieties of ash
and birch which yield the different tones
•f yellow, but in the North Star
State,
oaks of various kinds predominate, of
which some are almost as brilliant as the
sumac or crimson maple.
1 did not suppose that the usually sombre oak could
assume such a deep and vivid red.
It is
redder than the woodbine.
Upon this
royal ground of color is laid the exquisite
embroidery of the woods in inimitable
combinations and arrangement, bouquets
of madder and maroon, carmine, pink,
Indian red,lake, gamboge, saffron, yellow,
green, old gold and amber, with their
intermediate lines, and all the browns,
russets, drabs and greys, the dead shades
and neutral tints which pertain to trunks
and stems—poplar, elm, maple, birch,
a

basswood, ash, hazel, dogwood,

oak,

balsam, juniper, tamarack, larch and
pine; and along the margins of the winding rivers, in the laps of the inclosing
coulees, ou the lake side and projecting
points of land, in clusters, groves, aud
wide expanse of forest, everywhere is

spread

the

all-pervading

glow

which

to emanate from Paradise!
Yet all that we have passed through is
only the vestibule of this temple which is
called Beautiful. Detroit and the Pelican
chain of lakes is one of the famous sumWhen you reach there you
mer resorts.
have entered the gates of beauty, gates
ajar, and no flaming sword to bar you out
Here are round symmetrical
from Eden.
lakes with pebbly shores; lakes with indented bays and projecting points; lakes
beautified with wooded islands; lakes with
low grassy margins;lakes with bold bluffs;
lakes with shores gently sloping; and so
on, with every variety of outline and configuration. To epitomize these masterpieces of the kaleidoscope of autumn we
find yellows massed on green, reds on
yellow and reds on green; spires of evergreen rising out of billows of color; banks
of lemon and pink against a dark backseems

The

Cost

of

“Free

Lumber.”

Free lumber seems to have had the same
unfortunate effect as free wool upon the
prosperity of the American producers.
According to the returns of the commercial agencies, free trade in lumber has
resulted iu larger failures among lumber
manufactures since the Gorman-Wilson
tariff was passed than in any other industry except the manufacture of woolen
goods. The American Economist has received reports from 290 American lumber
mills, giving the number of hands they
were employing last July, and the amount
of wages they paid during the month, as
compared with July of 1892, the last
year the McKinley act was iu normal opThese are the figures summareration.
ized :
Hands Employed.

July,

No of
miles
25 >0

1892.

24,339

July,

Wages Paid
July,
July,

1896.
1892.
1896.
13,766 8751,270 8425,715

FREE-TRADE

RESULT.

Hands idle in July, 185)6.10,573
Wages lost in July, 185X5...8325,555
Ill other words, our experiment with
free lumber lias resulted in reducing by
about 4;l per cent, the number of workmen iu American lumber mills, and in
reducing the earnings of labor in like proportion. It is obvious that the time bad
not yet come when the American lumber
industry could safely dispense with tariff

Register

of

Deep

Water

HYSTERICS.

Vessels.

Women Should Understand Tills
Strange Nervous Derangement.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, J P Butnarn, at Hiogo Aug
31 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A .J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at Philadelphia Oct 9 from Halifax, N S.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Hong
Kong Sent 2 from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 2 from New York via Monte-

A

at

and cry ing
spasms; throwing the arms about,
etc., tell of a
;
derangement of

Any

may be

Silver

Down—Wheat

procured your Vegetable Compound.
I had not taken more than one-fourth
of a bottle, before I was more comfortable. I continued its use, also the
Sanative Wash, and Liver Pills. After
using four bottles, I was able to be
I
out, and do almost all my work.
think the Vegetable Compound is the
only medicine that will cure female
complaints, and it will reach the worst
cases in a very short time.
I know it
saved my life.”—Mrs. M.
Barkis,
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania.
All drug-

Special to

our

Lady Readers.

It is an item worthy of note, and we believe if followed up, will be found of great
value. The J. B. Williams Co., whose
Shaving Soaps have been famous for over
half a century, make a Washing Powder
called “Ivorine,” and have advertised with
us for a number of years.
They announce
that they put a cake of Toilet Soap in every
package of Ivorine, giving it as a bonus with
each package. This Toilet Soap is really of
very great merit; it leaves the skin soft,
white and velvety, and it is like all of this
manufacturers’ productions, as nearly perfect as soap can be made. The price of the
Ivorine package remains the same as before the Toilet Soap was put in, so that the
soap is simply a gratuity, hence the housewife gets soap for every department of the
house at the price ordinarily paid for washing powder alone. If our lady readers will
buy one package of Ivorine Washing Powder,
we feel sure they will thank us for our
suggestion.

A
A

Thermometer

new

on

Ranges.

but practical idea which reduces

cooking to a science but at the same time is
simple that our housekeepers are quite

so

Stevens & Erskine.
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
MATS,

Mrs. Laura E. Mims, of Smithville.Ga.,
“A small pimple of a strawberry
says:
color appeared on my cheek; it soon
began to grow rapidly, notwithstanding all efforts to check it.
My

Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
Buenos Ayres Sept 1 for Algoa Bay,
SCHOONERS.
■

-££

eye became ternbly
inflamed, and was so
swollen that for quite
a while T could not
The doctors
see.
.said I had Cancer of
the most malignant
type, and after exhanstiug their efforts
without doing
me

Sept

24 for Demerara.

manently

The

Journal

aucl

ALSO SUCCESSOR TO

F, A. Robbins,

The Tribune.

day.

It is

a

news

Harness

repairing In all its branches ami
Carriage Trimming done promptly
to

order

at

the

most

reasonable

rates.
All persons having unsettled accounts with the
latelirm are requested, to call and settle with the
14tf
undersigned at the old stand.

C. E.

Remedy.

8TEVEN8,

No 59 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

KpcEiaufT

Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema,

address.

any
Swift

Specific

^^P

Co. Atlanta, Ga.

A Note of

Warning.

O, that I could speak so loud that all
would hear what suffering I have seen as a
doctor. Suffering that is caused by careless
neglect of the kidneys. In these days of ex'‘lternents there’s no living being whose
kidneys are not at times overworked. They
need watcliimr. don’t wait till it’s too late.

LLKEliS KIDNEY PILLS will keep them
in repair.
I will gladly give advice free,
n rite me. I have hund reds of letters 1 i ke
tills*
Yours, for health. Dr. E. C. Luker.
“I was run over by a team some ten
years ago
and my kidneys were
strained; since then have been
troubled with wetting the bed. Two boxes of
your pills have entirely cured me.
1 cannot thank you enough for your wonderful
remedy.” Yours truly,Henry E. Lawler,Etna,N.H.

tweLty-page journal and gives
the world, while its different

ft
full

■

BLEEDING TO DEATH.

will

see

that you

are

supplied.

of Instruction.
Lowest rates of tuition.
Best equipped rooms,Bank,etc.
from Sept.to July. Por catalogue and

partlculars--Address
H.A.Howard,Rockland,Maine.

...THE..,

Time was when doctors resorted to bleeding and cupping as a cure for all diseases.
They were correct in supposing that in disease the blood is impure but they were not
correct in supposing that to let out the blood
would remove the disease, as that method
would only cure the disease at the expense
of life.
We now know that the best way is to
purify the blood, and so enable the blood to
do its work as intended by nature. The
mineral water, Yysilanti Specific, is the
greatest blood purifier known. It is nature’s
own true remedy and should be in every
house. If your dealer does not supply you
with this water, write to the Yfsilanti
Specific Co., at 104 Broad St., Boston, and

they

SWAN & SIBLEY CO,
JOBBERS OB'

CRAIN,

DRESS GOODS
Direct from the Manufacturer.
assignees of the Nonantum Worsted
Company will sell direct from the mill
a lot of dress patterns and remnants of
plain and fancy dress goods, in quantity
to suit the purchaser.

goods

have

GROCERIES.
Importers
Dealers in the finest

Goods forwarded C. O. D.

THE HOHANTDM WORSTED CO,
i

NEWTOK, MASS.

of Suit.

quality of

Anthracite and

^

I

L>OcllSa

Blacksmith

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.

Dissolution of
Notice is

Im40»

Partnership.

all persons interested,
that the firm of STOKER & BROWN of Morrill,

hereby given

to

Me., have this day dissolved partnership and sold
business, and all persons holding hills
against them are hereby requested to present
them for payment, and all persons indebted to
them are requested to settle.
SILAS STORER,
out their

C. E. BROWN.

Morrill, Oct. 3, 1896.—3w41*

FOR RENT.

many beautiful and

Assignees of

OF EYERY

Flavor.

I

The offices in Hayford Block, Belfast, occupied
by Dr. H. H. Johnson, are offered for rent.. Possession given immediately. This location is very
central and the offices in every way desirable. Ap
EMILY E. PEIRCE,
ply to
Or C. W. FREDERICK, Atty
Belfast, July 22, 1896.—30tf

SUBSCRIBE

T

FOR^^^^^

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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}

A perfect Remedy forConstipa
\ tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

a

i

Worms .Convulsions feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

iM

■ Hi

Tac Simile Signature of

dL&FFZzddi.

j

MEW YOUK.

j

Castoria is put up in
sold in bulk. I'
t a
a
r
you anything el:n n th
is “just as good" and "v...' a.
See
C
that
pose.”
you get

is not

<

EXACT

COPY OF WRAPPER,

PROBATE NOTICES.

At

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
October, A.D. 1896.
M. WORK, Guardian of HATTIE L. and
WORK, minor children of ( ALJackson, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for license to sell at public or private sale
all the real estate of said minors.
()rdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be ltelil
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. l*. Hazei.ti.nk, Register.
GEORGIE
EMMA
VIN

WORK, late of

At a Probate Court, held
for the County of Waldo,
of October. A. 1>. 1896.

at
on

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will ami testament of LOW ARD A. RHOADES,
late of Northport, in said County <d Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That, noth e be given to all persons in111is order to be
terested by causing a copy
published three weeks successively in the Repu'olie.tn Journal, primed at Belfast', that tln-v may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Be!fas*,
within and for sarid County, mi the see-md De-day of November nox-. a ten * the <-l. ck before
it any they have, why the
noon, and show i-ausi
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GE« > E. .loll NS< iN. Judge.
A: test
A true copy.
Chas. V*. Hazei.tine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Be Last, wit li in and for
the County of W aldo, on the -eeoinl Tuesd.iv of
October. A. I>. 18!»•;.
Sri'BBS.
father
of FRANK
A.
JOSEPH
S1L15BS. late •>; W inter;.'.rt. in >.i I
*j
umy
it Waldo, deceased, ha\ ing piv-cm e«i a petiimi
praying that aumiiiistration ot tin- r-tate .»t said
deceased be granted to Eiiery Bowdrn.
bale red. Tliat the said pet it inner give n .t ice to
ail persons interested by eansing a i-opy ..i this
order to be published I liree uveks Mwessively in
the Kepubliean Journal, printed at Be! last. tha t
held
they may appear at a Probate < m it.
at Belfast, within and for said cmimy. ou the se.
; lie
ioek
mid Tuesday of November next. at mu
before noon, and show eausr, if any they haw.
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

granted.
true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tine. Register.

a Probate Court held
The Countv of Waldo,
October, A. D. 1896.

At

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the seeoml Tuesday ••!

1

At a Probate Court belli
the County t>i Waldo,
October, A. I). 1890.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday **f

PARTRIDGE, widower of HANNAH
L. PARTRIDGE, late of Searsport, in said
of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
petition praying that Lewis M. Partridge be apof the estate of said deadministrator
pointed

JOHN

A.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested b\ causing a cop\ of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON. Judge.
true

copy.

Attest:
('has. P. Hazeltixe,

Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1890.
E. McDonald. Administrator ot the
estate of MARY W. M< DONALD, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying tor a license to
sell the whole of the real estate of said deceased
at public auction or private sale.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast,"wit bin and for said (*ount\. hi the second
Tuesday of Novemhei next, at ten of the dork before noon, and show cause, i! any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should me l>» -rantGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. p Hazeltisk. Register.
a

HORACE

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami for
the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October. A. D. 1890.
T)ETSEY A. Ill BBS. widow of SAMPLE L.
I) HU BBS, late of Montoe, m said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not ice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successivelv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on tin;second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not he
granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
I'has. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the second Tuesday of October,
ATWOOD, Executor on tin* estate
of COREL1A \V. A KEY, late ol W interport, in
said County, deceased, having presented his first
and linal account f administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
in said county, that all persons
printed in Belfast,
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of November next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
fast.
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The

novelty effects of the latest pattern,
style, and color, in Worsted, Mohair,
and Silk Mixtures, equal to the best
foreign makes, and are to he closed out
in dress lengths regardless of cost.
The high standard so long maintained
by this celebrated company is sufficient
guarantee of the quality.
Samples will be mailed on request.

Clarified Siujar

A

FEED,

t:

)

Jji Carbonate Soda
ji'orm Seed

ceased.

TELEPHONE 4-2.111

ASSIGNEES’ SALE.

These

ijR.

e>l\9

Highest grade

Open

PiilsfiOc. at the druggists.or mailed postpaid,for pric»
Buktr Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
make a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.

j

I
I

Upper-mint

A

mailed free to

of

enthusiastic over it. The thermometer is
Castoria is truely a marvelous thing for
arranged on the oven door in such a way
Doctors prescribe it, medical
that the exact heat of the oven can be deter- Children.
mined without opening the door. If the I journals recommend it ami more than a
million
mothers
are using it in place of
oven is too hot or too cold it’s
simply a
matter of regulating the drafts. It insures
Paregoric, Bateman’s Drops,so-called soothand
other
narcotic and stupefyperfect baking, which to our young house- ing syrups
keepers is a great boon, and to the up-to- ing remedies. Castoria is the quickest thing
date cook is an actual necessity. It’s the to regulate the stomach and bowels and give
Gleeuwood Range which has this device, healthy sleep the world has ever seen. It is
and, by the way, the Gleenwood is so com- pleasant to the taste and absolutely harmpletely up-to-date it looks as though it less. It relieves constipation, quiets pain,
would displace every other range in our cures diarrhiea and wind colic, allays feverlocality. There is a Heater these same peo- ishness, destroys worms, and prevents conple make that is said to be as perfect, in its vulsions, sooths the child and gives it reEither or both will freshing and natural sleep. Castoria is the
way, as is their Range.
children's panacea—the mother’s friend.
pay anyone to look into.
Castoria is put up in one size bottles only.
It is not sold in bulk.
Don’t allow any
A Rich Man.
one to sell you anything else on the plea or
that
it
is
as
promise
“just
good” and “will
They had just arrived in Brooklyn from answer
every purpose.” See that you get
the Island. They walked across the great
C-A-S-T-O-R-l-A.
bridge. As they approached the New York
The facside they stretched their necks and viewed
is oa
simile
the massive buildings.
e7er?
signature
“Oh, he must be rich,” she ventured.
wrapper.
of
Who?”
“The man who owns all those buildings.”
“One man doesn’t own them all.”
Prof. Woods on “Cereals as Foods.”
“Oh, yes he does,” she assured him.
“How do you know ?” he asked.
Prof. Charles D. Woods, director of the
“Because,” she said, “his name is on agricultural experiment station at the Maine
them.”
State College, read a paper at the World’s
“I guess that’s so,” he agreed as he look- Food fair in Boston
Oct. 7th on “Cereals as
ed up at a sky-scraper. “Mr. Castoria must Foods.” He
compared wheat, rye, maize
be pretty rich.” [Printers’ Ink.
and barley from the standpoint of their relative values and called attention to the differ“Two grave complaints are made against ent methods of milling employed in the prothe Popocratic candidates,” remarked the duction of cereal flours, etc. He also dis'A hat are
cussed the composition, digestibility and
snake editor to the horse editor.
they?” “Sewall won’t put up and Bryan food values of products made in different
won’t shut up.”
[Pittsburg Chronicle-Tele- ways from different kinds of flour and pointed out especially the difference between
graph.
pastry, bread, graham and entire wheat
Hours. He laid considerable stress upon the
CASTOHIA.
peculiar economy of this class of foods as
compared with other food materials, as well
as comparing different cereal products with
each other.

Carriage Trimmer.

WRAP!
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>

Custom Harnesses.

Rheumatism or any other disease of the
blood.
Send
for
our
books
on
Cancer
and
Blood
Diseases,

Last year The Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were
furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25,
Another contract has been made on even
more liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now placed on an equal footing and all
who pay for The Journal one year in adThe New York Weekly
vance can have
Tribune without extra charge.
In remit,
ting it should be stated that the Tribune is
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
quest is made.
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
all the

cure

Mx. Senna
Rochelle Softs
Inist Seed
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BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

FINE LINE OF

Horace G Morse, Harriman, cleared from as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
Philadelphia Oct 15 for Charleston,
“At this crisis, I was advised to try
John C Smith. Kiieelaud, arrived at HaS.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
York.
from
1
New
vana
Oct
j
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from New began to discharge and continued to do
so for three months, then it
began to
| York Oct. 7 for Bangor.
I continued the medicine a while
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New | heal.
better's
Island.
York Oct 11 from Lead
i longer until the Cancer disappeared enMary A Hall, M Veazie, sailed from Jaek- tirely. This was several years ago and
there has been no return of the disease.”
| sonville OctS for New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Bhiefields Sept 28 from Norfolk.
R W Hopkins, Hiehborn,sailed from New
I
Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
j York Sept 10 for Brunswick.
Sal lie I’On, W H West, sailed from Sears- blood
S. S. S.
remedy will cure it.
port Sept s for Annapolis, N S.
(guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
Tufa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York blood
and
never
fails
to perremedy,
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Get lo from Boston.

TRUNKS,

‘

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Sept 8 fur Boston,
anv good,they gave
MrG Buck, H F Sprowl, sailed
Hattie
j
When infrom Amboy Oct 7 for Bangor,
j up the case as hopeiess.
Henry Clausen, Jr. Appleby, sailed from formed that my father had died from
C> for Apalachicola.
Oct
Galveston
the
same
I
said
must die,
disease, they
j

A Real Blood

,

1

Reape of Old DrSAMUEL PITCHER
Rumplan Seed

Blow to Civilization.

a

Charles E. Stevens,

Of the Face.

CGH.

j

Assessors.

Thomas L. James, who was postmaster
general under Garfield, has just returned
from Europe and expresses the belief that
Brvan will be the worst beaten candidate
who ever rau in this country.
“The English people dislike Major McKinley because
he is a protectionist, and they feel that his
election would injure them, but they also
feel that the election of Bryan would be a
blow to the whole civilized world.”

Cancer

from

ft

Wutkryrecn

SUCCESSOR TO

Ayres.

!

Election

Bryan’s

gists.

Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle Sept
9 for Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, salied from
Barbadoes Sept 30 for Brunswick, Ga.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, sailred from
New York Oct 15 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 9 for Garoutolo.
St Lucie, Suited, cleared from New York
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos

Mineral,

nor

Not Narcotic.

The State Assessors met in Augusta
19tli aud from that time until the
first of December will be exceedingly
busy. For the last two years the members of the board have been in all parts
of the State collecting statistics and getting information of the various industries, wild lands, real estate and all kiuds
of property.
Now the assessors will compile all the statistics they have accumulated and make their report to the governor and council.
Only once in two years
is a State valuation established.

times hysterics.
My physician said it
was the worst case he ever had.
My
back ached, leucorrhoea very profuse,
and I had a severe bearing-down pain.
The physicians thought I should never
recover, and as the last remedy, they

saiicu uuui jjus-

1

Opium,Morphine

Aug.

agreeable experiences, such as irritability, sleeplessness, faintness, and at

ton

Promotes Digestion,CheerfulandRest.Contains neither

ness

large transaction, over 100,00O copies
issued, and the Company is still
receiving many large orders from its subscription agents throughout the world.
State

OF

—
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AVege table Preparation for As

similating theFood andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Dowels of

had been

Mrs. Harris relates her experience
for the benefit of others.
‘I had been sick with ulceration
of the womb, causing all kinds of dis-

Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
Sourabaya Oct 8 for New York.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, arrived at
Rosaiio Sept P from Buenos Ayres.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
Charleston, S 0, Oct 18 or New York.
C- P Dixon, N £ Oilkey, sailed lrom Rio
Janeiro Sept 1G for Barbadoes.
Edward Maj sailed from Boston July 5
for Honolulu.

Up.

"‘V*.

to Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. It acts at once upon the organ
affected, and the nerve centers; removes the cause, and dispels effectually
the symptoms.

Hong Kong

FAC-SIMILE

Funk & Wagnalls Company, New York,
have just received a single order from one
firm for 100,000 copies of their celebrated
Standard
Dictionary of the English
Language, amounting at retail to nearly
one and a quarter millions of dollars. This
is the largest single sale of so large a work
ever made in America.
Previous to this

/

yields
quickly

Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 VV.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Brunswick, Ga, Sept 19 for Perth Amboy.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
protection.
Iolani,
McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Another and an incidental though imAug 20 for New York.
portant result of this blundering exploit
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
of “tariff refotm” is that by uncondition- Hong Kong June 2 for New York; passed St
ally repealing our lumber duties we have Helena prior to Sept 30.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, sailed from
given away in advance one of the essentials of the negotiation of an equitable Boston Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Matauzas, sailed from Havana Oct 5 for
reciprocity treaty witn Canada.
Delaware Breakwater.

The recent sharp advance iu wheat coincident with a fall iu silver is quite in liue
with the experience of the last month and
annihilates the theory that the price of
silver is inseparably linked with the prices
of farm products.
(Government assay bars fell to sixty-live
and a half cents an ounce. At this price
the bullion value of the silver iu a standaid dollar is fifty and a half cents, so that
if the advocates of free coinage were successful we would have a dollar worth
about lift} cents.
Every claim made by the silverites has
been promptly refuted by the event. They
pleaded for the passage of the bherman
law, asserting that the government's purchase of nearly two hundred tons a month
under that law—practically the entire
product of this country—would advance
tiie price of silver so that sixteen ounces
would be equal to au ounce of gold. In
other words, they said it would sell for
sl.iiii an ounce.
When the law passed and purchases under it begau silver was
an ounce.
After more than three years of steady
government buying, when the law was
repealed silver was seventy cents! Recently the free coinage advocates have
been assuring the farmers that their wheat
would continue to fall unless silver could
be advanced.
What is the fact? Silver
goes down because the demand is not
to
the
equal
supply, and w heat advances
because the demand exceeds the supply.
The farmer must see that the prices of
his products are not dependent upon the
fluctuations of silver, but upon the same
natural laws that govern all other commodities.
[.New York Herald.
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C Lancaster, sailed
21) for Hong Hong.
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as a
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BARKS.
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be

garded

THAT Ti if

mendation from all quarters. Thomas B.
Mosher of Portland, a most competent
judge, says that in his judgment it “is a
work that compares favorably with any
State bibliography yet published.”

terics, which

Adam W

x

female

produce hysmust

SEE

Williamson’s “Bibliography of Maine,”
recently published by The Thurston Print,
Portland, has received the warmest com-

complaint may

Hong Kong.
W J Botch, Sewali

xx

mus-

tern.

San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from Shanghae Aug 23 for New Y'ork via

xveeu,

by turns;

Taibell,

McClure’s Magazine for November will
contain the first installment of a five or
six part story by Rudyard Kipling.
It is
Kipling’s first long story of American life,
being a tale of stirring adventure among
the Gloucester fishermen on the Grand
Banks.
It will be illustrated with drawings from life by I. W. Taber.

1

thefemaJesys-

D Carleton, Amsbury, at Llong Kong
Sept 5 for Shanghai.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July 80 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for

Cj\ ie

Symptom of Something Far More
Serious—Mrs. Harris, of Beaver Springs,
Relates Her Experience.

laughing

and Notes.

in the November Mcwill tell the story (a most dramatic story, by the way) of Lincoln’s nomination in 1800, drawing largely on the
personal recollections of the men who
were most instrumental in securing the
nomination.
The paper will be fully illustrated.

cuiar

S

from Yokohama Aug

Miss

Clure’s,

The spasm at top of wind-pipe, or in
bronchial tubes, the “hall rising in the
throat, violent heating of the heart;

video.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitan, A L Carver, at Shanghae Aug
12 for Nagasaki, Hong Kong and Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, at New York.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong June 21 for New York; passed St
Helena prior to Aug 23.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town,
VDL, Sept 7 for Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Hong Kong Sept
5 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S W.
May Flint, E D P Nichols,’bailed from New
Y'urk July 21 for San Fyanciscj; spokeu Sept
8, lat 22 S", Ion 41 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo
Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
Reaper, 0 C Young, sailed from New York
July 2 for Anjer; spoken July 23, lat 28 N,
Ion 37- W.
R K Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York June 22 for Hong Kong.

Sachem, H T Lancaster,
Sept 5 from Samarang.

Literary News
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Dr. W illiams' Indian l‘i
Blind Bleeding. Fleer.<:•
absorbs t he tumors, aila\
as a poult ire, gives insiam
Indian File t lintment l- ; o
and Itching of the pn\at«
Every box is guaranteed,
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Hon. J. M. Fisher is a Judge, Superintendent
of Schools, and County Commissioner.
Advice From So Eminent a Source to Use
Dr. Greene’s Nervura Should Be Followed.
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COMMISSIONER

J.

M.

FISIIER, ASSO Cl ATE JUDGE

The decision of the Court is the highest
and best evidence. When, therefore, lion.
J. M. Fisher of Cabot, Vt., Associate
Judge of the County Court, hands down
a
decision, it is only after the most
thorough researches and investigation.
The eminent judge has recently brought
in a decision which affects the whole people of the entire country, affects everybody everywhere, in fact, for it is given
in the interests of the health of the com-

ic.
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Overwhelming proofs

cures.

Kt* lief

In

.Six

philosopher being asked what was the
thing necessary to win the love of a
answered, “Opportunity.” [Moore,

woman,

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemislics from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
|
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save SoO by use of one bottle. Warranted
the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
know’n.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., DrugIv27
gists, Belfast. Me.
“What do you do for cold feet, doctor?”

The

doctor,

in

thoughtful surprise:

“Why,

I’d go out into the snow barefooted, or sleep
with my feet out of the window, 1 suppose.
Why do you ask? What do you want cold
feet for?”

church depends on
does practical Chrisunday schools now have
and a literature has been
n by the best scholars of
bool develops an inter*
international fellowwit h words of encourage-is, and the motto, “All
I»rist.”
[Rev. .John D.
Street M. E. Church.

as

a

For Infants and Children.
is OB
evory
wnppw.
Grimshaw:

pulpit, and preach polipersonal opinions,

or

Grimshaw:

a

disease.”

politics, sir ?”
believer in the

“What is your

politics and Gassaway: “1 am a firm
religious man free and unlimited coinage

politics, but lie did not
:a
place for a minister

>

CASTORIA

say that

“Huh!

[Puck.

of

silver,

sir!”

That isn’t politics—it's

no mistake when you buy dalton’s SAKSA CAMILLA AND NKMVE TONIC aild
dalton’s family fills. Everybody says so,
and “what everybody says must he true.”

You make

his congregation.
good Republicans and
well as good and bad i
His Measure: “I didn’t realize how short
luisiians, and he cited lie was until I heard what Miss Pinkerly
an instance of bad l)esaid about him.” “What was that?” “She
.I
Albion, First Parish said he was every inch a gentleman.” [Puck.
unii of Malden.
For Over Fifty tears.
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entertained by the aver*
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Medicines.

kind of power

f-stood, but nevertheless,

To-day we know
"lily useful in supplying
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constitutions
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the field of
come

lack,

medicine,

Angier’s Pctro-

An Old and Well-Thied Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr46

rebuilding of weak
“We’re going to have an entirely new
gs. Soothing, healing and
kind of writing in our schools this year,”
"lengthens and rebuilds by
said Tom to liis mother. “It’s all to he pervitalizing and nourishing
pendicular after this instead of the slautinh
Perfectly agreeable to dicular.
I guess it’s because the slautindiciige.stiou and bowel action.
ular looked so lazy.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
t

r

the

■

■

often liave troublesome and
Sometimes you can cure
"’niies you can’t.
But |AdCough Balsam always
es the
patient old folks.
1

daughter,

ui
II

you should be
committing your lessons
will surely come to grief
“You forget
Daughter
got into trouble through
—

cation.”

ASTOniA.
il 09
every

▼tappet.

along

Don't fail to use this surest and grandof medicines, if you want to be sure
to be cured.
Dr. Greene’s Xervura is not a patent
medicine, but the discovery of the wellknown

i

!

physician

and specialist in curing
nervous and chronic diseases, Dr. Greene
of :!4 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass., who
has used this wonderful prescription in
his immense practice among the sick, and
who can be consulted free of
charge, personally or by letter.

Hours.

and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kihney Cuke.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passit
almost
If
want
ing
immediately.
you
quick relief and cure this is your remedy,
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lyli"

as

to

controversy.
“1 accept the arguments of the advo-

Governor-Elect

Hall’s Hair Renewer renders the hair lus
trous and silken, gives it an even color, and
enables women to put it up in a great variety
of styles.

Powers.

The October number of Munsey’s Magi aziue has a most excellent half-tone likeness of our next
governor, Hon. Llewellyn Powers, and the following article in
| regard to his life and character, headed
1

“A

j:

Thirty-five

MAX

years

OF

MAINE.”

ago when

Llewellyn

Powers went to Iloulton, Maine, and put
1 out his
sign as a lawyer, the old residents
looked at his boyish face, and said he
i would better go back home to his mother
i and grow a few years before attempting
to expound the law to what was then
j little
more than a backwoods community.
.but the young lawyer knew more, and
I had seen more of the
world, than his out| ward appearance indicated. Though born
in a log house, with few advantages, outside of good health and the ambition
which is common to all American boys,
! this youth of 22 had already graduated
from Waterville College and Albany Law
School, paying his way by teaching.
When he selected Houlton as the scene of
his entry into practical life he did so with
the studied belief that Aroostook County
offered better opportunities for a poor
young man than any other part of Maine.
Time has justified his own judgment, and
“Lew” Powers has prospered together
with the far northern community.
He
owus whole townships of valuable woodland, and is counted one of the wealthiest
men in the State.
When Houlton was made a port of
entry, in 1809, President Grant appointed
Mr. Powers as the first collector of customs.
He has also served as county attorney, as a member of the Legislature,
and for a single term of Congress.
Seen on the street in any city, Mr.
Powers would be sure to attract notice.
He is both tall and broad shouldered, and
his massive head, covered with a sweeping growth of long black hair gives evidence of mental and physical strength.
Though rich beyond his boyhood dreams,
he holds to the most democratic simplicity of living. Everybody in Houlton
knows and likes him.
When he goes to
Augusta next January, Maine will have
the most approachable governor that has
sat in the chair since the days of Hannibal Hamlin.”
Marvelous Results.

From

a

assumption

mixes uieiueasot

Kittens.

by

Colds

Miss Mary S. Groder, a dressmaker, has
rooms iu the third story of a brick
building
in Portland. She sleeps in one of the rooms
and has two small kittens, which
sleep in a
basket near her bed. Thursday morning, a
little before 5 o’clock, she was awakened by
the two kittens frantically jumping in her
face. She sprang up, to find the room tilled
with smoke, and realized that she would
have been smothered in a few minutes more.
She rushed to the window and screamed
and help arrived in a few moments. An
aiarm of tire was sent in and the firemen
were on the ground in a short time.
Miss
Groder is convinced that the kittens sav^d
her life.
Later ad vices say that it was not a pair o’
kits, but two parrakeets that saved their
owner’s life.
The Condition

of

the

Catarrh
Li
hll

the

yield

=

et!„

letter written by Rev. J. Guilder

of Dimondale, Mich., we are permitted
to make this extract: “I have no hesitation
iu recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery,
as the results were almost marvelous in the
While I was pastor of the
case of my wife.
Baptist Church at Rives Junction she was
brought down with Pneumonia, succeeding
La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
would last hours with little interruption
and it seemed as if she could not survive
them. A friend recommended Dr. King’s
New Discovery ; it was quick in its work and
highly satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles
free at Kilgore & Wilson’s, City Drug Store.
Regular size 50c. and 81 00.
man

Why Attempt to lure
catarrh by the use of so-called blood remeA Bargain: “Mr. Whoopley, if you will
dies? That catarrh is not caused by blood
only say that I can have your daughter, I troubles is self-evident when you reflect
“It’s a
am willing to wait for her forever.”
attacks are always due to sudden clithat
go, young man. You can have her when matic changes or exposure, and occur most
the time’s up.” [Detroit Free Press.
frequently during the winter and spring,
Catarrh is a constitutional disease and re- though the blood is as pure then as iu sumquires a constitutional remedy like Hood’s mer or fall. A remedy which quickly relieves aud cures the catarrhal attacks has
Sarsaparilla, which purifies the blood.
been found iu Ely’s Cream Balm.
A Way of Escape: “There is one good
thing about foreign nobility, after all.”
HOOD’S PILLS cur© Liver Ills,
“What is that?” “Why, when they come
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
over here they cau’t compel us to associate
with them.” [Chicago Record.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

he
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7
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worth to their children
k“WJe,ds'eighty
ofLlts years
except that it
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by
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Dr. A.

Johnson,

ail

as

old

irritation, every lameness, every

HXTFRWL

use

It

was

originated

P“Best
arsons' Pills

-TO-BAC"*®'""

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures prcrv e Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in
any
*s the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many train 10 pounds in 10 days and it never
f.a“® ™ake the weak impotent man strong. vigorous and magnetic. Just try a box. You will be delighted. We expect you to believe what we say. for a cure is absolutely truaranteed by dructrists every-

per cent.; Irish potatoes, 81; tobacco, 76 9.

(ree

sample.
Sold and Guaranteed by RICHARD H. MOODY,
Belfast, Me.
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PREPARATION'S FOR

Great RESTORER
Restores perfect
health, vigor and
J

THE

manhood and removes all obstacles to marriaee.
Restores ftie
v-*" entire
nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

GREAT
BATTLE
3 ARE ALREADY WELL UNDER WAY.

OF NOVEMBER

A NEW

President of the United States

refreshing

IS

sleep. Cures Impotence and restores

TO

BE

ELECTED, AND

THE

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

full vital powei.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores

will, as always, be found in the thickest of the fight, battling vigorously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will bring

development to an pans oi me uoay.
NERVE-LIFE is the only' purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first clay's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
THE NEW \ ORK \\ EEKL\

TI11BL XK is not

Republican

paper of the country, but is
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.
Its

can

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
KALAMAZOO.

everv

Family Physician. Everv Mother should have it in thifhouse.
Liver Pill Made.”
I use Johnson’s I.iniment for catarrh. I had
tried almost everything recommended for
catarrh, but find Johnson's Anodyne I.iniment
far superior to any. I use it as you direct.
J. E. Whipple. South Windham. Vt.
cure
Biliousness
and
Sick
Positively
Headache, liver Our Book
and bowel complaints. They expel all
“Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Free.
impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
Doctor’s Signature and Directions on every bottle.
using them. Price 25c; five gl. Sold everywhere. All Druggists. I. S. Johnson A Co., Boston,
Mass.

is 24 3 bushel per acre,
year ago ; the quality 74 9. The
acre
of rye is 13 3; of baraverage yield per
ley 25.6. The condition of buckwheat is 86

restores

cure

is

ill

a

--

to

Johnsons Anodyne Liniment

MICH.

campaign

news

only

the

leading

PRE-EMINENTLY A

and discussions will interest

Ameri-

ev.-rv

citizeu.

All the news of the day, Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural
Department, Market Reports, Short Stor-ies complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items of lionseli 'l l interest, mikes up AN

...fl Beallh fable...

IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.

—

(Crisp.)

J

™

i.

circulat-

medium and standard of value; gold
and silver would still be in potential
money metals, though not in circulation,
and would lend their help toward raising
prices and causing general prosperity.'

Chilblains

bruise, every cramp,
*„1in?!!thes
everr. ;‘ehe, Itevery
swelling everywhere.
for INTERNAL as much

of oats

,

Croup
Cramps
nervine!

Crops

NERVE-LIFE

Colic

as a valuable iuheripossesses great merit for
all ailments attended with inflammation: such as
w
1'
b.urns- bruises, bronchitis, all forms of sore throat, earache, headache, lagrippe lame k'
back, mumps, muscular soreness,
neuralgia, scalds, stings sprains
stiff joints, toothache, tousilitis and
whooping cough. The great vital and muscle

fa.niK-

The returns to the statistician of the agricultural department for October make tbe
general condition of corn 90.5 per cent,
against 91 for September. The returns of
the yield per acre of all wheat indicate a
production of 119 bushels which is six
tenths of a bushel less than the preliminary
estimate for 1895. The indicated quality for
the country at large is 84 4 per cent, against
85 7 last year.
The preliminary estimate of
against 29 6

Chaps
Chafing

Coughs

ing

est

Distressing Kidney

A
first

rtOUBT,

this way until a
friend advised us to use Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood and nerve
remedy. We used
two bottles of this medicine, and I am rejoiced to say that she is much improved.
“I think it is the best remedy we have
been made acquainted with and have no
hesitancy in recommending it to others.”
Indorsement like this is all the proof
that Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood and
nerve remedy will cure that
anyone could
desire.

The learned Judge Fisher has had the
and most positive proof in his own
city, from his Mate and the whole country, and especially in his own family, that
Dr. Greene's Xervura blood and nerve
remedy works the most wonderful and ashave been poured in upon him that the
sick and discouraged are given health by
its use; that weak and tired people are
made strong; the debilitated and run
down built up anew hi power and vigor;
the nervous and sleepless supplied with
new nerve-force, energy and the blessing
of strong nerves and natural, refreshing
sleep; headache, neuralgia, and rheumatism are banished by its almost magic
power; it makes rich and vital blood,
gives good appetite and digestion, cures
liver and kidney complaints; in fact, Dr.
Greene's Xervura is the one remedy sure
to make yon well and strong.

COUNTY

the house.

munity.

the

"iic,

stitution and other silver organs, 1 have
changed my views on the money question,
and am ready to maintain the propositions
following, in joint debate or newspaper

■hi

distinguished Judge says:
“Last winter my wife was very sick,
taken down with grip very severely.
IVe
employed the usual methods of physicians
and she improved some, but was left
very
feeble, so that she could hardly get around

surest

tonishing

OF

Tile

>

:

claration, proposition and arguments:
“Having been deeply impressed with
the arguments of Judge Crisp, Bryan,
Stewart, Jones and others, and especially
grieved, shocked and horrified by the
‘awful crime of 1873,’ so luridly depicted
daily in the columns of the Atlanta Con-

—

disaster.

in; ise,

age of silver is too tame for him. He is
willing to see the silverites and to go
Here is his dethem 100 points better.

been raised from 87.50 a ton to a ratio of
10 to 1 with gold the world over, ‘no one
would especially care to carry it to the
mints, since the mint price could be obtained anywhere in the open market.’
(Atlanta Constitution.) Next it may be
urged that gold and silver might go out of
circulation.
1 reply first, ‘this is a mere
assumption of the tools of the money
which
power,
they cannot verify.'—(Atlanta Constitution.)
Second, ‘suppose
that gold and silver do go out of circulation, is there not plenty of pig iron to
take their place and give the people plenty
of money?’—(Bryan.) And third, ‘sucii

unproductive-

!i»r

was

Jones, Bryan.)
“Again, it may be urged that our mint
would be overcrowded with pig iron.
I
reply, that the price of pig iron, having

straight against a
one’s permission

an\

Thousand Tears
Committed
Ago.
Alexander P. Hull of Atlanta, Ga., is
He does not bea strong 10 to 1 man.
lieve in half-way measures. The free coinA Crime that

—

Daniel Webster who
debased coin, or a

am

Saved

Iron.

of silver and agree with their remedy, as far as it goes. However, it does
not go far enough.
Let us have plenty
of remedy—in fact, enough to make debt
and poverty things of the past
relics
of the dark ages.
I am in favor of free
and unlimited coinage of pig iron at a
ratio of 10 to 1 with gold by the United
States alone, independently of all other
other nations, and can prove by the best
authority that such a politics on the part
of the United States will ‘raise prices,’
put plenty of money into circulation,
and give the honest debtor a chance to
pay his debts, thereby making the wrliole
country prosperous.
“Now, in the first place, it may be
urged by some who do not understand the
subject of ‘standards of value’ that a free
coiuage act for iron would not raise the
price to a ratio of 10 to 1 with gold. To
them I reply that the ‘stamp of this government,’ and the ‘legal tender qualities
of the irou dollar’ would instantly make
the bullion value of pig iron tho same as
the mint value, ‘for who would part with
an ounce of this
precious metal for anything less than the mint value?—(Stewart,

am

in

of

Two

cates

ms which agitate the
should take at least a
toward the greatest

1

The Demonetization

HEN there's work to be
done you send for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

We furnish “f

ie Republican Journal” and “New 'fork
Weekly
“Then again, it may be urged against
Tribune” (both papers).
the pig iron standard of value that
wages
would not rise in proportion to prices.
ONE
The reply is, ‘wages will be compelled to
ONLY
rise, since no man would be fool enough
cash IX A1)VAN F.
to work for one dollar a day who could
Time proves reliability.
make $1,000 per day by picking up rusty
Address all orders to
nails and old horse-shoes and carrying
When sick you grasp the first
them to tlie mint for coinage.”—(Hull.
new floating straw in view, and
In addition, it may be urged by the
forget the reliability of the
money power, by the ‘Wall street sharks
and the Bond street Shylocks’ that we do
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
Write yoar nane ait address on a pasta! card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
not alone go on a pig iron basis without
People’s bodies are still constructed
an international
‘To such
agreement.
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
as they were forty years ago, and the
dastards as dare to lay a limit to the powTRIBUNE will be.mailed to you.
L.F.” cures more cases of indigestion
er of the American
people to do what they
and constipation than ever.
please, independent of all other nations,
I hurl their cowardice and lack of patriot35c. a bottle.
ism back in their faces.’
Avoid Imitations.
[Bryan.
“The crime of demonetizing the iron
took place about 2,200 years ago, when
certain ‘goldollators’ and ‘silverites,” in
order to increase the purchasing power of
their ill-gotten wealth, secretly, and like
CATARRH
thieves in the night,’ got the demonetizSTORE TO LET.
ation act passed, repealing the good old
act
of
coinage
Lycurgus, the ‘friend of
our ancester’s daddies.’
‘To-day China
is the only country on earth honest
to
coin
and
there
the happy
enough
iron,
Hare special cuts in prices to close out their stoc/,
laborer can carry home the wages of his
Hare still h ft a fine assort ment of
honest toil in a wheel-barrow.’
[Atlanta
Constitution.
“A ruinous fall in prices followed the
demonetization of iron, and has continued for upwards 2,000 years.
I have calculated the loss entailed upon honest peoof
this
world
that
ruthless
ple
by
act, and
the figures are so enormous I fear a revo- Membrane from (’olds. Restores the Senses of
lution will ensue if the people learn how Taste and Smell. Is quickly absorbed. Gives reat once.
50 cents at bruirgists or by mail,
greatly they have been robbed. But the lief
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.
1 Oe. by mail.
facts are facts, and the best way to right samples
ELY BROTHERS, 5G Warren Street. New York
a wrong is to meet it
squarely. The loss
is
$20,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000.” [Coin’s Financial School.
“In conclusion, 1 insist that the free
coinage of pig iron will do everything that Unpaid taxes on lands of non-resident ow ners
situated in the town of Northport, in the C -unis claimed for silver, and infinitely more.
The people will be rich and prosperous.
ty of Waldo, for the year I8b5.
The once poor man can pay his debts with rpHE following list of taxes on real estate of non
_L resident owners m the town of Northport, for
his old stove.
Railroads can declare divi- the
year 1895, committed to me for collection for
dends on old rails and worn out rolling said town, on the 22d day of July. 1895, remain unstock.
The small boy can pick up old paid ; and notice is hereby given that it said taxes,
paid, so
nails and horseshoes enough to support interest and charges are not previously
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
the family.
In tine, poverty and debt can pay the amount due therefor, including interest
and charges, will be sold at public auction at
no longer exist.”
I am agent for these well known wheels,
[Atlanta Journal.
E. B. Elwell Hall, in said town, on the lirst MonIJieyele
and have all colors in enamel.
day in December. 1896, at nine o’clock a. m.
sundries and brazing trallies and vulcanizFor Weak Men With Nervous Debility This is
Alden, David, heirs. 25 acres land near Pitchdone in ail their branches. I k?*ep
in'?
tires
er’s pond; value, §135; tax, §2.86.
Certainly the Chance of a Lifetime.
a supply of GAUDKN IHfK.
Buffum, Charles. Cottage and lot corner of
The 1896 Hartford Bicycle has been reWeak men suffering from nervous debility, George and Griffin streets (W. G. C.G.); value,
wa,
duced to the following prices:
weakened powers and exhausted vigor, can
ami
on
lot
South Shore;
Buzzell, John. Cottage
now take
new hope.
Here is something value, §250; tax, §5.22.
which will powerfully interest them. It is
Brown, Ann M. Lot on Temple Heights; value Patterns Nos. 1 and 2, from $80 to $65.
a fact that until now sufferers have been de§30; tax, GO cents.
Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
barred from seeking a cure by the great
Drew, Mrs. Luther. One lor, 3 3-4 acres on South
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, from $50 to $45.
specialists in these complaints owing to the Shore; value, §130; tax, §2.70.
Godfrey, George. Cottage on South Shore; value,
cost of travel to the large city and the high
«tl.G0.
§75; tax,
fees charged by these eminent physicians.
44
Gould, L. A. Cottage on South Shore; value,
=
Here, therefore, is a chance for weak men §130; tax, §2.73.
in our community which should not be lost.
Hodgdon, David. 11 acres on South Shore, west
Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, of Bushee lot; value, §650; tax, § :3.65.
Holt, Gustavus C. 3 3-4 acres on Glidden ; value,
Mass., who has the largest practice in the
world, and who is without doubt the most §125; tax, §2.65.
Megquier, Charles. Cottage am lot on South
successful specialist in curing this class of Shore,
value, §250; tax, §5.22
diseases offers to give free consultation by
Oliver, Lillian A. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
mail to all weakened, vigorless and nerve- §30; tax, 66 cents.
exhausted men. You have the privilege of
Spiller, Mary F. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
tax, 07 cents.
consulting Dr. Greene by letter describing §45.
Smart, Jesse. Cottage and lot on Main street
your complaint and he will, after carefully
lire Insurance Assets.
(W. G. C. G.); value, §200; tax, §3.16.
send
a
letcondition,
considering your
you
Over Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000)
Skinner, F. M. Cottage (‘ Nut Shell”) and lot on
ter fully explaining all your symptoms, tell- South Shore; value, §150; tax, §315.
File AsGiiasite State File In-ekanpe
ing you everything about your complaint : Starkey, John. Six acres on road running from Spiunhitei.d File am. Mahixk,
(
( apitol tun: Iw lam
so plainly that you will understand exactly I Beech Hill school house to D. L. Herrick's and
mutation ok Philadelphia,
< "NN.
what ails you. He will also give you his near A. K Bird’s; value, §85; tax, §1.si.
National File Inseham e Co., IIaiitkold,
Ta>lor, Myra. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
advice, based upon his vast experience and
RA
I
KS.
66
cents.
CLRRKN1
AT
wonderful success in treating and curing §30;’tax,
DKSIRABLK RISKS YVRI I’TKN
Whitcomb, Lizzie A. Lot on “Niekwa Point,”
such cases, as to just what to do to get cur- Temple Heights; value, §3*-; tax, 66 cents.
INSURANCE CO.
TRAY'ELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT
ed.
All this will cost you nothing and you
Ware, llattie
Cottage and lot on O. Hill’s;
rales on balldiass acceptable.
can thus have consultation with the. besta<
low
value, §200; tax, §4 23.
5
TEARS,
FOR
TORNADO INSIKANTK WRITTEN
known physician and acknowledged most
Wright, Abide E. C. 78 5-8 acres, known as
INM RAM E 111.
as follows: westCORRESPONDENT OK MKHlHANT MARINE
successful specialist in the world, without Joshua Elwell lot and described
toad
school
near
Wood's
house;
northerly,
by
SE1TU1TIES BOIMIIIT AND SOUL
INVESTMENT
leaving home and at uo expense whatever. erly.
Walker’s and Burkmar's land; easterly, by
The Doctor is the discoverer of that greatest by
LOANS NKIiOTIATKD.
Penobscot bay; southerly, by Marshall. Jennings
Snllelied.
of medicines, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and Hale’s land.
J.W. KNIGHT,
REAL ESTATE BODillT AND SOLD. ES-Correspondence
and nerve remedy, and he has discovered
Constable and Collector of Northport.
1896.—3w42
October 13,
Write
many other most valuable remedies.
to him uow, for this is the chance of a lifetime to get cured which you may never have

YEAR FOR

$2.00,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

Out Sale-^Furniture.
Closing
CATARRH
C. THOMPSON & SON

J.

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS,

J. C.

Collector’s Notice of Sale,

S^n,

Thompson

39 Main St.

COLUMBIA-"
HARTFORD

BICYCLES

Geo. T. Read,

Wmterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Fred Atwood,

..

BUY YOUR WINTER'S COAL

again.

Pure Jersey Milk.

If you wish for nice milk

G. O.

drop a

card

F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth

to

HATCH, Belfast.

One cow’s nilk for Babies

a

Specialty.

September 30, 1896.—3m40*

Stove and Chestnut.

THE SHAW

common

carrier

ai

sIS„ COLLEGE

Portland and Augusta, Me.

$5.75

$5.50

5.00

5.55

Wharf,.

5.55

5.lit

F. L. S-U V, Primiml,
3m 33

PORTLAND

Price* at

CUMBERLAND COAL

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE-

WE Guarantee it

i

Egg and Crate.

Delivered and put in. (in barrels)
in Dump Carte.
....

Actual business bv mail and

Vein

All Coal

*

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

and delivery. 1 Telephone
guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality limits.
I connection.
attention given to delivery outside city

{^“Special

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Waldo.

Mass.,
J M Stevens
Port laud.

left by train Monday for

I>r.

the tires under

Miss Annie Lord
Maud B. Colcord.

Bangor

f

is

a

looking after

his

Fred F. Black made

a

large

short visit to Bosone

I
I

-I

Powder

lay recently

Bernard Merithew are visiting
Harry
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Merithew.
and

Sch. Marcellus, Capt. A. A. Larrabee,
ai r: cetl Monday with freight for our traders.
and

s) * i.un.g
land.

a

Harding; Treasurer, Mrs. Mary Rhoades;
Librarian,Mrs. Addie Piper; Asst. Librarian,
The next meeting
Mrs. Marcia Knights.
will be with Mrs. Bagley, Friday evening,
Oct. 23....Mrs. Martin Mitchell is at home
from Pittsfield, where she has been caring
for her daughter, Mrs. Bert Stevens. Mrs.
Stevens is still very ill.Mrs. M. F.
Leathers has returned from a recent visit to
Augusta. While absent she attended the
Maine State Association of Free Baptists
convened in Bath.... Miss Edith Forbes of
Brooks is visiting relatives in Troy-Mr.
Mark Moody, formerly o'# Caribou, has been
spending a few weeks in Troy. He left last
Saturday for Clinton, ami later will go to St.
Johns, N. B....Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Burrill
have returned from a carriage drive to
Houlton and other places in Aroostook
county. Mr. B. occupied the pulpit at the

F. Fellows, Esq., has spent two years at
hard work in the Boston Uni versity Law
School, and has every promise of being a

Mrs. James G. Pendleton are
few weeks in Boston and Port-

Mary Nichols left Thursday by

Troy. The Troy Reading Club met with
Mr. and Mrs. David Piper, Oct. l(>th. The
following officers were elected for the year:
President, Dr. M. T. Dodge; Vice President,
Mrs. Mary Bagley; Secretary, Mrs. Inez M.

shining light

steamer

in the

profession-Capt.

and

James Craig arrived from New York
on the evening train Thursday.
Capt. Craig
is rapidly recovering from the injuries re-aid Miss Ida Webber lias establishIt
«c able r< putation as a nurse where she ; ceived
during the big blow which sent the
has been employ* d.
; T. J. Stewart to the bottom and came near
Capt. !'. C. Ni- hols left by steamer Penob- doing the trick to the Harry Smith, Capt.
svi.t Tl. ii-day to join his ship now loading
Craig's staunch brig.
t Now York for Japan.
I Centre Montyille. The members of
T 1 • A•;*.'• ntists have been h* biding the past
Uni"U Harvest Grange held their annual
•a .« k
a
The
very successful conference.
! harvest feast Saturday evening, Oct. 10th.
meetings have been fully attended.
f. r Somerville,
the winter.

Mrs.

Mass., where she will spend

|

The C> lig'l sociable will meet With Ml’S.
C. N. keis th:>, Thursday, evening. A
1 o■ ai mv.ia.1 .on is extended to all.

|

A

great many of the members

were

present

evening was heartily enjoyed by all. Corner Sunday afternoon.Mrs. Sarah
....Monday evening, Oct. 12tli, despite Norton has in her millinery, and is ready to
Mi.-. A. J Modiell los: a valuable pocket
threatening weather, quite a large number dispense hats and bonnets to her customers.
btok t «-tween Ginn cV Fiehl's stole ami the
Mrs. Vannie Whitney has also a nice lot of
at Grange Hall and indulged in
stccK lam:.
Her advt. appears in another assembled
o-iuiun.
I dancing until a late, hour-Mrs. O. L. Bart- millinery of the latest styles.... Mrs. Levi
short visit to relaHarding, who has been so l*>ug suffering
Mrs. II. B. Whittier left by tram Thurs- lett has returned from a
day \<< join Capt. Wiiittier in Somerville, tives ;u Massachusetts-Mrs. Fred Jack- with internal cancer, is failing rapidly....
Mass.. \\ here they will make their home for
The farmers are harvesting their apples, and
son and children of Pittsfield are visiting
the present.
.Mr. Oliver are well supplied for the winter. Prices are
her father, Mr. James Palmer
The ''lh annual convention of the Waldo Bowen has nearly
completed his new mill, very low-Mrs. Dorcas Connor, who has
C' unty C. E. Cniou was held Tuesday with
of the one burned iast been spending some time at her home in
ihe Cong!, church. The full program was erected ou the site
spring. A number of his friends and neigh- Troy, will close her house and return to
printed last week.
at bis house for a paring bee | Bangor this week, where she will spend the
W
C
Tuttle has bought the Stevens bors assembled
photograph studio, winch he has thoroughly Friday evening-Messrs. Sprowland How- winter with Mrs. Ara Warren.
refitted and put in all the modern improve- ell have finished work on the High Bridge.
W inter port. The terrible tragedy enactments.
He proposes to be in town one week
Prospect. Will Jellison is repairing his ed in Hampden last week brought sorrow to
eat h month beginning Saturday,Oct. 24th.
and making other improvements. hearts in Winterport, as the victims belongJohn C. Averill has bought of parties at buildings
He has employed Mr. Edmond Young of ed to two of our excellent families in town.
Little Deer Isle the twelve ton yacht Pilgrim, and proposes to keep her here to let
Searsport. A new carriage house has been Mrs. Lilian Clark was the daughter of Mr.
:•* parties tor tisbing and excursions.
The
erected, a large hen house is under way, and John Nealley, who lives near White’s Corya* lit is furnished with everything desirable
he has surprised his old house with a new ner. She was a very tine woman, greatly
Dr a large fishing paity.
beloved in the family circle and held in
coat of shingles-Mrs. Betsy Bassick, who
great esteem by a large circle, of friends.
L‘u:te h number of our people are taking
is
much
better.
Mrs.
has
been
sick,
She leaves two beautiful children,Raymond,
quite
advantage •. f the reduction ■•! fares on tlie I>.
B. S. S. Co.'s steamers to visit friends in Ida Cole, her daughter, has been very sick’ aged 14, and Celia, 12 years, a father and
two sisters, Mrs. Franklin Chase of
Bosti i. and vicinitv and attend the great but both are
doing finely at present-Al- mother,
Monroe and Mrs. Abbie Ham of Alton, and
to'ud Exhibit. Among those who have gone
bion Clark is at work at Mt. Tuck....Mell a brother Chester
are Mrs. C. B. D -shon, Mrs. Evans, Mrs. F.
Nealey of this town, for
Clark hurt his eye quite badly last week all of whom the deepest sympathy is expresA. Curtis anti daughter Jennie.
J
>

Friends of Capt. Henry G. Curtis and
those on hoard ship State < f Maine were
greatiy relieved Tuesday to receive a telegram from New York saying the ship had
been spoken Oct. 5th in latitude S N. lou.
-•s west,

as

it will

be

remembered it was
Hatteras

thought The burning vessel seen olT
the State of Maine.

was

A quiet wedding took place at the residence ot Capt. Joshua B Nichols Monday
morning, when his daughter, Elleu Elizabeth, was united in marriage to Daniel H.
Blake, Jr. Only the immediate relatives of
the family
were present.
The ceremony
was performed by Jlev. R. G. Harbutt.
The
b\
tlie afternoon train via. San
'■of.pie udt
Francis.-o lor Kobe, Japan, where they will
rt side.

and the

sed. The funeral services were held at the
home of her father Sunday morning at 10.
Rev. J. P. Simonton officiated. The house
was tilled with sympathizing friends and
the floral offerings were abundant and very
beautiful. Among them were a brokeu circle with the word sister from the brother
and sisters, a star set in a wreath from the
Hampden Grange, a pillows of roses, lilies

while at work on Mt. Tuc k-Mrs. Gardiner
Overlock is quite lame w itli rheumatism in
her knee-Stephen Larra bee’s boys shot a
very large bob cat in the woods last week...
Charles Gray is at work for C. K. Nickerson.
...Charles Clark has moved here from
Frankfort and occupies the Spr ague house.
-Mr. Everett Littlefield is expected home
soon from Graniteville, Mass
.Nathaniel
; Littlefield has bought the Will George farm.
;-M. E. Clark was at home from Blue Hill
! last Sunday.... Mrs. Lenda Littlefield made
j a flying visit to Bucksport last week. It
was her first trip over to the beautiful village.... Mrs. Sarah Seavey of Dover has
...

an M. Gilvery
visiting
Post, G. A. R., is
the ueccs.-.ary preparations t
enterThorndike. Mrs. Rebecca Higgins and
the Waldo county veterans Nov. 5th.
It :s hoped t-lie ooiurades from all over the 1 son of Brewer are visiting friends in town.
mty will eoitie bearing their basket of !
.Mrs. Bartlett of Bangor is vicitiug her
g out-lungs and enjo\ t-he suciai gathering.
Mr. E. L.
Bartlett....Mrs. A. M.
'son,
A g 1.
is
..i
baked
beans
will
be
:uippl\
Stevens of Bangor is visiting friends in
deb u.d with the clams will lay a foun'utM.-n : r tin*
Mrs. Joseph Higgins passed a few
'.gliter lood rii.it is always ; town

been in town

Fret-ii

making

friends,

j

tain
■

..

■

<

N 1 > 11 i'H

M

skAKSPoKT

M'lii'1 C. 'son

-s

is

at

JTKMS.

Imm.- from

Bar

Harbor.
Mns Lil ian E. Scribner has returned from
Belfast, where she lias been dressmaking.
t

Mr. ami Mrs. G. C. Sea -v will soon move
Ib itast. where they have '.‘ought a restau-

rant.

Jennie Whittum of Sears port village
place last week vis.ring relatives
and friends.
Miss

was at

tins

Bloomfield Reed and children of Seal
C ve aie visit ii g her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Dorr.
Mrs.

Mae Fernald will go to Belfast this
week, wln-re she has secured t situation as
bo< kkeeper in the new shoe factory.
Miss

j days in Plymouth recently.... Mrs. Hattie
: Higgins, w ho has been passing a few weeks
i 'in Burnham, has returned to her home! V. N. Higgins and S. C. Files spent Monday
! 211 Belfast-Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Hig! gins, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil N. Higgins, Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen C. Files, Mrs. Rebecca
! Higgins and Fred L. Higgins were in Troy
j U* t. 10th to celebrate the '.'iM birthday of
Mrs. Marcy Philbrick.
She is remarkably
I smart, walking about the house and yard as
j spry as any young person. Her hearing and
| eyesight are goo l an 1 she does a great deal

j

KniiiLiug.

iair

to

oi

j

hundredth birthday.. ..Her. F. S. Dolliff and
Bert Warren of Jackson visited New Bethel
Lodge, I. O. (J. T., Saturday evening, Oct.
17th-Rev. D. Brackett will preach at the
Centre church Sunday afternoon, Oct. 25th.

I

one

unis

;

see ner one

ir.iTCARV
Joseph Green of North Sears.'ort, died Oct 4th, of consumption, aged .Hi
> months and 12
years
days. Mr. Green w as 1
Harvest Muon Grange will hold its next
native .f Stockton, and moved t<> North
Searsport about rive years ago. He was a I meeting Saturday evening, Oct. 24th_No
'tone fiiTTe; by trade, and a man
respected j prospect of an Indian Summer. The weather
hi
who knew him.
He had been twice
i.arrieii.
H:s sorrowing widow is a daugb- I is cold, rainy and thoroughly disagreeable,
er «■! Mes a
Trendy f Frankfort. By this i ....Most of the farmers have succeeded in
e n
lie was the father of four children,
getting their potatoes harvested and apples
v\
sons and two daughters.
The funeral
gathered.
.ees were held Oct. 7th, at the M. E.
biivli, in North Searsport, conducted by
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
*:.* Odd Fellows of
Winterport. His remains met with Mrs. Alice Haley October 15th and
w-re interred at Mt. Olivet
cemetery. He
" as an Odd Fellow and a valued member of
although it was a very inclement day 40
Granite Grange of North Searsport.
The were present, knowing so well they would be
entire onimunity extend their sympathy to
cordially welcomed. Mr. and Mrs. Everett
the bereaved family.
L'an born of Frankfort joined us at tea time.

|

!

and pinks from Hampden friends, pillow of
dahlias and dish of pansies from Miss Lida
Libby, and many other tributes from other
friends. Mr. L. A. Nye had charge of the
funeral arrangements.
At 2 p. m. Rev.
J. P. Simonton conducted the funeral services of Mr. Clark at the home of his
father,
Mr. Augustus
Clark.
Capt. Win. Clark
was a sea captain <>f much ability and had
He leaves a father ami
many friends.
mother and three brothers, -Bradford, Fred
and Edward, and they all have the heartfelt sympathy of their numerous friends
in this hour of their deep affliction.
Capt. Job Philbrook, one of the oldest citizens of jthe town, tiled at the home of his
son Darius, Oct. lath, at the advanced
age of
The funeral services were held on Sunday, Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating. lie
leaves a wife, three sons and a daughter...
Arthur N
Smith, who has been in South
Carolina for some months, arrived home
Monday morning. His many friends were
glad to welcome him home after Ins perilous voyage from Savannah on the steamer
Gate City during the recent gale....Mr. T.
J. Thompson left Thursday, and Mrs. Hattie
Dalilman Saturday, for their homes in Nebraska-Mrs. Samuel
Cole has gone to
Boston to visit her daughter, Mrs. Fred
Baker.... Mrs. John Sprowl has returned
from her visit to Dorchester and other
places.... Miss M. E. Chase returned Saturday from her visit to Billerica_Dr. Thayer, who has been very ill, is recovering..
F. H. Morrill has gone to Hallovvell to work
at bis trade of stone cutting.... Mr. and Mrs.
T. D. Eaton have returned from their visit
to Forest City.

SHIP
PORT OF

enjoyable afternoon and evening
spent. The S. B. I. S. will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Thompson, October
29th. This will be a business meeting and
all are requested to be present-Mrs.
Lydia A. Haley and son Arthur went to
Bangor this week on business-Miss Emwho Las been in Bangor visitmie Marden
A

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

very

were

Burnham. Mrs. Osliea Whitten visited
her brother, William Murray, in Pittsfield,

Saturday-Mrs. B. A. Berry is ill with
•oiisumption.. .Dr. McCurdy of Bangor
was called to see Mrs. Jeremiah Luce, who
sick all the summer and fall..
Mrs. Millard Gilmore is sick and Dr. Shaw
>f Clinton is attending her.Samuel F.
Kicker of Bangor ami Myrtle M. Harding of
Burnham were joined in wedlock at the
home of the bride’s father, Oct. is, by N. E.

has beer; very

Murray, Esq.
Pk<>si*kct Ferry.

Mrs. N. J.

Heagan

and

W. D. Harriman visited Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Sanborn of Belfast last Saturday and
Sunday-The ladies sociable held at the
scboolhouse Oct. 14th was a success and enMrs.

joyed by all present-Mrs. Fred Haley of
Prospect Marsh visited Mrs. W. D. Harri-

man last week. .Miss Emma Trivett of Prospect Marsh visited friends here last week.
Freeman Batchelder and wife of Belfast
visited his mother, Mrs. Jennie Batchelder,
last Sunday.... M rs. S, J. Glidden, who has
been visiting relatives in Belfast, returned
....

to her horn**
last Saturday.... Miss Lulu
Avery, who has been visiting in Massachusetts tiie past month, returned to her home
last week....Mrs. Lilly Iiidley, *who has
been so very sick for the past two weeks, is
a little better at this writing.... Mrs. Mary
Harriman is quite sick with rheumatism....
Sell. K. L. Pray, Capt. Fred Pray of ,Mt.
Desert, is loading stone at E. L. Warren’s

quarry for Boston.

ing, has returned... .Miss Florence Curtis
an»l Miss Florence McCarty of Boston, wiio
are here visiting relatives, will return this
week_Mr. and Mrs. John Jeunison and
Mr. White of Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Dockham and daughter of Sullivan, Me., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Daniel DockhamMr. and Mrs. Everett Sanborn of Frankfort
entertained a number of their Prospect
friends recently in honor of their aunt Cunningham of Belfast, who was visiting them.
_Mrs. Fannie Briggs of Stockton Springs
is visiting Mrs. Lemuel Ames....Mr. George
Crockett is confined to his bed-Mrs. Susie
Perkins wishes to express her thanks to her
neighbors and fri nds for their kindness in
her sister Dora’.1, sickness-There will be
an
Old Folk’s dance at the Grange hall
November 5th.... Mrs. Shute and Miss Fannie Mudgett of Stockton Springs are spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Littlefield_Our two High schools began
last Monday, one at the Ferry school house
and one at “the Clark school house, with a
large attendance-Sarah Littb field, who is
teaching school in Brooksville, is expected
home in a few' weeks-Ashley Littlefield
went to Boston Monday on business-Mr.
Ww. George threshed six hundred and fifty
bushels of oats and pressed 15 tons of straw
Who can beat that?
from the same.

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

..

o-

NEWS.

<)ct.

]4.

Sell. P.

M.

SAILED.

Oct. 14
Sch. Oregon, Clifford, Rockport.
Oct. 15. Sch. Mary J. Elliot Reed,
Boothbay:
Fannie Earl, Stanley, Cranberry Isles.
Oct. 10. Sch. Miantonomah. Ryan, Boston.
Oct. 17. Soli. Sea Flower, Robinson,
Penobscot;
Sch. Mazurka Stinson, Camden.
Oct. 18. bloop Passport, Eaton, Islesboro.
Oct. 20. Sell Coclieco, Hall, Bangor.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Oct. 12. Ar, sells. Lizzie Lane, Closson, Bangor; Penobscot, Dodge, New Bedford;
14, cld, ships Edward O’Brien, Oliver, Southampton; Tam O’Shanter, Smith, Hong Kong; 15, ar,
schs. Annie P. Chase and Maggie Mulvey, Bangor;
sld, sch. Wm. E. Downes, Charleston; 17, ar, tell.
Star of the Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore; 18, ar, schs.
AStna, Bangor via Bridgeport; Nightingale, Bangor; sld, sell. Jerome H. Look, Jacksonville.
Boston, Oct. 16. Ar, sch. Joel F. Sheppard,

Carter, Philadelphia (at Quincv Point); 17, ar,
sch. Emily Foster, Harriman, Bangor; 19, sld.,
schs. Yale, Daylight and Henry R. Tilton, coal
ports, Sarah E. Palmer, Louisburg, C. B.
Delaware Breakwater Oct. 15. Passed out at 11
a. m., sch. W. Wallace Ward,
Philadelphia for
Bangor.
Baltimore, Oct. 13. Sld, sch. Star of the Sea,
Hopkins, New York; 19. ar., bark Josephine, MoClean, Rio Janeiro.
Portland, Oct. It;. Sld, sch. Fawn, Shute, Long
Cove and New York ; 17, ar, sch. Lester A. Lewis,
New York ; Lillian, Grindle. Boston ; 19, cld., sch.
Mary E. Palmer, Louisburg, C. B.
Bangor, Oct. 14. Sld, schs. Hattie H. Barbour,
Erskine, New Haven; Maud Snare, Lowell. New
York; Levi Hart, Pendleton, New York; 16, cld,
sch. Isaiah K. Stetson, Bridgeport; 19, ar, sch.
Celia F.. Randell, New York; 2o, ar., schs. Hattie
Moti. Buck, Port Johnson; Edward Stewert and
Webster Barnard, New York; Lillian, Boston;
cld., sell. Fannie & Edith, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 13. Ar, schs. Almeda
Willey, Dodge, Boston ; Anna Pendleton, Tlmmas,
New York ; 14,ar., sch. Melissa A. Willey, Providence; 16, sld, sch. Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton,
Perth Amboy ; 18, sld., sch. Susan N. Pickering,
Haskell, Boston.
San Francisco, Oct. 17. Ar, bark Tidal Wave,
Lancaster, Tacoma.
Bath, Oct. 12- bid, sch. J. Manchester Haynes,
Mathews, New York ; 19, ar., sch. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborn, New York for Augusta.
Philadelphia, Oct. 19. Ar., sch. Carrie E. Pickering, Somes Sound.
Fernandina, Oct. 15. ^Id, sch. Flora Rogers
Bunker, Boston.
Jacksonville, Oct. 16. Ar, sch. Florence Lelaiul,
New York.

GLENWOOD
RANGES
MAKE

COOKING EAST.
Three Cold Medals.
WEIR 8TOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MA8S.
In All Prominent Cities and
Towns in New England.

Agents

Cape Henry, Oct. 18. Passed in, bark Josephine,
McClean, Rio Janeiro for Baltimore.
New Bediord, Oct. 16. Ar, sell. Mary L. Crosby,
Trim, Port Reading.
Perth Amboy, Oct. 17. Sld, sch. Willie L. Newton, Salem.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 17. Ar, sch. Young
Brothers, Snow, Kennebec.
Salem, Mass., Oct. 18. Ar, schs. Kit Carson,
Kendall, New York for Camden; James L. Maloy,
Burnett, Rockland for New York; Silver Spray,
Thorndike, do. for do.; Jonathan Cone, Rolerson,
Port Johnson for Harpswell.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Trinity, Mart.. Oct. 10. Ar. previously, sch.
Olive T. Whittier, Whittier, Portland.
Cardiff Oct. 13. Ar. brig Havilah, Richardson,
Belfast, I.
Hong Kong Sept. 8. Ar., sch. Wm. H. Conner,
from Shanghai lor New York.
Anjer, Sept. 14. Passed ship Manuel Llaguno,
Small, Hong Kong for New York.
Turks Island, Sept. 30. Ar., sch. Estelle, Tapley, Curacoa (sld. Oct. 3, for Bangor.)
Gonaives, Oct. 7. In port, sell. John I. Snow,
Norton, loading lor-.
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ly on hand a full line of
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NEW LOT OF FLEECED WRAPPED
A Great

Bargain in Shawls
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WELLS.

F.

lands of non-resident oune rs sit
uated In the town of Islesboro, County of
Waldo, for the year 1895.
The following lift of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners in the town of Islesboro for the
year 181)5, committed to me for collection for said
town on the first day of duly, 1895, remains unpaid. and notice is hereby given that if said taxes,
interest and charges are not previously paid, so
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including interest
and charges, will he sold at public auction at the
town hall, m said town, on the 1st
Monday in
December, 1890. at 9 o'clock a. m.
Cookson, Walter S. Lot of land and house there
on, containing thirty-one acres; bounded northerly by land of L'has. C. Pendleton ; easterly, by land
of Edgar C. Knowles; southerly, by lands of Jeremiah Warren ami heirs of Lydia J. Philbrooke;
westerly, by west Penobscot bav; value, 8300;
tax. 84.80.
Loom us, Heirs ot Statia.
A lot of land and
buildings thereon, containing forty acres; bounded northerly, by land of W. H. Freeman ; easterly,
by land of \V. H. Freeman and east Penobscot bay;
southerly, by land of lslesboro Land and Improvement Co. and lSlutr road and land of
Lydia .1.
Decker; westerly, by land of I. M. Burgess; value,
$500; tax, $8.00; deficient highway tax. si.29;
total, $9.29.
Drinkwater, widow and heir of James. A lot
of land and buildings thereon, containing 1(H)
acres; bounded northerly by lands of heirs of
Martin V. Warren and Lydia J. l’hilbrooke; easterly, by Gil key's Harbor; southerly, by land of
George Hassel; westerly, by laud of Ruhamia
Perry; value, $800; tax, $9.00.
A lot of land and a building thereon,
containing
7 acres; bounded northerly, by land of F. E. Marshall ; easterly, by land of*heirs of James Drinkwater; westerly and southerly, by west Penobscot
bay. This lot is known and been taxed to F. E.
Hunt; value, $50; tax, 80c.: total, $10.40.
Dodge, Betsey A. A lot of land and house thereon ; hounded northerly, easterly and
southerly by
land of Koxanna Parker; westerly, I>y east town
road; value. $10“; tax, $1.00; deficient highwas
tax, 20c.: total, $1.80.
Haskell, George B. A lot of land and cottage;
bounded northerly, by land of heirs of E. 11. Tibbetts; easterly, by private road; southerly. b\
land oi Win. Z. Clayton westerly, by land of W.
S. Pendleton; value, $150: tax, $2.40.
Four lots of land, No. 20, 27. 28 and 29, tor
reference see Baldwin's plan of Hughes' Point:
value, $9<>; deficient highway tax', 51c.; rax,
$1.44; total tax, $4.35.
Kimball, George H. A lot of land containing
1-4 acres and cottage; bounded northeily, southerly and westerly, by land of A. S. Davis'; easterly,by east Penobscot bay ; value, $450; tax,$7.2“;
deficient highway, $1,10; total, $8.30.
Sprague, Wm. P. A lot of land and store thereon ; hounded northerly, by land of E. G. Coombs;
easterly, by land ot E. V Bunker: southerly, by
land of I.ouist Coombs; westerly, by town load:
value.$150, tax, $2.40; deficient high wav, 35e..
total, $2.75.
Sydney, Mrs. A lot of land ami store at Hughes’
Point, formerly owned by S. B. Fletcher; value,
$50 ; lax. $0e.; deficient highway. 13c,: total.
93c.
Swctt, E.C. A lot ot land and cottage at Hughes’
Point; value, $2<>n; tax, $5.3<»; delieieiit lughtotal, S3.72.
way, 52c
Tebetts. Wm. (). A lot ot land and cottage therebounded northerly, by lot
on, it being lot No. 31
No. 33: easterly, by Beech street: southerly, by
lot No. 29; westerly, by land ot heirs of E. H.
Tebetts; value, $125; tax. $2.00; deficient highway, 20c.: total, $2.20.
A lot of land. No. 33, according to Baldwin's
plan of Hughes’ Point; value. $25: tax, 4<»e.. deficient highway. 0c.; total, 40c.
Warren, Geo. M. Fifty acres ot land and buildings thereon; bounded northerly bv land of J. L.
S. Coombs, Catherine M. Coombs and cast t -wn
road; easterly, by east town road and .1. L. S.
Coombs; southerly, by land of Houston N otis;
westerly, by land of J. L. S. Coombs and E. S.
l’rebie; value. $0(M»; tax. $9.0i>; deficient highwav, $1.55 ; total, $11.15.
J. P. BRAGG,
Collector of Taxes for Town of lslesboro.
October 19, 1890. —3w43

Allen.

In Brooklin, Cct. 2, to Mr. and Mrs
c. Allen, a son. twelfth child.
Baktku. In Deer Isle, Oct. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
William <». Barter, a son.
Brown. In Belfast, Oct. (1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Brown, a son.
Elwell. In Yiualhaven, Oct. 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Elwell, a child.
Gray. In Brooksville, Sept. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Gray, a son, Lawrence A.
Gray
In Brooksville, Oct. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur V. Gray, twin daughters, Lulieand Lizzie.
Young. In Camden, Oct. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
son.

A. STARRETT, Main Street.

(axes on

In Court of Probate, held at Belthe second Tuesday of October,
CHAPMAN, Executrix on the
estate of EMMA P. CURTIS, late of Winterport.
in said County, deceased, having presented her
first an«I final account of administration of said
estate f or allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof la* given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persona
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of November next. and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cnas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

! DALTON’S SARSAPAR^
I -***- NERVE TONIC?'.
♦
♦
♦

|*
♦

notice

Pli mer Clark. In Portland, Oct. 10, Charles
W. Plumerand Mabel C. Clark, both of Portland.
Stevens-Barboir. In West Gouldsboro, Oct.
7, Frank G. Stevens of Gouldsboro and Miss Evelyn Barbour of Cherryfield,
Waltz-Pillsbi rv. In Damariscotta Mills, Oct.
10, Howard Burleigh Waltz of Damariscotta Mills
and Carrie Belle, daughter ol the late R. M. Pillsbury of Rockland.

estate

one

of the Few

By

a

Compounded
Regular Physician.
Its Cures are Genuine.
Its Testimonials Tr

DISEASES, CATARRH and
BIL1TY IN ALL FORMS

\

YIELD

TO

♦

♦

in the

Brown. In Searsmont, Oct. 17. Mrs. Elizabeth
Brown, aged 78 years, 4 months and 3 davs.
Bi kmoke. In Belfast, Oct. 1G, Almira Buckmore, aged 87 years, 11 months and (j days.
(!i>lla.mer. In Lewes, Del.. Sept. R, Lucian P.
Col lamer, aged about 50 years.
Fuller
In Rockland, Oct. 14. Mary Boyd
(Drink wateri, wife of A. A. Fuller, aged 38 years,
3 months and ll days.
In East Union, Out. 11, Louis Going,
Going.
aged 14 years, 9 months and 7 days.
Kaler. In Belfast, Oct. 20. Miss Alary C.
Kaler, aged 78 years and 7 months.
Oct.

5, Mrs. Minnie R. Ma-
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Beltust

Price

I

|

Public Funds Owned.
United States 4s.. Coupon. 1007 .-7
United States 4s., Keg.. I9i»7
United States 4s., 1925, oupoti..
Total United States Bonds i.wned.

I

MARY J.

PIERCE, late of Prospect,

County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore
Price Paid Producer. I requests all persons who are indebted to said deProduce Market.
20630 Hay, p ton,10 00612 00 ceased's estate to make immediate payment, anil
Apples, p bu,
4 a 5 Hides, p lb,
3 1-2 64 those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
dried, p lb,
the same for settlement to him.
1 40(61 (><’ Lamb, p lb,
5 a.8
Beans, pea,
GEO. A. AVERY.
medium. 1 30 a 1 40 Lamb Skins,
20630
«1
25
35
4a5
Mutton, p lb,
yel’weyesl
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
10620 Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 25(680
Butter, p ft.,
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
30635
Beef, p lb,
46.0 1-2 Potatoes.
40a45 Round Hog,
4.64 1-2 ami taken upon himself the trust of Executor of
Barley, p bu,
8 610 Straw, p ton, 5 0066 oo the last will and testament of
Cheese, p ft>,
12.614 Turkey, p lb.
10al8
Chicken, p. ft),
TOBIAS O. THOMPSON, late of Winterport,
1 l-2a3
50675 Tallow,
Calfskins,
667 in the
14;616
Veal,
p
lb,
lb,
Duck, p
County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore
20 Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13
Eggs, p doz,
requests all persons who are indebted to said deFowl, p lb,
10@12 Wood, hard, 3 50 65 00 ceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
14
a
10
Wood, soft, 3 00(63 50 those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
Geese, p ft,,

THE

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

9061 00
Beef, corned, p ft), 7 68 Lime, p bbl,
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb, 363 1-2
42
Onions,
lb,
p
Corn, p bu,
263
Cracked Corn, p bu, 42 Oil,kerosene,gal. 12614
3 1-2a4
42 Pollock, p ft>,
Corn Meal, p bu,
76 8
12614 Pork, p lb,
Cheese, p ft.,
1 12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p bbl,
03
Meal,
5(6*> Rye
p ft,,
Codfish, dry, p lb
70675
Cranberries, P qt,08610 Shorts, p cwt,
565 1-2
Clover Seed, p lb, 11612 Sugar, p ft.,
40
Flour, p bbl, 4 0066 00 Salt, T. I., p bu,
263
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 1562 25 Sweet Potatoes,
21-263
Lard, p lb
869 1-2 Wheat Meal,

*•.»

•>.<'<in

"

i'O

2,000

oo

5,000

oo

95

oo
*»o

Total Railroad Bonds Owned
Corporation Bonds Owned.
Continental Mills, Lewiston, 6s., 19ou
York Light & Heat Company, 6s. 1901.

23,*10*100

3,000

2.12""
+75
5.350

3,000

•••

...

3.1 >""■
1."""""

00

l.ooiimi

4,00<»

(in

1*3

d.loooo
I,1"""'"
b.ooono

‘2,l1”'

j

Loans on Corporation Bonds.
International Loan and Trust Company
York Light N. Heat company.

I

on
on

7>o
.;-,7,. ...
«><»
I
4 ;. .......

14.27.

1

2 2-

2.'

1

..

Unpaid accrued interest.

1

2,2707"'

1

Estimated market value of resources above
liability for deposits, earned dividend and
State tax
K.

DRESSMAKING.

LOST.

System and make children’s work
Im39*
specialty.

UPTON,

Johnson's Block, High $t.

4:;

K. TIMBKIiLAKK, It

Notice of Forecl<

We wish to inform the,ladies of Belfast that we
will do dressmaking at reasonable rates and give
good satisfaction. We use Livingstone’s Famous
French

2.7

1 2,157 7 b

....

Annual expenses, $500.

&

173 4 7.
;»2 7 7

162,313 22

Due depositors, earned dividend ami accrued
State tax.

MISSES BEVERAGE

••

..

deposit.
hand

"■>

.7;,:.

Loans on mortgages of real estate.
Real estate, foreclosure..
Premium account.
Cash
Cash

n.i,

1, .72

..

o.ssi•

":>

5.
2,85"- "
5 25"
>,4" ""

Total Railroad Stock Owned. 13,lunoo
Corporation Stock Owned.
International Telegra.pl) Company.
l'.),3<"'»)o
National Bank Stock Owned
1.4-Simmi
Cumberland National Bank, Portland
3,5'»m»o
First National Bank, Portland..
1.4<><hiu
First National Batik. Bangor.
4,"'»n.*.!
Portland National Bank. Portland.
o.'.iih,!,
Searsport National Bank, Searsport

I

1

11 >

5,000<>*»
5,o00 00

1

■

S t *.
2 N't
-4 32.*

5,ooo

Total National Bank Stock 1 Kvned.
Loans on Public Funds.
United States 4s.. l'.»27>.
City of Stillwater, .Mum.

1

2 !
2.1 :9m
«•
>7 ■

p.onooo

..

■■* ■

5,ooo<>o
s.oocoo
2,"oo*io
4,Ooo«»'
oo

Corporation Bonds Owned.

9c

!

:: 2 »*••»•

43,ooo

Railroad Stock Owned.
Cleveland *X: Canton, Preferred..
Cleveland N Canton, Common.
Iowa Central, Preferred.

■

>7
*• 4.'
-.S2

5,ooo oo
3,0oooo

Total Public Funds out of New England
Railroad Bonds Owned
Dayton & Michigan, 5s., 1911.
1938
Iowa Central, 5s
Kansas City Belt, 6s., 1916.
Portland N: Ogdensburg, 6s., 19oO....
Portland
Ogdeusburg, 5s., 19«)3.

Total

n,

1

—

2,i>00 oo
l’.ihmidh
5,onooo
2,<"><Mio

St. Paul, Minn., 7s.. 1898, Sewer.
5s.. 1903, Water.
Toledo, <
of Duluth. Minn.. 5s., 19<"‘>. Mime

......

>

l.oooo
1

Total Public Fund* of New England.
County of Hardin. *>..»'>* 1897-8. Pike.
Milwaukee, Wi*., 5s, 1903,County
Buildings.
Stark, <>., 5s.. 19*»5, refund.
City of Cincinnati. O.. 7 3-10s., 190*1. Mnnc.
Fort Wayne. 1ml.. 6s., 1899, Fund
Minneapolis, Minn 4 1 2s,1913,Mum-.
Omaha, Neb. 5s., 1907, Paving.
Stillwater. Minn., 5*., 1919. Perm Imp

Village

l.oon

the same for settlement to Thos. W. Yose of Bangor, Penobscot Countv, his authorized agent.
TOBIAS J. THOMPSON.

Somewhere on the road from Ginn & Field’s
store to Searsport a satchel, containing a purse
and letter addressed to the owner. The finder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same
with Ginn & Field.
MRS. ASHLEY MITCHELL.
Iw43
Belfast, Oct. 20, 1896.

<.<>»

DJp'Oooo

District of Columbia, 5s., IS99.
City of Belfast.. .Me... Os 1898. K. K. Aul
City of Pa\vtueket,|K. I.,4s.. 192:', den Fuml.

»*

K-tiinared
Market \ .11

Ml

...

WOOD, late ol Stockton
Springs,

in the

OCTOBER.

Deposits

Par

i
I

ESTHER A. ELLING

Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.

Sear

RESOURCES.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Executor of
the last will and testament of

I HI

Keserve Fuml..
Undivided Profits.

County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

THEconcerned,

11

LIABILITIES.
I

BENNETT, late of Troy,

in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs; he therefore requests all perwho are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
thereon to exhibit the same for setdemands
any
RUFUS B. ELLINGW<u>D.
tlement to him.

Ol

CHARM'S 1

PENDLETON, President

•JAMES

of

sons

Bank,

Searsport Saving i

all

as

,<AN Sli

—■-H)R SAUK liY AUK OUAi.KRS..——

STATEMENT Ol

THEconcerned,

|
i

rep..

nuj..

♦

as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s esiate
to make immediate pajment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setLOUISA B. BENNETT.
tlement to her.

days.

a

pdN

DALTON’S INSTANT RELIEF PLASTERS

♦

THE

ISAAC

the best

are

♦

subscribers hereby give public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

Atwood. In North Bucksport, David B. Atwood
8 months.
Bragdon. In Lowell, Mass., Oct. 6, Miss Lizzie
F. Bragdon, fonnerly ol Lamoiue, aged 45 years.
Babbihge. In Rockland, Oct. 8, Mary,'widow
of Levi Babbidge, aged 78 years, 5 months and 19

IT.

have established

DALTON'S FAMILY PILLS

♦

...

aged 73 years and

NERVOl

x

LORENZO A. SOULE, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setCAROLEN W. SOULE.
tlement to her.

DIED.

;
;

♦RHEUMATISM, SCROFULA, ERYSIPELA-

x
$

trust

upon

trix of the

to

It is

X
♦
X

A.

HE subscriber

!

A Blood Purifier

X

hereby gives public
It
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
herself the
of Administraand taken

mont.

IF NOT, HERE ARE POINTS: It is di?L1
any other preparation before the public and
medicine combining a NERVE TONIC w ith
_

on

BlAk e-Nichols. In Searsport, Oct. 19, by Rev.
R. G. Harbutt. Daniel H. Blake, Jr., of Kobe,
Japan, to Ellen Elizabeth Nichols of Searsport.
Carleton-Walker. In Rockport, o<-t.‘ 5, Ren
jamin B. Carleton ami Mrs. Georgia Walker, both
of Rockport.
Du key-Payson. In Belfast, Oct. 14. by Rev J.
M. Leighton. Daniel E. Dickey of Stockton Springs
and Miss Lelia M. Pay son of Waldo.
Eat<*n-Jacksox. In Belfast, Oct. 21, by Re\. J
F. Tilton, Charles B. Eaton and Miss Lena'A. Jackson, both of Belfast.
Gilman-Edmuxds. In Searsmont, Oct. 14. at
the home of the bride’s sister, Mrs. Charles Gilman. by Rev. M. F. Bridgham, John F. Gilman of
Liberty and Miss Mattie E. Edmunds of Sears-

DO YOU KNOW ABOUT

j

SS.

WALDO
last,
LYDIA

__

1896.

In Orland,

$4.13

at

SEE THEM IN OUR WINDOW'S.

Collector's Notice of Sale.
Unpaid

Henry

aged 34 years and 14 days.
Perry. In South Tliomastoii, Oct. 9, Hannah
U., wife of ( apt. John Perry, aged 72 years, 9
months and 24 days.
Tyler. In Belfast, Oct. 20. Knna J., daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tyler, aged 9 } ears, 9
months an d 14 days,

ALL M w

Bdf&st. Oct. K. lS'.tti —41 tf

BOKJN.

Mason.

LEAM ](

NOTHING CAN EQUAL THIS SHORT OF $5.00.

SI K S.

men of the wrecked schooner Lelia Smith of
Maehias, Maine. Capt Smith and his daughter
left for home at .Jonesboro, Me, that evening...
Ship Centennial, which arrived at San Francisco
Oct. 3 from New York, was lbb days on the passage. She had to put into Monieviedeo lor repairs through encoimtei ing a hurricane and then
came around the Cape of
Good Hope. ..The
schooner Winner, Capt. Robbins, for New London with piling, lost, one of her crew, Amos
Mitchell of Harrington. He was IS years of age
and was washed overboard oil' Petit’Monaii Oct.
13th-Sch. Mary E. Crosby, which sailed from
Boston. Oct. lbrli, ran ashore in the Nubble
near Nix's mate.
She was pulled oil' the next
evening without apparent damage and anchored
in the Roads... The brig H. B. Hussey, Captain
Warr. was towed in Norfolk Monday from Hampton
Roads by the tug Katie.
She had lost
her foremast and eveything lorward and also
her main to; mast. Her cabin was flooded, her
decks and hulkwards damaged and all bet boats
lost. She was bound from Boston to Charleston,
S. C., with a part cargo of guano
The worst of
her experience was on the 11th, when she was in
about the latitude of Hatteras.
After she rigged
a
jury mast, bent spar sails ami headed for the
She was pieked up SundaY
capes of V irginia
sixty miles southeast of Cape Henry 1 »\ the British steamship Beuridge which towed” her into
Hamilton Roads.

son,

prices Irom

prepared to give
We keep constant-

*

nouns.

MARRIED.

pairs for

3

FOR WINTER WEAR.

Chesapeake Bay, is badly strained and full of
It is said she will he abandoned...Sch.
Seventy Six, of Thoniaston, from Fernamlina
Sept. 17 for Berbice with, lumber, was passed
Oct. D>, lat. 31, Ion. 72 33. waterlogged and
abandoned; two juryuiasts rigged and rudder
gone...Sell. Richmond of Rockland, which stranded on York Ledge Sept. 23, and now lying at
Ivittery Point full of water, was sold the 13th
for $225....Among the passengers on steamer
Gate City which arrived at Boston from Savan
nail Friday, were Captain Albion P. Smith, his
daughter Edith L.. aged 15 years, and six sea-

a

‘*2;

for

first-class milliners, she is

water.

Eugene Young,

I8c.,

pairs

u

25c. to Si
oo

same.

iisnoie

3

We can show you Ladies’ Underwear at all

will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in
Boston, where she has been

J8c.,

5c,

<5c.

1 Lot Children’s 25c. Underwear to be closed at

Miss Florence Wells

Loss of Sen. Mary H. G. Dow. The sch. Mary
H. G. Dow. ( apt. Malcomsnu. from Newport News
for Bangor, which went ashore last Friday night
on Halibut ledge, five or >ix miles south ot Rockland, is high and dry. She is broken in the keel
and bottom and will* probably be a total loss. She
had 1,940 tons of coal. The tug Ralph Ross of
Bangor went to her assistan- e Saturday and
brought Capt. Maleomson, the new and a quantity of dunnage to Rockland. That same evening
her principal owner. William T. Donnell of Bath,
arrived and Sunday took the Ralph Ross and the
Rockland tug Somers N. Smith, and the granite
sloop Island Belle, Capt. Hill, a no paid her a visit
and made a thorough examination of her injuries,
situation, and the prospect of lightening her and
getting her off. Mr. Donnell considered the prospect s<> dubious that lie ordered her stripped of
everything possible, which was done. About do
tons'of coal were taken out and all that can be
got out will be saved. The vessel is in a very exposed position and will probably go to pieces in
the first heavy wind. She was built in Bath in
1894, is 1,207 tons, 208 feet long, 40 feet beam,
and 19 feet hold.
It is understood she was partially insured. The coal is fully insured.
Disasters, Etc. Sch. Warren It. Potter. Capt.
Slocum, arrived at Georgetown, S. C., Oct. 14
with Captain Haskell and the crew of the sehoon
er H. J. Cottrell of Deer Isle, Me., rescued five
miles southeast of Hatteras Oct. 12tli. The Cottrell encountered a gale the 9th, and started a bad
leak, but the crew kept her free until the 11th,
when another gale was encountered and the vessel
filled. The crew lashed themselves to the house
to prevent being washed away. The Cottrell was
built at Belfast in 1882 by tlie late J. Y\ Cottrell
and named for the wife of the builder. She was
of 354 tons gross. She sailed from Jacksonville
for Boston Sent. 23. She was valued at $14,()(•<>;
very little insurance. Cargo consisted of 310,000
feet lumber, valued at .$3,750; fully covered by
insurance. Barque
P*.
Litchfield
Henry
i\<m Kiaiiu

Underwear to be closed at

examination of all

a

millinery,

lantmast carried away.
The lighthouse board notifies mariners that on
or about Oct. 2‘>, a bell to be struck by hand during thick or foggy weather in answer to signals
from passing vessels will be established ar Negro
Island light station on the south side of the entrance to Camden Harbor, Me.
Charters. Bark Adolph Obrig, New York to
Saigon. G(!,000 cases of oil, 23 cents. Bark Mannie Swan. Cardiff to Pernambuco, coal. 14s. dd.
Brig Havilali, same voyage, optiou of Bahia, Ids.
dd. Bark Grace Lynwood, Barbadoes to North of
Hatteras, sugar, p* t. Bark C. P. Dixon. Turks
Island to New York, salt, 5 cents. Sch. Eliza J.
Pendleton. New York to Port >pain. Trinidad, at
or about $2,400.
Sch. John C. Smith, Apalachicola to Baltimore or Philadelphia, lumber, .$5
Sch. Nor nibega. Edgewater. to Bangor, coal, 05
cents
Sell. Willie L. Newton, Perth Amboy to
Sell. Mary L. Cro.-by,
Salem, coal, GO cents.
Port Reading to New Bedford, coal, 45 cents. Sell.

I Lot Children’s 38c

visited New York and Boston and

very thorough
the NEW and DESIRABLE

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Penobscot,

^LOOKU^
1 Lot of Ladies’ 38c. Underwear to be closed at

Spoken. Ship Governor Robie, Nichols, from
Japan and China for New York, Sept. 25, lat. 22
S Ion. 41 W
Ship State of Maine, Curtis, from
New York for Shanghai, Oct. 5, lat. 8 N. Ion. 28 W.
19. Bark Josephine, from Rio
Oct.
Baltimore,
Janeiro, was ten days north of Hatteras with
strong head winds, during which had foretopgal-

ui

FOK.

!

Bluefields, Nic., Oct. 7. Ar., sch. R. W. Hopkins, Hicliborn, Brunswick. Ga.
Cork, Oct. 18. Ar., bark Mannie Swan, Higgins,
New York.

Bonnie, Burgess, Vinal

haven.
Oct. Hi. Sells. Sea Flower, Robinson, Castine:
Maria Webster, Turner, Isle an Haut.
Oct. 1G. Sells. Cocheco, Hall, Bangor;
Mazurka,
Stinson, Bosun, sloop Passport, Eaton, Isle an
Haut.
Oct. 18. Soli. Janies Holmes, Ryan. Boston.
Oct. 15). Sells. R. F. Hart, Dodge. New
York;
E. E. Warren, Tainter, do.; Yankee Maid, Hail,
Boston ; N. Jones, Hall, Portland.
Oct. 20. Sell. Fannie iY Edith, Ryder, Bangor

...

pure_]

Absolutely

Montelle W. Abbott, the
Bucksport.
eldest son of Capt. George W. Abbott, passed a most satisfactory examination for admission to the Hancock county bar at Ellsreceived
Abbott
Mr.
worth October 14.
his initiatory degree in the law office of O.

Kane's Pond thirteen black ducks.

Capt.

Report

I

well filled_Potatoes have
there are not more than half as many as last
year_The lamb market is low ; 82 to 82.25
is the highest price.

Dixfield

Monday, returning Wednesday.

Capt. Samuel Curtis shot
at

U. S. Gov’t

L. E. Burns

though 8ii years old he is getting along fineMargaret B. Sargent will have her fall ly_The apple crop is gathered and it is
pening it millinery on Friday and Saturvery large and the fruit is of fine quality....
day el tins week.
Corn is not as good a crop as it promised to
Mrs. N. C. Shiite* and son Eugene are
be. It did not ripen off well and is not
visiting friends m Albion.
rotted so that

ton

Leavening Power.—Latest

Pittsfield was in town
lost a valuable
Sunday....
horse recently by getting entangled in alienyard fence_Isrnd Jones fell down cellar
Allast week and dislocated his shoulder.

the guest of

Mrs. Abbie S. Merrill lias gone to
to visit ber son, Geo. L. Merrill.

in

property.

_N. L. Simmons of

over

C. E. Marks started
kiln last week.

Highest of all

of Merrimac

Luce

M.

I.

is in town

a

ISAAC (.KOKCK I S.
by bis mortgage deed
Putmun Sinionton of Sm
Searsport, and recorded n
Deeds. Hook 139. Page m
Sinionton, on May 2b, lsn
deed to Phineas (. \\ arr.-n
24b, Page 179, and the com
deed having been broken,
tlie same and give thi* n
statute in such case made <
PH IN
3w43*
Dated at Searsport, this 17’ C
•>

•
•'

